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115 RUDDSBORO ROAD - Hanover, NH

THE BARRETT HOUSE - Straﬀord, VT

23 South Main Street, Hanover, NH
5 The Green, Woodstock, VT
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603.643.0599 NH
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team@snyderdonegan.com
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Selectively taking new listings. Please call to inquire.

@CBLifestylesRE

603.643.6406

www.CBLifestylesRE.com

Proud To Be The Official Real Estate Partner Of

A THLE TICS

Interior Design
Custom Fabrication
Renovations
Visit our extensive home
furnishings showroom.

Cheryl Boghosian
Interior Designer, ASID

Inspiring Design

Hanover, NH
603-643-3727
gilberteinteriors.com

A WORTHY INVESTMENT

THE EASTMAN LIFESTYLE

Just 5 Minutes From Downtown Hanover

A Perfect Home In A Perfect Location

122 Blood Hill Road, Norwich
Expansive lawns, gorgeous stonework, a pool, patios,
mature plantings, and an abundance of room. This will
be an amazing home with a little elbow grease. This
home is ready for your touch.
5 beds | 4 full baths | MLS# 4676956 | $639,999

9 Longwood Drive, Eastman
Customized home with no detail overlooked. Each room
offers 9’ ceilings, crown moulding, beveled trim and
baseboard, as well as incredible window placement and
light. The ﬂoor plan has an easy, yet elegant ﬂow.
3 beds | 4 full/2 half baths | MLS# 4680576 | $524,000

Just Say Jenny!
@CBLifestylesRE.com

Jennifer Snyder

REALTOR

D: 603.643.1891
O: 603.643.6406
Jennifer@CBLifestylesRE.com

59 Stevens Road, Hanover

899 Bliss Road, Hartford

3 beds | 2.5 Baths | Breathtaking Views
MLS# 4675984 – $879,000

4 beds | 3.5 baths | Equestrian property 3 beds | 3 baths | Custom Contemporary
MLS# 4678027 – $785,000
MLS# 4678306 – $775,000

Call Nan Carroll at 603.643.9494

Call Shane MacDonald at 603.252.6757

Call Shelley & Co. at 603.643.9402

16 Pioneer Point, Eastman

18 Mulherrin Farm Rd., Hanover

15 Market Street, Lyme

5 beds | 3.5 baths | Premier Location
MLS# 4661235 – $790,000

3 beds | 2 full/2 half baths | Delightful! 3 beds | 3.5 baths | Enchantingly Original
MLS# 4678541 – $649,000
MLS# 4631784 – $625,000

Call Jeff Adie at 603.568.0609

Call Shelley & Co. at 603.643.9402

Sally Rutter & Amy Redpath at 603.643.9405

53 Route 4A, Enfield

1727 Christian Street, Hartford

559 Route 10, Orford

3 beds | 2.5 baths | On Lake Mascoma
MLS# 4667666 – $539,000

3 beds | 2.5 baths | Complete Renovation 3 beds | 3 baths | CT River Frontage
MLS# 4679641 – $485,000
MLS# 4674413 – $450,000

Call Rowan Carroll at 603.359.2574

Call Jeff Batchelder at 603.643.1896

HANOVER |

EASTMAN

|

NEW LONDON

1 Woods End Road, Hanover

|

Call Paula Small at 603.643.9396

SUNAPEE

Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated

|

WA R N E R

BIG PICTURE

Ride On |

In 1885 the bicycle club still rode penny-farthing
machines, not realizing its high-wheel cycles were about to give way
to chain-driven gears and inflatable tires. Today’s cycling team rides
sleek titanium machines that can cost thousands of dollars—and help
them win Ivy League titles. (Read more about the team’s success on
page 24.) Photograph courtesy Dartmouth College Library

BIG PICTURE

Spring Fever | In the

wake of a March that saw three
storms hammer the area, campus denizens welcome the end of
hibernation and the opening of
the Connecticut River swim docks
(shown here in 2017).
Photograph by Robert Gill
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CLARK MOORE ’13

The award-winning editorin-chief of Self magazine
breaks down what it
means to be a “digital-led”
publication.

Moore, who plays a gay
black teen in the film
Love, Simon, hopes his
role can serve as a turning
point.

LIZA MILLET ’92

The former N.Y.C.-based
hedge fund analyst
follows her passion for
helping entrepreneurs
in Wyoming.
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ARE YOU READY TO INVEST IN VC?

WHY INVEST IN VENTURE CAPITAL?

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS

If so, Green D Ventures is the smartest, simplest way for
accredited investors to add VC to their wealth-building
strategies. We offer Dartmouth alumni easy access to
this attractive, but difficult to access asset class. Our
investors own a portfolio of 15 – 25 venture companies
– diversified by stage, sector and geography – investing
alongside the world’s top VC firms, like Andreessen
Horowitz, Kleiner Perkins, Y Combinator and Greylock.

SMART, SIMPLE VENTURE INVESTING
FOR DARTMOUTH ALUMNI
JOIN US
WWW.AVGFUNDS.COM/GREEND
INVEST@GREENDVENTURES.COM
(603) 606-8878

STRONG RETURNS
Family offices and endowments invest
5-15% of their portfolios in venture
because it has outperformed the S&P
over the past 30 years.

$

ALTERNATIVE ASSETS
Venture returns don’t directly
correlate to the market, offering smart
diversification.
EARLY ACCESS TO VALUE CREATION
Companies are waiting longer than ever
to go public, and more value is being
created pre-IPO.

Each of the various funds of Green D Ventures is a different series of Launch Angels Funds, LLC, doing business as Alumni Ventures Group Funds (AVG Funds). Each of the Green
D Funds involves a different investment portfolio and risk-return profile. The manager of each fund of Green D Ventures is Launch Angels Management Company, LLC, doing
business as Alumni Ventures Group (AVG), a Massachusetts-based venture capital firm. AVG is a for-profit company that is not affiliated with, officially sanctioned or endorsed
by Dartmouth College or any other school. This advertisement is for informational purposes only, and no offering of securities is made with this advertisement. Offers are made
only pursuant to formal offering documents, which describe risks, terms, and other important information that must be considered before an investment decision is made. Past
performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and this fund involves substantial risk of loss, including loss of
all capital invested. This advertisement is intended solely for accredited investors who accept the responsibility for conducting their own analysis of the investment and consulting
with their professional advisors to receive personalized advice with respect to their analysis of this potential investment. Contact Laura Rippy at Laura@GreenDVentures.com with
questions, or requests for additional information on AVG or this fund may be sent to info@avgfunds.com.

Green D Ventures is not affiliated with, officially sanctioned, or endorsed by Dartmouth College.

HANOVER, NH Home on 5 ac lot with
views of Moose Mtn. 3 BR, 3.5 BA. High
efficiency heat! Only 10 minutes from
DHMC and Hanover. $525,000

WEST FAIRLEE, VT Great lake views
from this charming 2 BR, 2 BA, furnished
year-round cottage with direct lake
frontage. Sleeping porch. Garage. $395,000

SOUND BITES

D E PA R T M E N T S
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12 | YOUR TURN Readers

react.

Notebook
18 | CAMPUS

News and notes from
around the Green
26 | INTERVIEW

“Arguing a case is
about facilitating a
conversation among
the justices.”

There’s
always
one...
HANOVER, NH Beautifully crafted
home. 10 ac with a pond. 1st floor
master suite. Three bedrooms, 4 full
and 2 half baths. 10 mins from
downtown. $849,000

BY BETSY VERECKEY
28 | BOOKS

Professor John L.
Campbell sheds light
on the disruptive forces
that paved the way for
Trump’s ride to the White
House.

—NEAL KUMAR KATYAL ’91

PAGE 96

BY JULIA M. KLEIN
31 | OUTSIDE

A rainy hike up Moosilauke tests the resolve of
50th-reunion climbers.

LYME, NH Located on one of Lyme’s
most lovely lanes, this classic 1790
cape has 18+/-ac and a large barn.
3 BR, 2 BA. Open meadows, stone
walls, woods. 3 fireplaces. Old house
flavor, new systems. $579,000

HANOVER, NH Immaculate single
family home with first floor master suite.
3 bedrooms, 2.5 baths, fabulous light.
1.5 mi from college. Delightful community.
$595,000

Tuck dean Matthew
Slaughter talks about
risk-taking and teachable
moments.

BY LANCE TAPLEY ’66

“There is a growing
interest in blurring
boundaries, especially
as they relate
to gender.”

35 | CLASSROOM

Meet Ralph Gibson, the
cheerful nucleus of the
physics department.

BY GEORGE M. SPENCER

—PROF. JANICE MCCABE

PAGE 38

44

HANOVER, NH Privately located close
to schools and Storrs Pond, this home
is a gem! 4 BR, 3.5 BA, radiant heat on
1st floor. Open floor plan. Great! $895,000

38

What’s Next

Eight faculty members forecast the future. (It’s not all scary.)

in a
class
by itself.

BY T I F FA N I E W E N

“We’ve used plants
that have been used
by mankind for
thousands of years.”
—LISA CONTE ’81, TU’85

PAGE 50

44

Out of This World

More than two decades ago an alum joined seven explorers to
boldly go where no one had gone before: into Biosphere 2, a
sealed, miniature Earth where they would have to survive two
years on their own.
BY MARK NELSON ’68

50

Elixir of the Amazon

“We are all part of
the biosphere, body
and soul.”

On The Green
Lyme, NH 03768
603-795-4816

—MARK NELSON ’68

PAGE 44

•

LYME, NH Walk to the village location –
this renovated 2 BR/2 BA home with
a great private backyard is in move-in
condition. A must see. $302,000

Allen Street
Hanover, NH 03755
603-643-4200
•

www.marthadiebold.com

WILDER, VT Bright, sunny 2 bedroom
home in Hemlock Ridge. New interior
paint, new flooring. Excellent condition.
Swimming pool, tennis courts. $182,000

A wonder drug emerges from the Dragon’s Blood tree, thanks to
Jaguar Health CEO Lisa Conte ’81, Tu’85.
BY A N D R E W FA U G H T

37 | UNDYING

Carlos Baker ’32 wrote the
book on Hemingway.
BY SUE SHOCK

Pursuits

55 | VOICES IN THE
WILDERNESS

NPR correspondent
Peter Kenyon ’80, disabled
rights advocate J.J. Hanley
’82, novelist Prayaag
Akbar ’04, anthropologist
David Soren ’68, electric
motorbike developer Marc
Fenigstein ’01, Th’04,
and student travel guide
Heather Halstead ’97
60 | ALUMNI BOOKS

Class Notes

64 | THE CLASSES
92 | CLUBS & GROUPS
94 | ALUMNI COUNCIL
94 | DEATHS
96 | CONTINUING ED

Litigator Neal Kumar
Katyal ’91
BY LISA FURLONG

W W W. D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E . C O M
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reade rs react

I first ran into Professor Adams in his European survey courses in 1958. As a history major, I took as many of his classes as
I could. I still remember his exam question:
“Whether under tsars or commissars, the
foreign policy of Russia has always been the
same. Explain.” He was tough and fair. Gleason captured the essence of studying under
his teaching. Thanks for the memories.
RALPH PARADY ’61

Cape Elizabeth, Maine

The Adams Family

Classes such as professor J.C. Adams’
[“Awakening,” March/April] were the reason most of us went to Dartmouth—to learn
from an extraordinary professor teaching
an undergraduate course. His lectures were
riveting. His presence dominated the room,
and he made you feel in the moment. It was
an indelible experience I savor 63 years later. And, yes, he was a tough grader.
FREDERICK M. LIONE JR. ’55

Norwalk, Connecticut

In the winter of 1960, I took the same class
that Joe Gleason ’77 wrote about. Fiftyeight years later I vividly remember it as
my favorite course at Dartmouth.
In my time, Adams’ curly hair was only
beginning to gray. No cane. He wore regular,
not dark, glasses. He used 3-by-5 cards. He
periodically nibbled on nuts or seeds as
he spoke. He remained seated throughout
his lecture.
My recollection of Adams’ voice is the
same as Joe’s. Every student—about 80 upperclassmen—sat up straight and hung on
his every word. For every class. He spoke
solemnly. We paid such rapt attention you
could have heard a pin drop.
I studied like mad for the final, trying
to remember every fact and nuance he had
exposed me to. In previous years his finals
had consisted of several difficult questions.
This time there was only one: “Write the
history of the German Army from 1919 to
1945.” When the test was passed out, the
entire class let out a resounding moan.
I got a C+ on the final and in the course.
I was pleased. Later I learned to speak German and Russian and have read more modern European history than I have of any
other subject—because of Adams, what he
taught and because he inspired me. I still
have the textbook on my bookshelf at home
(with my underlines in green ink).
BILL WOOD ’61

Menlo Park, California
12
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The essay about Adams accurately recalls
a commanding classroom presence in his
last year, but it misses Adams’ main contributions to his profession. His book Flight
in Winter, about the Serbs in World War
I, demonstrated his mastery of multiple
languages and his fine prose style, both of
which he encouraged in his classes.
I took every course he taught, including
his most challenging seminar, and I began
to study Russian in fall 1955. When Sputnik
shocked the world in October 1957, I felt
even more grateful he had helped me find
my career as a historian of modern Russia.
Interestingly, Adams somehow understood we wanted to know his thoughts
about Sputnik. He showed up on the steps
of College Hall and somehow, in the age
of no twittering, dozens of students gathered to listen to his thoughts about its
implications.
E. WILLIS BROOKS ’57

Chapel Hill, North Carolina

I majored in history, took Adams’ modern
European history course in the late 1950s
and was mesmerized by his lectures. I will
never forget his lecture that focused on
the Nazis at the outbreak of World War II.
We came into the lecture hall to find
Adams seated at his desk in the front. Arrayed on it we saw a Nazi flag, a German
helmet and a large bronze swastika mounted upright. We settled in for the lecture.
Adams said nothing. Finally, there was total
silence with all eyes on him and the display
on his desk. Adams put both of his hands
palms down on the desk, surveyed the room
and intoned in his deep baritone voice:
“Yes, gentlemen, it really happened….”
I will never forget that moment.
EARLE J. PATTERSON ’60

Kennebunk, Maine

I appreciated President Hanlon’s comments about hands-on research [“The
President,” March/April] and the article

about Professor Adams. They reminded
me of my most challenging assignment at
Dartmouth. In a religion class, professor
Charles Stinson required that we write our
term papers on a historical religious figure
using only original sources. Thus began my
reading of St. Augustine and my decision
to become an Episcopal priest. Some 40
years later I still appreciate knowing Augustine’s humanity, struggles, thought and
theology. They led me to George Herbert,
Jeremy Taylor, John Donne and the Anglican divines. All this for a boy who came to
Dartmouth to row!

LIVE EXTRAORDINARY

THAD BENNETT ’76

Conway, Massachusetts

Dollars and Sense

Mr. Weatherley-White’s case for impact
investing is very attractive [“The Impact
Investor,” March/April]. Unfortunately,
the author weakens his case to a certain
extent by relying on the contention that
maximized profits lead to increased social
welfare, a relationship that does not seem
to have been constant throughout history.
While similar efforts in the past (the Rockefellers’ International Basic Economy Corp.
comes to mind) have often fallen short of
their objectives, the tide may have changed,
and it’s certainly worth another try or three.

CUSTOM HOME ON HARVEY’S LAKE
The impressive stone masonry and high quality details
of this home are extraordinary. The large stone patio
overlooks 151 feet of private waterfront with views.
BARNET, VT | $945,000 | MLS#4627869
SCOTT BOLLMAN | 802.734.0082

HARTLAND HIGHLANDS

GRANITE WAY RETREAT

Offering some of the most beautifully managed and
Amazing 7,757 square foot, seven bedroom waterfront
meticulously maintained acreage. Hartland Highlands home on 4.2 acres with 425 feet on the lake. This spacious
offers over 279 acres of high, rolling meadows.
Yankee Barn home was designed as a family retreat.
GRANTHAM, NH | $1,500,000 | MLS#4644465
HARTLAND, VT | $3,985,000 | MLS#4629754
RICK HIGGERSON | 802.291.0436
JUDY CASHMAN | 603.998.9386

BILL SCHAILL ’66

St. Petersburg, Florida

Rago Remembered

I enjoyed your poignant article about Joe
Rago ’05 [“No Ordinary Joe,” January/February]. I didn’t know much about him, other
than occasionally reading his newspaper
articles. I read the entire article. It was a
beautiful tribute to an incredible person.

LANDMARK HANOVER PROPERTY

DOWNTOWN HANOVER GEM

THE ULTIMATE WATERFRONT PROPERTY

Located in one of the finest neighborhoods and set on
the 18th green of the Hanover Country Club and is in
close proximity to Occom Pond and Dartmouth campus.
HANOVER, NH | PRICE UPON REQUEST
LEAH MCLAUGHRY | 603.359.8622

Four bedroom home within walking distance to the
Hanover Co-op, high school and downtown Hanover.
This is a rare in-town property in great shape.
HANOVER, NH | $790,000
CAM BROWN | 603.252.8902

Do water activities and quiet nights relaxing on the
deck sound like the slice of heaven you have been
longing for? Don’t miss this Lake Fairlee opportunity.
FAIRLEE, VT | $2,200,000 | MLS#4680055
PENNY LOSCHIAVO | 802.333.3147

TOM CHAPMAN

Chillicothe, Missouri

WRITE TO US

We welcome letters. The editor reserves the
right to determine the suitability of letters
for publication and to edit them for accuracy
and length. We regret that not all letters
can be published, nor can they be returned.
Letters should run no more than 200 words
in length, refer to material published in the
magazine and include the writer’s full name,
address and telephone number.
Write: Letters, Dartmouth Alumni
Magazine, 7 Allen Street, Suite 201,
Hanover, NH 03755
Email: DAMletters@dartmouth.edu
Online: dartmouthalumnimagazine.com

WOODSTOCK FARM

DRAMATIC LONG-RANGE VIEWS

REPRODUCTION BRICK FARMHOUSE

A modern architectural masterpiece by internationally
acclaimed Rick Joy. Offering a dramatic shingle and
stone house/barn on over 200 acres of VT countryside.
WOODSTOCK, VT | $9,250,000 | MLS#4429915
RICK HIGGERSON | 802.291.0436

Views, Views, Views! Centrally located 4235 square feet.
One-of-a-kind home with many features on 13.5 acres
with abundant wildlife in sought after neighborhood.
LEBANON, NH | $749,000 | MLS#4679739
MELISSA ROBINSON | 603.667.7761

Step back in time as you enter this brick Farmhouse.
The paved drive meanders through the woods to the
house overlooking hay fields, hardwoods and views.
ST. JOHNSBURY, VT | $495,000 | MLS#4640125
SCOTT BOLLMAN | 802.734.0082

HAN OV ER 603.643.6070 603.643.6400 | WEST LEBAN ON 603. 2 98.5155
FAI RLEE 802 . 333.4701 | ST. JOHN SBU RY 802 .751.7582 | FOU RSE ASON SSI R.COM
Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.

LETTERS

A family operated all-season,
20 room Bed & Breakfast,
Tavern & Event Center

Ravine Raving

How can one possibly give enough thanks
to author Jim Collins ’84 for his beautiful
history [“Welcome to the Woods,” January/
February] about the new Ravine Lodge. It is
more than a tale of planning and construction, logs and granite. It is a love story about
how talented men and women tuned to the
special link between the College, its students, nature and a beloved cabin wrought
something that honors a past and assures a
future, all while representing and preserving the essence and the best of Dartmouth.
DAVE TUCKER ’66

San Francisco

Fake News!

Speaking of fake news [“Eureka,” March/
April], why is it interesting that a professor
at an institution where 95 percent of the
faculty regularly vote for Democrats finds
the most frequent consumers of fake news
are older Trump supporters. And, by the
way, the evaluation of what is fake news
is clearly subjective. What is fake news is
this study.
STEPHAN LANFER ’66

Yarmouth, Maine

“Sobering”
Gifts, Jewelry & Home Décor for Every Person, Season & Occasion

Alexander Gardner [“The Art of War,”
March/April] is probably most famous for
his series of plates “The Hanging of the Lincoln Conspirators,” considered by many to
be pivotal in the birth of photojournalism.
The images are worth observing for
their sheer rawness. They begin with portraits of the condemned taken during the
trial and follow them to their execution,
capturing the reading of death warrants
and the adjusting of nooses. The series ends
with a shot of four coffins beside graves
near the gallows where they would have
easily been seen by the condemned on the
scaffold. A sobering collection. Dartmouth
pulled a coup getting Gardner’s work.
ERIC OVERTON ’87, TH’89

Round Rock, Texas

Dartmouth College Accent Pillow and Snow Globe

Truly distinctive pieces celebrating the College on the Hill; our
colorfully embroidered pillow and locally designed snow globe make
excellent gifts for graduates, alumni, faculty, and any Big Green fans
near and far. Available exclusively at Lemon Tree. Visit us on Main
Street or call to order – we’re happy to ship anywhere in the U.S.
28 South Main Street • Hanover, NH 03755 • 603.643.5388
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Matter of Degrees

The story of the success and perseverance
of Dr. Hayes-Jordan ’87, DMS’91 [“Lifesaver,” March/April], from childhood to
national distinction, contains a victimhood
anecdote. However, her Ivy League college
and med school degrees, her fellowship at
the world-renowned University of Toronto
and her University of Texas professorship
are not the story of victimhood. To have had

to “settle” for a pediatric surgery training
program in Toronto is hardly pejorative.
In my experience as the former program
director of a nationally competitive specialty residency, nationwide racism would
be an unusual reason to reject a candidate
of her distinction.
RICHARD L. SAUNDERS

Winter Park, Florida

A Proud American

I listened to Yale history professor Timothy
Snyder’s podcast on “The Evil of America
First” to be sure his quote “ ‘America First’
is Deutschland über alles translated into
American English” [“Visiting Voices,”
March/April] was not out of context. Rather it was out of left—pun intended—field.
The real danger to our freedom is the
increasing control of our lives by people
who think they know what’s best for us and
the gradual erosion of our rights, starting
with the freedom to think and worship as
we please. Whenever anyone disagrees
with these supposed intellectuals, the race,
gender or xenophobic card is played because it’s easier than using the truth—they
are all for free speech as long as you agree
with them.
The world is a hostile, competitive
place. Putting your country (or family) first
means looking out for its best interests.
Heaven forbid. My parents immigrated to
the USA because they wanted the opportunity for a better life, and they got it by
not blaming others but by working hard.
America first? Damn right.

Just 8 miles North of Hanover

Proudly hosting Dartmouth
Families for 29 years!

Our Offerings
~ 20 cozy rooms with private baths
~ Full country breakfast
~ Afternoon tea with homemade scones
~ 80 seat tavern
~ 18 craft beers on draft
~ Full tavern menu
~ Warm country setting for meetings, weddings,
reunions & receptions of all kinds
~ Personalized event & catering services
~ 150 seat banquet room

Free WiFi & Telephone

www.dowdscountryinn.com

800-482-4712

www.lathamhousetavern.com

Hello
Summer
#perksofmembership

JOHN LALLIS ’69

Gladstone, New Jersey

Undying

Dartmouth is a unique American educational institution, high ranking, yet small
enough so that at least in my day one got to
know every classmate’s face. Hanover and
the College are simply too small to expand
willy-nilly [“Campus,” March/April]. Concentrate on teaching, quality research and
small class sizes and it will be here forever.
HAROLD E. WELCH ’63

Clandeboye, Manitoba, Canada
The article on College Park [“A History of
College Park,” March/April web extra] was
excellent and much appreciated. Elaboration of the College’s history is a great subject for the alumni magazine.

For information on membership
and all our other offerings,
visit www.dartmouthclub.com
or call 212.986.3232.
50 Vanderbilt Avenue,
New York, NY 10017

ADAM T. BLOCK ’57, TU’58

Reston, Virginia
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GREAT GIFTS FOR YOU
AND THE GREAT CLASS OF 2018!
Display your DIPLOMA proudly. Selection for Dartmouth, Tuck,
Thayer, Geisel and Grad Studies. $139.99-$279.99

DARTMOUTH CAPTAIN’S CHAIRS. Laser engraved or
silkscreen imprint with Dartmouth, Tuck, Thayer or Geisel School
Shields. Made in the USA of durable hardwood. Personalization
available. Ships FREE within continental 48 states.$599

UPFRONT

▲

Herculean
Task

Cotton Throw $64.99

Your personal BANNER with your Class Year. Green wool felt
with appliquéd letters and metal grommets for hanging. 18" x 36".
DHF509. $124.99

Paul Christesen ’88 leads an
all-star cast of Greek scholars.

Our DARTMOUTH RING, is handmade in Brooklyn, New York.
6 Ring styles in 6 metal combinations to choose from. Available in
Sterling Silver, 10K Yellow or Rose Gold. 14K Yellow, White or Rose
Gold. Personalize with your class year. Tuck and Geisel available!
Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

FIND US

JOHN SHERMAN

SHOP IN THE STORE 21 SOUTH MAIN, HANOVER OR ORDER ONLINE

OUTFITTING DARTMOUTH STUDENTS AND ALUMNI SINCE 1919 ON MAIN STREET HANOVER
YOUR PURCHASE SUPPORTS DARTMOUTH COLLEGE

One million words. Six volumes. That’s
the size of what some scholars are calling
“a once-in-a-generation effort.” Classics
department chair Christesen and coeditor
Paul Cartledge, a former Cambridge University professor, have the Olympian job of
editing the Oxford History of the Archaic
Greek World (due by 2021). Together they
are writing the volume Spartan Origins.
In May, Dartmouth hosts the other
authors, 30 scholars from eight nations, a
group Christesen calls “a pretty spectacular all-star cast.”
A crucial period in Greek history, the
Archaic years (750-480 B.C.) saw the creation of the world’s first democracy and
the spread of 900 Greek communities from
present-day Spain to Afghanistan. Prepare
to be surprised by what Christesen has to
say about Spartans. “They almost never
fought,” he says. “And they made specific
efforts to avoid fighting.”
—George M. Spencer
M AY/J U N E 2 0 1 8
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VISITING VOICES

Trustees Say No to
Expansion—for Now
A March board meeting resulted in a halt to recent
proposals to expand the student body and build a large
residential hall atop Observatory Hill that threatened to
upset the solitude and historic nature of College Park.
In an email sent to students, faculty, administrators
and alumni, trustee chair Laurel Richie ’81 explained the
decision to retain the current size of the undergraduate
student body, which stands at about 4,300 as of March.
She thanked members of a
task force for their “rigorous examination” of how
an increase of 10 to 25 percent in undergrads (up to
1,100 students) would affect academic programs,
student services and the
College’s physical plant.
Meanwhile, the proposed new dormitory in
College Park has been
shelved. “We have now
determined the cost of
building 750 beds is simply beyond our financial
capacity,” said President Phil Hanlon ’77, who announced
the news at a faculty meeting. “That project is off. We just
can’t afford it.”
Opponents of the large dorm, who shared their concerns
in the last issue of DAM, expressed relief. “I have no doubt
that architects will be able to find many appropriate solutions to our building needs that don’t require the destruction
of historic landscapes,” says Marlene Heck, senior lecturer
of architectural history.
But College Park isn’t necessarily out of the woods, so
to speak. Trustees have reportedly asked for smaller-scale
plans for a residence hall that could be built near or on the
same site.
In other news, the trustees approved a 3.9-percent increase in tuition, room and board for the 2018-19 academic
year, elevating the cost of tuition to $53,496. The board
signed off on a $1-billion budget for fiscal 2019 and allocated
funds for renovations of Dana Hall and Blunt Alumni Center.

“How do we
make more
Moonlights
and less
Transformers?
That’s the
question.”

>

4.4

Percentage increase in
financial aid budgeted by the
College for the 2019 fiscal
year for a record total of
$106 million
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M O N E Y M AT T E R S

New faculty
members
hired at Dartmouth
during the current
academic year
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ELI BURAKIAN ’00

—BARRY JENKINS,
DIRECTOR OF MOONLIGHT, WINNER OF THE 2017 OSCAR FOR BEST PICTURE

THE HOLE TRUTH

“We have a pretty good sense of how the golf course and Pine Park
area is used by different constituencies in the College and the community: golfers, runners, hikers and so on,” says Charles Wheelan
’88, a senior lecturer in economics who is leading a committee that
will make recommendations this summer about the future of the golf
course. “Now what we are trying to figure out are the constraints
on how that area can be used and potentially improved: zoning,
wetlands, erosion and deed restriction, as we flesh out a menu of options.” Below, some facts and figures about Hanover Country Club.
Rounds Played:

17,000 per year

Members:

350

Cost to Play:

$45 to walk; $65 w/cart

Annual Membership:

$1,450

Approximate Average Annual Deficit:

$600,000

Size:

123 acres

Notable 2018 Event:

LOOK WHO’S TALKING

BY THE NUMBERS

> JENNIFER BILBO, Costume Shop Manager

Winter Sports

▲

BIG DECISIONS

“If you
have a wardrobe
malfunction,
try gaff
tape.”

New Hampshire Amateur (starts July 8)

U.S. Golf Courses That Have Closed in Past Decade: More than 800

i llu st rat i on by H AR RY CAMP BE L L

i llu st rat i on by AN DY F R I ED M A N

What are your major responsibilities?
I’m the manager, and I do a lot of teaching. I’m
also a wardrobe supervisor, a design assistant
and a shopper. In the professional world, these
more specialized duties are done by different
people. I’ve even run shows here—being backstage and changing actors’ clothes during live
productions.
Do you have a favorite quick-fix tip for
costume repair?
Gaff tape. It’s very strong. If someone breaks a
heel during a musical, and I don’t have 20 minutes to go into stock to find the perfect dance
shoe replacements, I’ve been known to
tape heels onto shoes. In an emergency,
you do what you have to do.
What’s an indispensable tool of
your trade?
We can’t find any of the materials we need in Hanover, so I can’t
live without my list of sources. I’ve
built up a swatch collection—I have
binders of fabrics that we can choose
from so I can call up vendors. I also have
a list of bookmarks for online sources: belt
buckles, jewelry, corset-making supplies, vintage eyeglasses, tailors, milliners, craftspeople,
painters, dyers, whatever.
Do you archive all the costumes after a
production?
We keep most of them, but periodically we
purge. When I started this job we had an enormous costume sale. We filled Bentley Theater
with our stock. That was in 2013, so it’s probably time to purge again.
What’s the best part of your job?
I have amazing colleagues, and I love working with the students, who tend to be really
well motivated. We have one student—Celeste
Jennings ’18—who wants to be a costume designer. When she came in as a freshman she
just wanted to learn how to sew, then she fell
in love with theater and with costumes.
How many students work with you?
I have five work-study students and five others
who are working as part of a theater course
requirement. Some also need production credits—that’s a requirement of the major.
What are some of the strangest items in the
costume shop?
Frock coats from the 1880s, dinner jackets
from the 1920s, 1940s day dresses, collapsible
silk top hats. We also have whips and things
like that.
—James Napoli
ph oto g ra ph b y JO HN S HERM A N
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Losses by the men’s tennis team
en route to winning its first ECAC
Indoor Championship in February

19

Years since a Big Green skier
earned a national title in the giant
slalom. Brian McLaughlin ’18 won
it all at the NCAA championships
in Steamboat Springs, Colorado,
March 7-10. Katharine Ogden ’21
captured two Nordic titles as
Dartmouth came in third overall.

300

Career wins milestone reached by
men’s hockey coach Bob Gaudet
’81 in a 3-2 victory over Clarkson on
February 16

1

Women’s basketball players who
led Team Puerto Rico to qualify for
the 2018 FIBA World Cup. Six-footthree forward Isalys “Ice” Quiñones
’19 hopes to compete in the finals in
Spain this September.

6

First-place finishes for equestrians
at the final show of the 2017-18
season, helping to clinch the
regional team title

DOUG AUSTIN

CAMPUS

5

National rank of the men’s squash
team following a 13-5 season
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NEWS AND NOTES

CAMPUS CONFIDENTIAL

SUSPENSIONS
Kappa Kappa Kappa has
been issued a three-term
suspension for multiple
infractions of the campus
hazing and alcohol policy.
Sigma Phi Epsilon was
suspended for winter term
for violations of the alcohol
policy while already on
probation.

NET GAINS
Former pro goalkeeper Bo
Oshoniyi has been named
the new men’s soccer coach.
The MLS veteran spent the
past four years as head
coach at East Tennessee
State.

BAD BUG
Not surprisingly, DartmouthHitchcock Medical Center
reported the largest number
of influenza cases during flu
season since the winter
of 2014-15.

TIME’S UP
Only 28 percent of female
undergrads said they felt
Dartmouth would hold
sexual assault offenders
accountable, according
to campus survey results
released in January.

NEW ENERGY
Consultants from Goldman
Sachs are helping College
officials explore options for a
new power plant on campus.

Tax Repeal?
BACK TO CLASS
Dean of the College
Rebecca Biron will step
down and return to teaching
Spanish and comparative
literature at the end of the
academic year.

NO RESPECT
At the faculty meeting
held February 18, several
students passed out a document calling for a vote of no
confidence in President
Phil Hanlon ’77.

CLASS OF FIRE AND ICE
English professors Donald
Pease and James Dobson
taught a winter course
called “Game of Thrones:
Re-imagining Medieval
History as an Allegory of
the Present.”

WORD OF THE MONTH
Due to limited storage
space, Baker-Berry Library
is going to “deaccession”
59,000 books and journals.
That means the volumes will
be permanently removed
from the library.

STILL WAITING
President Hanlon indicated
in a February email that investigations into allegations
of misconduct involving
three faculty members are
nearly complete. “We will,
therefore, soon move from
the investigative stage
to consideration of any
disciplinary action, where
appropriate,” he wrote.

>>> President Phil Hanlon ’77 was
among 49 college and university
presidents who registered concerns
about the endowment tax Congress passed as part of the new tax
law last year. “It will constrain the
resources available to the very institutions that lead the nation in reducing, if not eliminating, the cost for
low- and middle-income students,
and will impede the efforts of other
institutions striving to grow their
endowments for this very purpose,”
they wrote in a letter to congressional leaders. “Endowments are not
kept in reserve to be drawn on only
occasionally or on a rainy day.”

WEARING IT OUT
Hopes for a new Guinness World Record were
dashed when not enough
fans showed up for the
Dartmouth-Princeton men’s
basketball game wearing
tartan clothing. The official
largest gathering of people
wearing tartan stands
at 1,146.

UP, DOWN, ACROSS
Librarian Laura Braunstein
co-constructed her first
New York Times crossword
puzzle, which ran last
December. She caught the
crossword-creating bug
while chatting with Times
puzzle constructor Andrew
Kingsley ’16 when he was
a student.

New Media

OPTIONS MENU
New dining options for your
Hanover visits: Domino’s
Pizza and Leya’s Island Grill
opened recently.

Hood On Track

REVIVAL?
For the first time since 2015,
a larger-than-a-breadbox
snow sculpture appeared
on the Green for Winter
Carnival. Inspired by a Star
Wars-based “Snow Wars”
theme, students carved a
white Darth Vader helmet. It
didn’t quite elicit memories
of snow superstructures
from the good old days, but
it could be a start.

>>> When the new Hood Museum
opens in January 2019, it will be “a
completely new experience,” says
director John Stomberg. “Even the
original galleries have been given
new wood floors, walls and lighting.”
The Hood will feature objects from
its collections that were seldom seen
in the past. “Visitors will meander
through spaces dedicated to art that
spans from ancient to contemporary,
and that include serious commitments to art from around the globe,”
says Stomberg. “We aim to demonstrate the vital range of artistic practices worldwide, introducing new
names while also exhibiting many of
our much beloved masterworks.”

ROMAN MURADOV

QUOTE/UNQUOTE

—Natalie Vaughan ’20 of the Sexual Assault Peer Advisor program
20 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E
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O LY M P I C S

Dartmouth coaches and
athletes who marched in the
Winter Olympics opening
ceremony in Pyeongchang

great leaders.

>>> The admissions office has
introduced a new magazine for
prospective students. Called 3D, the
attractive publication replaces all
former print materials produced by
the office. It should keep students,
parents and guidance counselors
“current in a way that a more traditional viewbook cannot,” says Lee
Coffin, vice provost for enrollment
and dean of admissions and financial
aid. 3D will be published three times
per year.

R.I.P.

“The women with whom I have spoken
do not, generally, have much faith in
the institution’s ability to handle
matters of sexual assault sufficiently.”

Seeking

>>> Three memorable College personalities died recently: former Tuck
dean John W. Hennessey Jr., who
led the school’s effort to go coed
in 1968; Fred Kelley, the College’s
head athletic trainer from 1967 to
1994 who was a member of the
National Athletic Trainers Association hall of fame; and former special
collections librarian Phil Cronenwett, who was awarded the Knights
Cross of the Order of the Falcon by
the president of Iceland for his efforts to preserve the work of Arctic
explorer Vilhjalmur Stefansson.

The Harvard Advanced Leadership Initiative offers a calendar year of rigorous education and
reflection for highly accomplished leaders in business, government, law, medicine, and other
sectors who are transitioning from their primary careers to their next years of service. Led
by award-winning faculty members from across Harvard, the program aims to deploy a new
leadership force tackling the world’s most challenging social and environmental problems.

be inspired at
+1-617-496-5479
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when you stay in luxury accommodations from Pyramid Hotel Group.

ASK THE EXPERT

How to Care for Orchids

KIM DELONG | GREENHOUSE MANAGER AND CURATOR

DeLong cares for the greenhouse’s more than 900 orchids, an impressive collection gifted to
the College in 1997 by Alan Brout ’51. The orchids are kept in two rooms: a tropical room and a
cool room for those native to high elevations in the South American mountains. Orchids are the
most labor-intensive plants DeLong cares for, but they needn’t be intimidating. “Orchids, for
the most part, thrive on benign neglect,” she says. Here are her top care tips.—Annie Phifer ’20
N O IC E C UBE S
“Many types of orchids
like to dry out between
waterings, so we
encourage you to feel
the medium it’s planted
in. If it feels crunchy, it’s
time to water. People
always tell me about
a trick: Put ice cubes
on the orchids. I don’t
agree with that. It
doesn’t totally wet the
whole mass of roots,
and you really want a
thorough soaking and
draining afterwards. If
you’re at home, the best
thing is to put the plant
in a bucket and pour
distilled water over it.
Let it soak a little while,
then drain it well.”

0

HOUSING

10 Morgan Drive
603.643.5600
Marriott.com/lebcy

25 Foothill Street
603.448.5000
ElementHanoverLebanon.com

32 Centerra Parkway
603.643.4511
Marriott.com/lebri

Election Forecast

]

Rain affects the outcome.

ISTOCK

• Just 2 Miles from Dartmouth College
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with Complimentary Shuttle Services
with Complimentary Shuttle Services
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• Free High-Speed Internet
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• 24-Hour Business Center
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• Complimentary Evening Reception M-W
• Complimentary Breakfast
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Options at The Bistro
• Light Food M-TH Night
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• Extended Stay Options, Pet Friendly
• Ask About Our Special Rates for
Dartmouth Alumni
• Ask About Our Special Rates for
Dartmouth Alumni
• Pet Friendly
Dartmouth Alumni

NEW FINDINGS AND RESEARCH

On-campus beds
currently
allotted to the
more than 850
graduate students
at Dartmouth

GE T S H A DY
“Most types of orchids
like bright, indirect
sunlight. Let’s say you
place your orchid by a
window where there’s
a patch of light. You
don’t want the orchid
directly in the sun—you
want it just outside the
patch of light. It depends on the orchid. If
it’s sensitive to intense
light, an orchid’s leaves
will burn. If it’s a really
hot summer, it’ll dry
out faster and need
watering once a week—
in winter, maybe once
every two weeks.”

T RY MOT H S
“Moth orchids bloom
once or—if you’re
lucky—twice per year.
They’re pretty much
every hobbyist’s
starting point. They’ve
become common
because 20 years ago
horticulturalists figured
out how to replicate
them by taking cells
from leaf tips, putting them in gel and
growing them. Orchids
all have different life
spans—one species
doesn’t even start to
flower until it’s two decades old—but a moth
orchid could easily live
20 to 30 years.”

QUOTE/UNQUOTE

“Most forms of
political
persuasion seem
to have little
effect at all.”

—government professor and fake news
researcher Brendan Nyhan

RESEARCH
“Knowing what you’re
getting into before you
purchase an orchid is
key. If there’s an orchid
you’re interested in,
look it up on the Internet to see how to care
for it and what to expect. Orchids grow on
every continent except
Antarctica—there are
even tiny Arctic orchids
in Greenland and
northern Canada. They
all have very different
care requirements and
life spans, so when
you first get an orchid
research it to see what
it needs, and make sure
you have the time to
take care of it.”

BIG GREEN

$70,791
Cost of Dartmouth
tuition, room,
board and
mandatory fees
for the 2018-19
academic year, up
from $68,109

>>> Bad weather on election day is
good news for Republicans, according
to both on-the-ground observations
at polls and scientific studies of voting
data. A new analysis in American Politics Research by government professor
Yusaku Horiuchi shows that besides
keeping potential Democratic supporters from getting to the polls, rain
and snow may actually cause voters to
favor Republican candidates. Horiuchi
revisited U.S. presidential election
data from 1948 to 2000 and examined
meteorological records that show
Republicans gain a 1-percent bump
when it rains, while Democrats capture
2.1 percent less of the electorate.
“Inclement weather on election day
could affect voters’ moods and risk
attitudes, which opens the possibility
that weather conditions affect voters’
electoral choices as well,” writes Horiuchi. The paper concludes with a call for
further analysis of weather’s impact on
individual voting preferences based on
post-election surveys.

Blind Justice?

Sentencing software is overrated.
>>> Algorithms believed to predict
recidivism are becoming increasingly
popular with American judges, who
use software programs such as COMPAS to assist in parole and sentencing
decisions. However, a new study by
Julia Dressel ’17 and computer science
professor Hany Farid in Science Advances shows that COMPAS is no more
accurate than predictions made by a
randomly selected group of individuals
with little to no background in criminal
justice. The researchers also found they
could match the 65-percent accuracy
rate of COMPAS predictions with two
pieces of data: age and past convictions. “If you are young and have a lot
of prior convictions, you are high-risk,”
says Farid. “It’s kind of obvious.” The
duo notes that it’s not against using
algorithms to predict recidivism. They
want to show that the software is
no more accurate or unbiased than
humans.
M AY/J U N E 2 0 1 8
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CLUB SPORTS

Joy Riders
Meet the cycling team’s
road warriors.

PEDAL PUSHERS
1. Jake Marchman ’18 2. Ethan Call ’18
3. Caroline Folmer, Tu’18 4. Nick Weber, DMS’19
5. Kieran Ahern ’21 6. Sophie Connor ’18
Opposite Page: 7. Nadav Hendel, Th’18
8. Alec Pelton ’19 9. Lucas Valdes ’20
10. Aiko Takata ’21 11. Jack Greene ’20
12. Zachary Berkow ’20 13. Tim Messen ’18
14. Charles Forwood, Adv’20
24 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E

“There’s something pure about cycling,”
says team president Ethan Call ’18. “It’s
man-powered, but it’s fast and takes you
places.” Indeed, the team has gone far,
winning the Ivy Championship five years
in a row with a possible sixth title on the
line April 22.
“I like the challenge, and you have to
have a lot of discipline,” adds Aiko Takata
’21, who says the team’s motto is “You
Have More.” “It reminds you to dig deeper
and keep on going.”
Biking attracts students who are
geared up in more ways than one. “It’s
a nerdy sport—a nice blend of man and
machine,” says engineering major Jack
Greene ’20. There are a lot of STEM students in cycling, according to math major
Sophie Connor ’18, who says “they like
maintaining their bikes and enjoy the mechanical aspects of biking and calculating
things like the power-to-weight ratio.”
Is there a zen and the art of bicycling? “It’s calming, centering—and really
intense,” says Alec Pelton ’19.
These bikers also have a need for
speed. “There’s a deeper moment in
cycling when you feel like you’re flying,”
says Tim Messen ’18. “When you’re drafting behind a group, you get this effortless
speed. It’s like when you were a kid and
wondered what it would be like to get on
a dragon.” Kieran Ahern ’21 puts it more
bluntly: “It’s such an adrenaline rush going
downhill.”
—George M. Spencer

ph oto g ra ph s b y JO HN S HERM A N
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INTERVIEW

“Take the Right Risks”

In what ways is Tuck an international
school?

Matthew Slaughter, dean of the Tuck School, talks technology, Trump
and teachable moments. b y B E T S Y V E R E C K E Y
What’s at the top of your list right now?

I have three priorities. First is continuing
to innovate and reinvigorate our M.B.A.
program, the heart of what we do. Second,
create exciting new programs in both the
pre- and post-M.B.A. space. The third is to
strengthen our financial health.
What new programs are in the works?

We’re about to run another module of a new
program we created last year called Next
Step, which is for military vets and former elite athletes, mainly Olympians. Many
companies around the world are looking to
hire them, but often the skill set required
can be challenging.
You also have a new elective course, the
“CEO Experience.”

That’s taught by former N.H. Gov. John
Lynch, who takes students inside the mind
of the CEO through case studies and guest
speakers. Jeff Blackburn ’91, a senior VP at
Amazon [and Dartmouth trustee], spent a
day here where he had students who had
written a case on the company help him
teach it. It is a remarkable class.
How is technology affecting your curriculum?

Our curriculum needs to provide students
with enough content and exposure to frontier ideas, such as how tech is disrupting
whole parts of our world—for good in many
ways—while making sure people are aware
of the civil society, labor market and political implications of some of these tech innovations. We’ve created several classes
that focus on technology, including one on
design thinking, in which you think about the
technological feasibility of ideas and products with an empathetic focus on the end
users. We also teach a couple of courses on
the fundamentals of web programming, data
analytics and e-commerce. Those are invigorating electives our students have loved.
Are more grads heading into tech jobs?

Last spring almost as many students
matched with a company in technology
26 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E

as in finance. It’s 20 percent in each of
those two broad industry groups. Apple,
Amazon, Google and Microsoft all have a
substantial on-campus recruiting presence here now.

One of the most important ways the global
economy connects with and allows Tuck
to thrive is immigration. The class of 2019
holds passports from 38 countries, and 36
percent of our faculty are of international
origin. One of the strengths of Tuck, like
much of higher education over the past century, is an openness to the flow of people
and ideas. If we start to restrict that, it will
impair the teaching we are able to do.
You’ve said that early in your career former
Fed chairman Ben Bernanke mentored you.
What did you learn from him?

To establish an hour a day for reflection.
Serving as dean involves a fair bit of travel.
The times I’m away from the school are
wonderful times to coalesce thoughts, to
canvass lots of different ideas and perspectives. Walking the dogs is also tremendous
reflection time.

Why should an M.B.A. candidate choose
Tuck?

The essence of what distinguishes Tuck
from peer schools is our collaborative,
trusting community. It allows people
to ask the right questions, build the
right teams and take the right risks to
transform themselves and the broader
world. Our community facilitates success through failure, so there’s an opportunity to stretch oneself. Taking
risks means you often fail along the way
before you succeed.

“Taking risks means you
often fail along the
way before you succeed.”

What do you offer to undergraduates?

For a handful of years we’ve been teaching for credit three distinct Tuck classes
to undergraduates in accounting, marketing and strategy. They’re extremely
popular.

If you had 60 seconds to give advice to
President Trump, what would you say?

The same advice I’d offer any U.S. president
or important leader: A blend of reflection
and action allows you to cultivate the aptitudes of wisdom and wise leadership that
allow you to succeed more. The most important aptitudes of wisdom are confident
humility about what you know and what
you don’t know, empathy for diverse experiences and aspirations of other people, and
judgment about when and how to take risks.

How have ethics issues affected your
curriculum?

There’s a lot we do in the classroom to
help students connect with how gender,
diversity, civil society and public policy
connect with leadership decisions they
may face. We have a course, “Ethics in
Action,” that’s framed around basic distributive justice principles: Is it ever
ethical for individuals who own homes
to default on those homes, even if they
could make the payments? What’s the
highest tax rate individuals should pay?

What did you learn when you taught undergraduates here before you became dean?

One big thing was just learning to teach. I
didn’t teach in grad school, so it was a wonderful environment to develop that craft,
and I use that word purposely. Teaching
is a craft, so discovering my voice in the
classroom was a tremendous opportunity.
A second broader thing was the opportunity
to take talented, curious young adults and
show them a world that’s different from
what they thought it was.		

Those are tough questions.

Tuck is a place that is safe for difficult
conversations. I’m a committed believer
that our community allows our students
in and out of the classroom—and faculty
and staff—to really grapple with some of
these issues that our world is rightly confronting, such as the #metoo movement.

BETSY VERECKEY is a freelance writer who

lives in Hanover.
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Party Crasher

constituency, were particularly worried
about “intergenerational mobility”—the
likelihood of their children doing better
than they had.
Campbell is sympathetic to those concerns, but notes that Trump “was a master
at wrapping economic issues in nationalist,
xenophobic, racist and in some cases sexist
rhetoric.” While Trump targeted trade policies and immigration, Campbell argues that
“the real culprits were often automation,
computerization and corporate moves to
streamline their operations.”
To those factors, Campbell adds the
rightward drift of American politics, including the ascendance of economic “neoliberalism,” or free-market fundamental-

Professor John L. Campbell sheds light on the
disruptive forces that paved the way for Trump’s ride
to the White House. by JULIA M. KLEIN

T

he project began as an attempt to
explain the ascension of Donald
Trump to a foreign audience—specifically, longtime colleagues in Denmark.
On the eve of sociology professor John
L. Campbell’s annual spring research sojourn at the Copenhagen Business School in
2016, the Republican presidential primary
campaign was in full swing, and Donald
Trump “was making a serious run that surprised everybody,” he recalls.
After refining his ideas abroad, Campbell composed a 20-page paper linking
Trump’s success to both economic anxieties and racial animus—then placed the
paper, unpublished, in a file. “I thought, this
is going nowhere because he’s not going to
win,” the professor says.
So much for political prognostications.
Campbell, who has worked for decades at
the intersection of sociology with economics and political theory, has since expanded
his analysis of Trump’s electoral triumph
into his latest book, American Discontent:
The Rise of Donald Trump and Decline of
the Golden Age (Oxford University Press).
While not entirely discounting the campaign’s twists and turns, he advances a sophisticated, data-backed argument about
the long-term trends in American society and politics that he believes enabled
Trump’s victory.
“I am writing this book,” he explains in
its preface, “both for those who supported
Trump and for those who did not—Republicans and Democrats. We all need to understand what the forces were that propelled
someone like this so rapidly and so unexpectedly to the pinnacle of political power
in America. We need to understand that
Trump’s rise to power was the culmination
of deep trends in American society that had
been developing for decades.”
Campbell has been researching those
trends from a variety of angles since earning his doctorate in sociology and studying
comparative political economy at the University of Wisconsin. “I wear both hats,”
he says. (His title at the Copenhagen Busi-
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ness School is visiting professor of political
economy.)
Campbell acknowledges the role that
“proximate” causes played in the presidential election—the impact, among other factors, of Russian interference, WikiLeaks,
the weaknesses of Hillary Clinton’s campaign and the last-minute reopening of the
FBI investigation into her use of a private
email server. What he calls “the media’s
ratings-driven pandering to sensationalism,” which made Trump omnipresent on
television, also mattered.
All the same, “Hillary should have just
cleaned up in this election,” says Campbell.
“Why was it so close?”
Campbell’s book points to disruptions
in the American economy, racial and ethnic
resentments, an ideological shift to the
right and increasing political polarization.
These interrelated trends, he writes, were
exacerbated by the 2008 financial crisis,
the election of Barack Obama and controversy around the Affordable Care Act, all
of which led to gridlock in Washington. “A
tipping point had been reached,” Campbell
writes.
His argument is complicated and
multi-causal—not the stuff of slogans.
“My pitch was, you can’t boil it down to
one thing,” Campbell says. Nevertheless,
“everybody said, if you’re going to boil it
down to one thing, what would it be?”
The red thread running through Campbell’s book is economics. “Trump’s main
message,” he says, “was a pitch to the middle class and the working class that have
been taking it on the chin” because of wage
stagnation, lost manufacturing jobs, rising
inequality and the erosion of the American
dream of upward mobility.
Campbell suggests that Trump’s slogan, “Make America Great Again,” drew
its force from economic woes afflicting the
country since the 1970s. “People have had
a hard time for a long time, decades now,
making ends meet,” he says. One interesting detail: Studies have shown that white
working-class voters, one core Trump

The red thread running
through Campbell’s book
is economics.

DAMON WHITE/THE NEW YORK TIMES/REDUX
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ism, at the expense of the Keynesian view
that government should play a greater
role in regulating the economy. Trump’s
desire to cut both regulations and taxes
was “straight out of the neoliberal playbook,” Campbell writes, even if Trump’s
protectionist stances on trade and tough
anti-immigrant rhetoric were not.
Finally, Campbell writes, all these
trends contributed to increased political
polarization—and the fallout from the
financial crisis and Obama’s election
pushed acrimony into gridlock.
So, how has Trump done so far?
“He’s initially tried to do a lot of the
stuff he promised to do, but it hasn’t gone
very well for the guy,” Campbell says, in
part because of a dysfunctional Republican
Congress hamstrung by its own ideological
divisions.
Given his past prognostications, Campbell is reluctant to predict the outcome of
the upcoming midterm elections, let alone
Trump’s 2020 chances. But his book offers this assessment: Until America’s
discontent subsides, he writes, “we will
continue to experience plenty of political
turbulence.” 			
JULIA M. KLEIN,

a cultural reporter and
critic in Philadelphia, has written for DAM
about CNN anchor Jake Tapper ’91 and
Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Wolf ’71.
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At the Mercy
of the Mountain
A cold, rainy hike up Moosilauke tests the resolve of
50th-reunion climbers.. by L A N C E T A P L E Y ’ 6 6
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ale winds blasted sleet into my face. Ice coated the stunted spruce. Thick fog
swirled around me, and I could hardly see the cairns marking the trail. It was
June 9, 2016—almost summer—near the summit of Mount Moosilauke.
As the organizer of my class’ 50th-reunion climb of Dartmouth’s own New Hampshire mountain, I was dutifully following the last of my determined classmates to the
summit. “Damn, would this guy keep on going?” I thought. His rain gear—a
$2 transparent plastic poncho—was flapping in the wind. My fingers were
freezing in thin liner gloves, and the slippery rocks challenged my no-longerstellar sense of balance.
When I had suggested this undertaking to our class officers, I envisioned
an easy, warm-weather jaunt. My first jolt into reality came when I learned
about the 50th-reunion Moosilauke hike the year before. Its organizer, Dave
Beattie ’65, told me one classmate’s wife had developed a leg problem and
had to be carried off the 4,802-foot mountain on a stretcher by the N.H. Fish
and Game Department’s rescue team. Another climber had wandered off for a time on
the wrong trail. And that was on a nice, sunny day.
Beattie, who said he would accompany us, described what he wished he had done,
and I began sending “Be Prepared” emails to the 50 classmates, wives and friends who
had signed up, recommending clothing and other gear, setting a 1 p.m. turnaround and
emphasizing that participants needn’t feel they had to summit. At the urging of my wife,
Peggy, I even suggested what to do when someone had to pee, always a consideration for

those of a certain age: A companion should
ask climbers below to wait until the deed
was done.
I had already enlisted my imperturbable classmate and outdoor-adventure
buddy Chuck Benson ’66 to be co-leader.
He knew Moosilauke well. Five winters
earlier we had skinned up the mountain
and enjoyed a wild, five-mile ski down the
Carriage Road, which in the 1920s saw one
of the nation’s first downhill ski races.
In late May I began getting emails full of
inauspicious comments such as, “Right now I
am wondering if my knee would allow it…but
a final climb up Moosilauke!” The day before
the climb a message arrived from another
outdoorsy classmate, Doug Hill ’66: “The
NOAA upper-elevation forecast for Thursday is freeze overnight Wednesday, summits likely in cloud, possible rain or snow
(50 percent), northwest winds 45 mph. A
lower-elevation option may be useful.”
At dinner in the Ravine Lodge that evening, Chuck and I decided to suggest a hike
for the less ambitious around the lower Al
Merrill Loop Trail. We also felt we needed
to try hard to keep the summit group together. We feared someone would get lost in
a whiteout above the tree line. Chuck would
lead. I would be last—the “sweep”—to make
sure everyone was okay.
I had already warned hikers by email
about the weather: I wanted everyone to be
fully prepared, yet for some reason I resisted acting like a drill sergeant to my peers.
I wouldn’t inspect their gear, nor would I
tell anyone they couldn’t climb with us if
they were ill-prepared. Instead, Chuck and
I would try to keep tabs on each climber.
By mid-morning the next day, as we
assembled in the lodge following its ample
breakfast, a dozen people had dropped out,

I couldn’t see our classmate
ahead in the cloud. I struck
off as fast as I dared.

Schedule a personal consultation by contacting John O’Dowd, SVP & Senior
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and five had decided to hike the Merrill
loop. I gave a short reminder about proper
clothing and our plans. I told everyone to
sign the register on a dining-room table.
Upon returning they would sign out. As
descending hikers passed me, I would write
their names in a little notebook.
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I should have known that not everyone would get the memo. “Unfortunately,
I brought nothing for my hands,” Howard
Dobbs ’66, a cheerful classmate who lives
in England, told me. I gave him my over
mitts. I saw a couple of people in shorts
who said they’d put on rain pants when
they needed to. After we took a group photo

who decided to go down the Gorge Brook
Trail. I told him I needed to stay with this
last man. Chuck said he would descend
with Rosa and Peggy.
After stopping for 30 seconds, I couldn’t
see our classmate ahead in the cloud. I struck
off as fast as I dared. He soon appeared, having turned back. I stayed close behind him as

Older folks still want to prove themselves
physically as they face the storms of age.
of our 33 hikers, we headed up the Snapper
Trail in the rain toward the shrouded summit 3.8 miles away. We planned to descend
the same way.
For a time I chatted with Dave’s brother, Brian Beattie ’66. He was a nimble, boyish former All American skier, but I found
myself trudging behind the extremely uncertain steps of another classmate. I was
reminded that the physical condition of
people our age can be dramatically different. Making matters worse, he had only
a green cotton Dartmouth hoodie to protect him against the rain. As I gently tried
to convince him to turn back, I began to
have doubts about not having been a drill
sergeant. Just as I concluded that I had to
insist, he fell headfirst on the trail. Fortunately, he wasn’t injured, just much shaken.
To my relief, a friend of his offered to guide
him back to the lodge, and he accepted.
Despite our intentions, the hikers got
spread out. The rain picked up, and the temperature dropped. On the Carriage Road,
a wide trail dating from horse-and-buggy
days, I met classmates turning back. With
numb fingers it was hard to jot down names
in my soggy notebook.
As our final group approached the tree
line—including Peggy and Chuck’s wife,
Rosa—we met people who had ventured
beyond it into serious winds. One woman,
seemingly well protected in a rainsuit,
anxiously told me she was cold. I asked
her companions to make sure she got to
sheltered, warmer elevations before she
developed hypothermia.
Beyond the last stand of icy trees, winds
drove sleet laterally into us. Peggy, Rosa and
I stayed behind that resolute classmate in
the plastic poncho. Soon Chuck appeared.
He had remained briefly on the summit
after seeing off a few of the more able hikers

we weaved down the mountain.
Back at the lodge, I joined climbers
thawing out around the blazing fireplace.
Dobbs returned my mittens—having nicely
dried them on the mantel. I checked our
register: all accounted for. Thankfully,
those who hadn’t summited had turned
back when they felt it wise to do so, and I
guessed that most had at least gotten to the
tree line. Brian and Dave Beattie had been
in the group that hiked over the top and
down Gorge Brook Trail. Another was big
Steve Lanfer ’66, who did it in shorts and
without a hat or gloves. Could I have told
him he couldn’t climb? Later I joked with
him that his endurance must have come
from having been Outing Club president.
He expressed regrets that he hadn’t worn
proper clothing.
The next day a story in The Boston
Globe gave me pause. While we were climbing, several ill-equipped older hikers had
almost frozen to death on a nearby mountain and had to be rescued by a Fish and
Game squad. By great contrast, my generally strong and sensible classmates had
done well. As Chuck later noted, “There’s
not a margin for error in such weather.” On
the other hand, he noted, if everything is
super-tightly controlled, “you take all the
sense of adventure out of people’s lives.”
It may surprise some young people,
but many older folks still want to prove
themselves physically, including taking a
bit of risk, as they face the storms of age and
the world. Maybe that was what had motivated my classmate who fell. At the lodge
after our hike the congratulations were
exuberant: “Hey, pass the beer,” someone
said. “It’s nice to be alive!” 		
Freelance writer LANCE TAPLEY lives in
Augusta, Maine.
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Ralph Gibson, Adv’73, has
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alph Gibson came to Dartmouth,
he says, “on a whim” as a physics grad student. He planned to
someday teach high school science.
Instead, for the past 45 years he’s
been an elemental force in the department as manager of lecture demonstrations. Gibson sets up classroom experiments for professors that involve often
zany-looking props that demonstrate
principles of motion, electromagnetism
and waves.
Each morning, Gibson, 70, is typically
the first person in Wilder Hall at 7, almost
always attired in the same outfit—black
shirt, beige pants and athletic shoes. “You
might think that what I do gets old, but I
love it,” he says. Although he and his wife
of 48 years have no children, it’s fair to
say he’s been a father figure to hundreds
of aspiring scientists. “Dartmouth at its
best is students’ lives being transformed
by what they learn,” he says.
“He is a luminous human being,” says
Nina Maksimova ’15, who had a study desk
in Gibson’s office for four years. “He’s
sunny, happy, loving and warm—one of
the kindest people I’ve ever met—the
invincible summer of the department.
Everybody adores him.”
“He holds our lab together,” says
physics professor Kristina Lynch, for
whom Gibson works part-time. “He’s a
technical mentor for students who trains
them how to solder and build things. I
think of him as the den mother for the
department.”
Gibson, who for years had a sign on his
door that read: “Professor of Happiness,”
has no plans to let inertia slow him down.
“The idea of retiring is not appealing,” he
says. “I do what I really love doing.”
ph oto g ra ph b y JO HN S HERM A N

O UT FO R A SP I N
Gibson demonstrates
the conservation of
angular momentum.
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to Dartmouth. Then when I read
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“I was ecstatic when I was accepted
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my financial award letter and realized
I could afford to attend, I grew
about her life with
Papa, she said, calling
him “that tricky
Carlos Baker.”

emotional. Thank you to the donors
who help provide the Dartmouth
experience to students like me.

Q2R

You’ve changed my life.”

Baker took his time.
Baker spent seven
years on the biography,
slogging through trunks
full of Hemingway’s
outlines, drafts and unpublished manuscripts,
including some that had
been stored in the vault
of the National Bank of
Cuba (and used as security for cash advances
from his publisher) and
others in back rooms at
Sloppy Joe’s Bar in Key
West, Florida. He traveled to all the places
Hemingway worked
and played—from Walloon Lake in Michigan
to the Plaza de Toros
in Pamplona, Spain.
Baker’s working papers
and biographical files,
stored at Princeton,
take up 16.4 feet of shelf
space.

—JULIAN GRUNAUER ’21

YOUR
SUPPORT
CHANGES
LIVES
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Papa’s Story
Carlos Baker ’32 wrote the book on
Hemingway. by S U E S H O C K

E

College Fund make Dartmouth possible
for students like Julian. Someday,
they’ll change the world. Today, you’re
changing lives. Thank you.
Creating better futures since 1769
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rnest Hemingway claimed he didn’t want
any biography written about him while he
was alive or for 100 years after his death.
But Hemingway’s fourth wife and his publisher
asked Carlos Baker to write an authorized biography shortly after Hemingway died in 1961. Baker’s
monumental work, Ernest Hemingway: A Life Story,
was published in 1969 and hailed in these pages as
“one of the major literary events of the year.” A professor of literature at Princeton for nearly 40 years,
Baker received an honorary doctorate of letters
from Dartmouth in 1957. He died in 1987.
i l l u s t ra t i o n b y C HA RL I E P OWEL L
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A former wife
weighed in.
The New York Times
praised the work as
“a replica of Hemingway so real it moves,”
while also expressing
exasperation that,
“Again and again,
Professor Baker tells
us how many trout
or birds Hemingway
killed on a particular
day.” Another reviewer
found the book “absolutely trustworthy,”
but Hemingway’s third
wife, Martha Gellhorn,
didn’t agree. “Baker
got everything wrong”

As a class secretary,
his notes sang.
At Dartmouth, Baker
managed the ice
hockey team and
contributed to the
Jacko. As an alum,
Baker entertained as
class secretary for
five years and as class
newsletter editor
for eight. In his first
Class Notes column he
described a classmate’s
“remarkable philoprogenitive achievement.”
Another column, from
January 1943: “As the
first anniversary of
Pearl Harbor whips
past us like an ex-cab
driver gleefully piloting
a jeep….”

Q4R

Fiction sprang to life.
“Back in college we
all thought there was
nothing finer than that
tight-lipped passage
[in A Farewell to Arms]
when Lieutenant Henry
left his girl, Catherine
Barkley, dead in the
Swiss hospital and
walked back to the hotel
in the rain,” said Baker.
While writing his book,
he met Agnes von Kurowsky, the former Red
Cross nurse who was
the inspiration for Barkley. She was “a lovely
woman well past 70 and
living (of all places) in
Key West,” he wrote.
Q5R

He mentored a
notable protégé.
At Princeton, Baker
advised undergrad
A. Scott Berg, whose
senior thesis, a biography of Hemingway’s
first editor, became the
National Book Awardwinning Max Perkins:
Editor of Genius. Berg,
who won a Pulitzer
for his 1998 biography
of Charles Lindbergh,
credited Baker for
teaching him to conduct research without
an assistant, using
primary sources and
“one note card at a
time.”
Q6R

Hemingway had
previously read Baker.
The two authors never
met, but the Nobel and
Pulitzer winner
considered Baker’s earlier study of his work,
Hemingway: The Writer
as Artist (1952), the best
that had been written
about him.
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PROFESSORS
PEER INTO
THE FUTURE.
(IT’S NOT ALL
SCARY.)
BY TIFFANIE WEN

ILLUSTRATIONS BY HARRY CAMPBELL
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BEWARE THE BOTS
ADINA ROSKIES, PHILOSOPHY

Cognitive science is undergoing a renaissance, according to
Roskies, thanks to developments in deep learning and machine
learning. Before long, increasingly lifelike robots will be babysitters, companions, security officers, realtors, even sex partners.
These autonomous, intelligent, mobile systems will raise
novel ethical and legal challenges. “How do we assess responsibility in cases where things go wrong?” asks Roskies, chair
of the College’s cognitive science program. “If these things are
autonomous and intelligent, what place can they have in our
world? Some of these issues, which either seemed less pressing
or too science fiction-y in the past, will face us in dramatic ways.”
Consider robot caregivers that aid the elderly or disabled.
“If we have systems that are empathic and play roles humans
once filled for other humans, at what point do we wonder if they
should have the rights we have?” she asks. “It’s a big ‘if’ whether
these systems will become conscious or autonomous. But if it
does happen, it’s something morally we should be very aware of.”
For example, could a robot
be required to testify in court?
COULD A ROBOT BE
If so, could it be made to testify
REQUIRED TO
against itself ? If a bot creates a
work of art, does the bot own it?
TESTIFY IN COURT?
If it is smart enough, should the
bot be held responsible if it fails to realize it’s being fed false
data? If a human mistreats a bot and hurts it, is that a crime?
Can a bot marry?
Given the human race’s inability to treat its own members
fairly, Roskies believes the odds are slim we will successfully
navigate the introduction of robots into society. “If the best
philosophical analyses suggest these creatures should have
rights, I don’t think the world is going to see it that way. They
will become second-class citizens.”
When robots start taking jobs from humans, she foresees
dire consequences. “There’ll likely be a dramatic, quick restructuring of society that displaces millions of people. I don’t think
it’s crazy to think it will lead to unrest and violence. Whether
America can remain true to its core values through that sort of
thing is a real question.”

A WIDENING OF GENDER
AND RACE
JANICE MCCABE, SOCIOLOGY

Traditional male-female norms might become a thing of the past.
Transgender bathroom laws are only the beginning. Pronouns
such as “ze” and “e” are being adopted at Wesleyan and Harvard.
The Common Application students submit to colleges offers a
“Sex Assigned at Birth” gender identity option. Vermont, Oregon
and California have a third gender option on their driver licenses,
and this trend will spread and intensify, according to McCabe.
Especially in sports. “Perhaps in the future, rule makers
at the Olympics will measure competitors’ testosterone levels
to create new categories of athletes based on those tests,” she
says. “This might be better than singling out people who look
suspicious or because they don’t fit society’s notions about what
it means to be a woman.”
40 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E

Sociologists are also increasingly focused on intersectionality, the belief that gender, sexuality and other characteristics
overlap, and that to understand
people one has to take into account those interwoven complexities. “There is a growing interest
in blurring boundaries, especially
as they relate to gender—including queer or transgender or people who don’t identify as binary—
“IF WE DON’T KNOW
and that applies to race, as well,”
WHAT RACE OR
says McCabe.
GENDER PEOPLE
For example, Nkechi Amare
ARE, IT MAKES
Diallo, a former civil rights acCOMPARISONS WITH tivist known as Rachel Dolezal,
captured America’s attention in
HISTORICAL DATA
2015 when she was exposed as
DIFFICULT.”
a white woman passing herself
off as black. Diallo now identifies
herself as “trans-black.” Such an event raises the question of
whether racial identity is fixed at birth or is something a person
can change, according to McCabe.
Racial categories have already evolved due to changes in
census categories. “Our notion of race is already different from
what it was,” she says. “This raises the question of whether a
racial category can change during someone’s lifetime and what
the implications of that might be. That would raise problems for
sociologists who study broad patterns. If we don’t know what
race or gender people are, it makes comparisons with historical
data difficult and makes it harder to track things such as income
inequality between groups.”

STILL PLENTY TO PONDER

VAUGHN BOOKER ’07, RELIGION; AFRICAN AND AFRICAN
AMERICAN STUDIES
“In the next 10 or 20 years we will still, in a sense, be circulating
around a question that has always animated the field—what is religion?” says Booker. “Religion is constantly being born and dying.”
Christianity and Islam will evolve partly because centers of
religious identity are in flux around the world. “We have a pope
from South America,” says Booker. “He has a frame of reference,
perhaps based on his region’s ecological or labor conditions.
As Christianity shifts to the global south, you’re going to find
religious leaders who speak to those areas’ pressing concerns.
The questions of who gets to go
to heaven or hell may not have as
GLOBAL CONSCIOUSmuch primacy as whether people
can survive and provide for their NESS WILL RISE TO A
HIGHER LEVEL.
families in worsening conditions.
Similarly, Muslim migration to
Western Europe for geopolitical reasons will affect Islam’s
racial identity and practices.”
Global consciousness will rise to a higher level. “Religious traditions that emphasize human connectedness will continue doing
so in theological language to try to morally compel people to confront how the earth is changing,” says Booker. As a consequence,

religious leaders will increasingly articulate moral principles
that are related to exercising better stewardship of the planet.
Not surprisingly, space tourism and possible permanent
Mars and moon colonies will cause people to examine their
spiritual beliefs in new ways. “The more people understand
what exists beyond Earth the more they’ll think about humanity’s place in the greater cosmos. That doesn’t mean there will
be new religions related to such exploration, but people could
reflect upon traditions that have established notions of how
long humanity has existed, just as the study of evolution once
stirred debate among Christians about whether the earth is
6,000 years old.”

THE DEATH OF CREDIBILITY
HANY FARID, COMPUTER SCIENCE

“The question is how you assess reality in a post-reality world,”
says Farid, one of the world’s foremost experts on digital image
forensics. He studies image analysis and human perception and
consults for government agencies that need tools to authenticate digital images and videos.

Recent breakthroughs in
generative adversarial net“WE HAVE THIS SENSE
works have created the abilTHAT WE SHOULD TAKE
ity to change the words a perDECISIONS OUT OF THE
son says in a video in such a
HANDS OF PEOPLE.”
way that looks and sounds
authentic. Farid thinks it’s
possible a video could be created showing President Trump
saying he’s launched an intercontinental ballistic missile at
North Korea. It might then go viral, and the consequences could
be troubling, to say the least. Farid and others are developing
techniques to unmask fake images and videos, but he says the
process is a “never-ending arms race” against those who would
use the technology maliciously.
Predictive analytics also worries Farid. This statistical technique crunches “big data” (colossal amounts of information) to
predict behavior in fields ranging from credit-risk assessment
and direct marketing to law enforcement, fraud prevention and
insurance underwriting.
“We’ve been going on the assumption that machine learning, which relies on extracting patterns from large data sets, is
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FOREVER MATERIALS
JANE LIPSON, CHEMISTRY

better than humans at making decisions. It’s not unreasonable,”
he says. “We have this sense that we should take decisions out of
the hands of people such as judges because judges have biases,
explicit and implicit.” But Farid knows there’s no such thing as
unbiased data because numbers can reflect social biases.
This new mode of number crunching will not be problemfree. “We’re not thinking carefully enough about how it works,
where it’s going to be misused and where mistakes will be,” he
says. “It’s making life-altering decisions in people’s lives—not
just in criminal justice but with regard to loans for small businesses, for mortgages, university placement and employment.”
The worst-case scenario? “Turning over decision making to
this technology and allowing biases against women, minorities and others to get introduced while no one is looking at the
system,” says Farid.

PRESS “COPY” FOR KIDNEYS
JOSEPH ROSEN, MEDICINE AND ENGINEERING

In a generation, the hospital will be a copy shop, home to biological Xerox machines. To conquer diabetes and kidney and
liver failure, doctors in 2040 will use regenerative medicine,
robotics and virtual reality to tailor-make new organs, which
they’ll build from patients’ cells.
“Presently we treat these issues, which are essentially the
failure of certain organs and affect hundreds of millions of
people, with transplantation. But this only helps a small percentage of people, because there’s an organ shortage. We also
treat these ailments with medicines such as insulin, which are
good for big pharma but expensive,” Rosen says.
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“Doctors will harvest fat cells
and convert them to mesoderm,
endoderm and ectoderm cells,
the basic elements for a kidney,”
says Rosen. Those cells will grow
around an artificial framework.
Surgical robots will insert the
kidney into a patient as an outpatient procedure. To trick the
body’s immune system into ignoring the synthetic scaffold,
doctors will “cover it with compounds that give it the cloak of
invisibility, so the body doesn’t see it,” he adds. What’s more,
virtual reality will help design the organ to match a host’s exact
needs.
Fast forward to 2070: Synthetic biology will allow lightningfast creation of new flu vaccines, enabling doctors to stay ahead
of the viruses’ life-threatening annual genetic shifts. Today it
takes six to 12 months to grow vaccines in eggs, but biological
engineering will condense that process to as few as 10 days,
which is “remarkable,” according to Rosen.
“But even at 10 days, the cow’s already out of the barn,” he
says. “Because if the flu hits America and travels across the
country at the rate of transportation, I still have to distribute
the vaccine and inoculate everyone ahead of it, which we don’t
have the resources for.”
Instead, he predicts scientists will build a new organ for
people that will be implanted and able to manufacture an immune
response to a particular genome before the flu reaches them. “In
50 years when there’s an announcement of a new flu strain, doctors will transmit genomes into people digitally, and they will then
produce responses to the flu in their own bodies,” says Rosen.

“DOCTORS WILL
TRANSMIT
GENOMES INTO
PEOPLE DIGITALLY.”

Chemists will continue to grow, assemble and better understand the behavior of molecules. “We’re moving to a future in
which synthetic chemists construct molecules more and more
selectively,” says Lipson. “We’ll see increasingly blurred lines
between molecules that nature makes and ones chemists make.”
The potential applications are enormous. “In the space program, for example, materials that can be nicked or abraded in some
way and still be robust or repair themselves could be useful for
space suits, transportation materials or in exploratory vehicles.”
Imagine self-healing “glass” that repairs itself (handy on
a spaceship with a cracked window), car paint that fixes its
own scratches, tires whose leaks
“WE’LL SEE BLURRED reseal, water repellent that won’t
wash off and batteries that re-enLINES BETWEEN
ergize. Even more amazing, these
MOLECULES THAT
“forever materials” will possess
NATURE MAKES
the ability to renew themselves
AND ONES CHEMISTS dozens of times.
But Lipson warns that a big
MAKE.”
hurdle lies ahead—sharing information. “Because of our ability to manipulate molecules, we
have huge amounts of data we need to share and standardize,”
she says. Ideally the database would store information about
chemicals such as density, melting temperature and heat capacity. “It would allow scientists to connect the chemical nature
of a material and its physical properties, and thus enable the
design of advanced, new materials.”

A HOARDING ELITE?
ANDREW LEVIN, ECONOMICS

Advances in technology are raising two key economic questions,
according to Levin: How will humans manage robots and how
will humans stay employed? “Major issues will be who owns
the robots and who owns the technology associated with artificial intelligence,” says Levin. “If a monopoly of two or three
huge firms owns that technology and controls it, that has huge
implications for society and politics and everything we do.”
He worries society is heading toward a Blade Runner-type
world in which a select few hoard wealth and resources. “In
that movie, elites live in high rises and extreme luxury, while
the homeless scrounge in garbage,” he says. “There are already
cities that look like that, and it would be an unfortunate world
if that’s where all civilization ends up.”
To combat this, the federal government might use antitrust
laws to break up high-flying tech companies as it did in the 1910s
and 1980s, when it forced Standard Oil and the Bell System,
once the world’s largest petrochemical and communications
companies, to divest themselves of assets. The result would be
more innovation, economic growth and prosperity.
Nonetheless, Levin wonders how humans will stay employed when workforce robots are everywhere. Finland, Kenya
and California are already experimenting with universal basic
income, in which all citizens receive a stipend, theoretically
making jobs a thing of the past. But he believes people will find
meaningful work, noting that this would not be the first time in

HOW WILL HUMANS
STAY EMPLOYED
WHEN WORKFORCE
ROBOTS ARE
EVERYWHERE?

history people have had to adjust
to sudden technology-driven job
dislocations.
“Every human being is unique
and valuable,” says Levin. “New
things that weren’t possible will
start to open up. We need to move
to an educational system that encourages people to think creatively and define what makes them
special. We need a way to design
the workforce that involves a lot
of art and aesthetics, so people
can work together and do things
they enjoy that can’t be replaced
by a robot.”

BEYOND NUMBERS
FENG FU, MATHEMATICS

“Pure mathematics doesn’t change,” says Fu. “Applied math,
on the other hand, is always changing because the landscape
of real-world problems changes, and applied math adapts to
it—and becomes more interdisciplinary.”
He foresees vast potential for applied math during the next
10 to 20 years. “We want to conquer many difficulties in health
sciences, such as cancer, which has replaced infectious disease
as a leading cause of mortality,” he says. Cancer researchers
have high hopes for breakthroughs in immunotherapy. This
involves adoptive cell transfers
in which immunity cells from a
MATHEMATICS
patient are collected, selected for
WILL TACKLE
anti-tumor activities, grown and
ISSUES RELATED TO
put back in the patient.
“But the cost of these personOVERPOPULATION.
alized therapies is astronomical,
and clinical trials are small,” says Fu. To make them more affordable, he predicts researchers will move from “wet” experiments
to “dry” ones using mathematical models that simulate possible
solutions. “Then you can test them in people after the therapy’s
been informed by modeling,” he says. While acknowledging some
clinicians are skeptical about applied mathematics working in
this context, he notes that “HIV researchers have been using
mathematical models to determine which drugs will work and
what dosage to prescribe. I’m hopeful that in 10 years this kind
of application will be more ubiquitous.”
Mathematics will also tackle issues related to overpopulation. He quotes philosopher and ecologist Garrett Hardin,
who said, “The population problem has no technical solution;
it requires a fundamental extension in morality.” An optimist,
Fu believes “we can model human cooperation on a global scale.
In 20 years there might be an academic discipline called ‘mathematical humanity.’ It’ll be very helpful gaining deeper insights
into mechanisms for promoting altruism and cooperation. Mathematical models will synergistically interact with humanities
and the social sciences to change the world for the better.”
TIFFANIE WEN wrote about undergrad advisors in the January/

February 2018 issue of DAM.
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TWO YEARS ON THEIR OWN.

MORE THAN TWO DECADES AGO AN ALUM JOINED SEVEN OTHER EXPLORERS TO BOLDLY GO WHERE NO ONE HAD
GONE BEFORE: INTO BIOSPHERE 2, A SEALED, MINIATURE EARTH WHERE THEY WOULD HAVE TO SURVIVE

ROGER RESSMEYER/CORBIS/VCG VIA GETTY IMAGES
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BY MARK NELSON ’68
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WE HOPED BIOSPHERE 2 WOULD FIRE THE PUBLIC’S IMAGINATION.
THE ARCHITECTURE BLENDED GLASS PYRAMIDAL SHAPES WITH
DAZZLING WHITE DOMES AND BARREL-VAULTED CHAMBERS
		
STRAIGHT OUT OF ANCIENT BABYLON.
gases our life systems couldn’t handle. As a result, wool and wood
were used for flooring, wall paneling and furnishings in living areas.
Chemical deodorants and cleaning supplies weren’t allowed. Same
with fires—even lit birthday candles.

INSIDE THE BUBBLE | | | On September 26, 1991, we entered

Biosphere 2 to begin our experiment. Like astronauts, we had
plenty of tasks to fill our days. Farming took up 25 percent of our
waking time, research and maintenance 20 percent, writing reports
19 percent, cooking 12 percent, biome management 11 percent,
animal husbandry 9 percent. We spent the rest of our time doing
media interviews and handling miscellaneous matters. We built in
off days for rest and to observe changes in our growing biosphere.
We grew our food and raised and slaughtered livestock. We
worked in labs, maintained equipment, and spent time in our
living quarters. Growing good nutritious food was a top priority,
requiring everyone to work three to four hours a day for five days
a week. None of us had come from a farming background. Hunger

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

I was sealed into an airtight, three-acre mini-world called Biosphere
2, a $150-million futuristic facility near the aptly named town of
Oracle, Arizona. I joined seven other explorers in a daring, highprofile study of sustainability and the new science of biospherics—the study of closed systems that mimic Earth’s environment.
It was right out of a science fiction movie, and unlike anything
previously attempted on such a scale. Our goal was to spend those
two years studying how a mini-biosphere—complete with wilderness areas, a farm and a group of humans—would work with as few
outside inputs as possible. A privately funded venture, Biosphere
2 had three main goals—education, eco-technology development
and learning how well our eco-laboratory worked. We also hoped to
help NASA and other space agencies learn more about life-support
systems for long-term space missions.
In case you’re wondering what Biosphere 1 is, you’re living
on it—planet Earth. That’s the best way to understand my trip
to the ecological frontier. I lived in a miniature Earth to better
understand fundamental processes of biospheres to improve how
humans relate to our world.
Our crew—the biospherians—consisted of a multinational
tribe: five Americans, two Brits and one Belgian; we were four men
and four women. We included a botanist, a marine biologist and
a physician. (I managed the wastewater recycling system and assisted in ecological and agricultural research.) Together we became
the first natives of a new techno-living synthesis.
We had no operating manual.
The planning and construction of Biosphere 2 took seven years.
As one of our many scientist consultants said, “When you build a
new world, you have all the problems in the world to solve.” Many
experts thought we were 50 years ahead of our time.
We hoped the project would fire the public’s imagination. The
architecture blended glass Mayan pyramidal shapes with dazzling
white Buckminster Fuller-type geodesic domes and barrel-vaulted
chambers straight out of ancient Babylon. Inside we built a bonsai
world. Its wilderness biomes included a rainforest with a 25-foot
waterfall, a grassy treed savannah, a desert, fresh and saltwater
wetlands with mangrove trees and a coral reef in a 25-foot-deep,
150-foot-long ocean (the source of our table salt).
Our engineers faced huge challenges. They had to replicate
many of Earth’s free services, such as ocean waves (they used
vacuum pumps). They had to ensure each biome had correct
temperatures and rainfall amounts, desalinate water, collect and
circulate water, treat wastewater, strip our air of trace gases and
even create mild breezes.
Biosphere 2 had to support life while not unwittingly polluting it with machines and materials whose presence might have
unforeseen side effects. Everything that went inside was screened
to avoid synthetic materials that emit trace amounts of noxious

became a new experience—and our constant companion. We existed the way humans had for time immemorial. Did our farming
improve as we went along? You bet. Hunger is a great motivator.
If you don’t grow it, you can’t eat it.
Among our 80 crops were rice, yams, peanuts, sorghum, millet, beets, wheat, carrots, peppers, bananas, figs, tomatoes, kale,
eggplant, onions, papayas, beans, sweet and white potatoes, squash
and herbs. A total of 3,000 species of plants and animals coexisted
in Biosphere 2. Since we couldn’t use chemical pesticides, we used
biological controls such as ladybugs to eat pests. We imported
four species of beneficial cockroaches to recycle organic matter.
Unfortunately, that great evolutionary survivor—the household
cockroach—snuck in and exploded in crop-threatening numbers,
as did another stowaway species, ants.
We reveled in simple pleasures. One delight was coffee made
from beans from our young rainforest’s coffee trees, which we could
make only once every two or three weeks. We treasured each cup.
For a pizza, we spent four months growing a crop of wheat, which

then had to be threshed and ground. Tomatoes, peppers and onions
had to ripen. No 30-minute delivery for us.
Though we had a mostly vegetarian diet, we occasionally made
special dishes from small amounts of meat (a quarter pound per
person per week), eggs and milk. We raised a species of small pigs,
pygmy goats and a variety of chickens—a scrappy Mexican breed,
elegant Japanese Silkies and bantams with cocky attitudes.
Fish was a rare treat. We raised and harvested tilapia in rice
paddies. Dozens of species of tropical fish—and 2-foot-long giant
Pacific clams—populated our ocean. We didn’t eat them, but we did
enjoy snorkeling in the world’s largest manmade coral reef ocean.
We found satisfaction in caring for our animals and even gave
them names. Our milking goats included Milky Way, Stardust and
Vision. We dubbed two pigs Zazu and Quincy. One of our daffier
chickens was Mrs. Fruitcake.
That we biospherians humanely killed and processed our domestic animals caused disbelief and curiosity among visitors. Yet
despite not using chemical fertilizers or pesticides, our farm was
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ence by talking about our sex lives. We didn’t speak about sex to
the media. When asked, our stock answer was, “People are people.
Everything you might expect to happen with people has happened
in here.” That said, there were two male-female couples among
us, and the rest of us were single. I spent two years as a happy
eco-monk.

ONE DELIGHT WAS COFFEE MADE FROM BEANS FROM OUR YOUNG RAINFOREST’S
COFFEE TREES, WHICH WE COULD MAKE ONLY ONCE EVERY TWO OR THREE WEEKS.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT AND COMPANIONSHIP, WE BROUGHT IN PROSIMIAN GALAGOS,
		
KNOWN AS “BUSH BABIES.”
the most productive half acre in the world. We grew 83 percent of
our food. Our doctor, who monitored our caloric intake daily and
gave us frequent medical tests, called our high-protein, low-calorie
meals a “healthy starvation” diet. I lost 25 pounds, and sometimes
I got so hungry I ate peanuts with their shells on.
We became inventive with dishes and flavors. We each ate more
than a pound of sweet potatoes a day. Through time, we worried that
the beta carotene that gives them and bananas and carrots their
distinctive colors would turn us a disconcerting orange hue. We
never noticed any change, but eventually outsiders grew alarmed
at our new complexions.
Despite our limited food supply, we reserved some goodies
for feasts and celebrations. We made cheese, ice cream and fruit
smoothies. We even sauced up the occasional party with banana
wine, rice beer and beet whiskey, which everyone abhorred, even
while drinking it.
Our doctor had pioneered our high-nutrient diet at UCLA’s med
school, but no one had studied its effects on humans. His research
indicated that our bodies became highly efficient at utilizing nutrients in everything we ate. We gained back some of our weight
losses after our bodies adjusted to an initial 1,800-calorie-a-day
regimen. As we became better farmers, our intake rose to 2,200
calories a day.
Just as our farm and livestock thrived, so did our biomes. Their
total biomass—the weight of all the plants—more than doubled. We
had “species-packed” each eco-area. While some plants and trees
died, the crew controlled invasive species, and biomes grew rapidly
and maintained remarkable diversity despite their small areas. The
desert, for example, transformed from an area dominated by cactus
to one populated by shrubs and trees. We let this process unfold.
In this biome, the biosphere taught us how it wanted to evolve.
In other biomes, we had to intervene to ensure their stability. For example, the reef in our ocean thrived in part because we
removed sunlight-blocking algae and managed its water quality.
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In the rainforest, morning glories went on a purple rampage that
forced us to spend hours yanking down their choking vines.

THE HUMAN ELEMENT | | | We reveled in the day-by-day

sensual pleasures of each biome’s distinctive smells, sounds and
landscapes. We celebrated our world in poetry, film, writing, art
and music in inter-biospheric arts festivals with outside artists.
For entertainment and a kind of companionship, we brought in
prosimian galagos, known as “bush babies.” These tree-dwelling
nocturnal African animals weigh two-and-a-half pounds and live
on fruit and insects. Their monkey-like curiosity led them to explore all parts of our little world.
Crew members could meet friends and family at windows or
via telephone, but inside it was just the eight of us. We profoundly
got to know each other. I could tell by a footstep or breathing who
was passing my room.
We contracted a syndrome psychologists call irrational antagonism. That is, we split into two groups of four. A power struggle over
the project’s direction made things much worse. One side wanted
new management and to reconfigure our mission priorities by deemphasizing closure and spending more time on science. The other
side wanted to keep the project’s leadership and our objectives
intact. “It was really pretty awful,” one crewmate later recalled. “I
could be so cold to the people in the other group, walking by them
and not even looking at them.” While there were no fistfights, one
crew member complained years later she had been spit at. Twice.
We worked on healing the rifts, reading books on group dynamics and having homegrown group therapy sessions. As much
as possible we kept our conflicts in the open. No matter how much
we disagreed, we continued to work together. There was never
an instance of subconscious sabotage of Biosphere 2 or anyone’s
research. It helped immeasurably that everyone was committed
to Biosphere 2’s success.
From the outset, we agreed we wouldn’t trivialize our experi-

TO AIR IS HUMAN | | | Several months in, we realized our
oxygen levels were falling. Rather than throwing in the towel by
pumping oxygen into Biosphere 2, we decided to study the problem and how it affected us. After 16 months, our oxygen level had
dropped from 20.9 percent to 14.2 percent, the equivalent of living
at a 15,000-feet elevation. Half of us suffered noticeable symptoms
of altitude sickness, including sleep apnea. Fearful that the lack
of oxygen might affect our thinking, we told our on-call outside
medical team to consider overruling our doctor’s decisions about
our well-being. One day he found that he couldn’t add a column
of numbers.
At that point, everyone agreed we had reached a dangerous
breaking point.
Refrigerated trucks arrived to pump pure oxygen into Biosphere 2. At first it was pumped into only one of the biosphere’s
chambers. The effect was jubilation. We began madly laughing and
running. “I felt like a born-again breather, praising oxygen,” said
one crewmember. It was one of the most dramatic physiological
revivals of my life—underlining how we take life-giving oxygen
for granted. Prior to that, observers said watching us work was
like viewing a slow-motion dance. Take a bow, green plants and
ocean algae. Without you, Earth might have an atmosphere like
that on Mars.
What caused the crisis? Microbes in our organically enriched
soils had produced carbon dioxide at a greater rate than our young
plants could produce oxygen via photosynthesis. We discovered
that most of the missing oxygen was converted to CO2 and had
been absorbed by the unsealed concrete in our habitat.
REENTRY | | | We emerged from Biosphere 2 on September

26, 1993, having completed our mission. All eight of us were profoundly changed.
We were in remarkably good health. We had the body-fat
content of pro athletes and lower blood pressure and cholesterol
levels than we had going in. Emotionally, stepping outside was like
leaving a lover who had taken tender care of me. Biosphere 2 was
our baby, and we had grown and been transformed by it. We’d felt
a oneness with it, a deep visceral connection. We knew our health
depended on our biosphere’s health.
My first trips to supermarkets were strangely disorienting. I
went back to eating meals without knowing where and how each
ingredient was grown, harvested and processed. I realized my
former world had no trash, packaging or pollution-causing cars
and no annoying, absurd things. Everything in Biosphere 2 made
sense. It was an incredibly sensitive world. Everything we did had
consequences and greatly increased our mindfulness.
Unfortunately, our outward sci-fi appearance may have worked
too well. Biosphere 2 made headline news around the world, but
we didn’t foresee that being so high-profile would lead to such
sensational coverage. Early on, we were hyped as “The Project that
Will Save the World.” Then we suffered the inevitable mockery

WE WERE HAPPY TO BE STARS OF
		
OUR NEW-AGE ZOO.
and dismissal. “Pseudo-science stunt” was one insult.
Sadly, much of what we learned went unappreciated. Overwrought media coverage led people to think the experiment failed.
But a million visitors came to peer into Biosphere 2, and millions
more followed us in news accounts. We were happy to be stars of
our new-age zoo, a living exhibit that increased human understanding of our relationship with our global biosphere.
Biosphere 2, the greatest experiment ever conducted in ecological self-organization, revolutionized the field of experimental
ecology. We proved that a sealed ecosystem can work for years, a
lesson Mars colony planners can build on. We learned lessons to
help keep stressed reefs alive and how to protect rainforests. We
worked with our green allies to keep CO2 from getting too high.
Our farm showed that high productivity and full nutrient recycling
could be done without toxic chemicals.
Today I remain optimistic that humans can solve the problems
they cause. My optimism, in large degree, comes from my Biosphere
2 experience, which taught us every action, however small, is
important. “We may have come in separate ships, but we’re all in
the same boat now,” said Martin Luther King Jr. We understood
this in Biosphere 2, and I see a growing appreciation around the
world that we’re in a shared lifeboat, regardless of our origins and
circumstances. We are facing a species IQ test that will determine
if humans can show the intelligence, resilience and adaptability
to be a cooperative, creative part of our planetary biosphere—or
whether we are headed to an evolutionary dead-end.
This is the exhilarating and yes, scary, challenge of our time.
But we have allies. As we so unforgettably learned in Biosphere
2, we are all part of the biosphere, body and soul.
The biosphere is on our side.
MARK NELSON is the author of

Pushing Our Limits: Insights from
Biosphere 2, from which parts of this article are adapted. He is a
founding director of the Institute of Ecotechnics in Santa Fe, New
Mexico, and London.
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L I SA CO N T E

and her hiking partner
were 12,000 feet up the
flank of Mount Kilimanjaro when trouble struck.
Despite the pair’s stop-and-go acclimation efforts, Conte’s
20-something Olympic-level athlete pal was beset by the telltale
signs of altitude sickness: a hangover-like headache and shortness of breath that can develop into dangerous confusion and a
cough that produces pink froth. These symptoms, which can lead
to death, were not to be taken lightly. The human body, after all,
isn’t ready-made for life at 8,000 feet above sea level.
But the mountain delivered a lifeline that fall day in 1987. A
nearby villager, as if expecting the pair, offered them a strange elixir
at what appeared to be a makeshift pharmacy along the trail. “He
held what looked like a bottle of Scotch,” remembers Conte, then
a financial analyst for a California venture capital firm. “It had
green stuff in it that was dripping down the side, and there were
plants popping out of it. It looked very mysterious.”
Conte’s friend slugged down some of the “green goop” and felt
relief. The climbers continued without incident to Kilimanjaro’s
19,341-foot summit.
The contents of the bottle, she surmises, might have been
khat, a flowering plant native to the Horn of Africa known for its
amphetamine-like effects when chewed.
Conte recounted the scare to a fellow traveler, an elderly Australian bon vivant who was married to a Tanzanian military general.
She marveled at the miracle cure and beseeched Conte to learn
the concoction’s ingredients: “You should do something about it.
That should become a medicine for the world.”
The words rang prophetic. The potion’s healing qualities fired
Conte’s imagination and her entrepreneurial ambitions to “demystify the goop.” In 1989 she founded the San Francisco-based
Shaman Pharmaceuticals, whose goal was to identify medicinal
plants and commercialize their potential. A fearless entrepreneur,
she rang up $45,000 in credit card debt launching the company
and soon won several entrepreneurship awards, including Ernst
& Young’s 1994 Entrepreneur of the Year Award.
TODAY, MORE THAN THREE DECADES after that fateful
experience on Kilimanjaro, Conte is president and CEO of another company she founded, the publicly traded pharmaceutical
company Jaguar Health and its wholly owned subsidiary, Napo
Pharmaceuticals. (Shaman ceased operations in 1999.) Conte leads
a team of researchers who could deliver the planet’s next wonder
drug: an oblong white tablet called Mytesi (the brand name of the
drug crofelemer). This plant-based antidiarrheal has so far been
approved only for use by HIV patients who battle digestive distress
as the result of their prescription drug cocktails. The FDA approved
the treatment in 2012. But the drug is thought to be a panacea for
some half-dozen other conditions, including cholera, irritable
bowel syndrome, Crohn’s disease and colitis—markets that could
have tens of millions more beneficiaries. Among them could be
the 2.5 million children who die every year from diarrhea caused
by diseases such as cholera. Jaguar is also developing Mytesi to
combat chemotherapy-induced diarrhea.
Trials will determine Mytesi’s fate, and that could take several
more years. Conte already has weathered delays brought on by
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two recessions and the bankruptcy of Shaman Pharmaceuticals.
Drug development is nothing if not an exercise in patience and
persistence, and hopes are high at her 23rd-floor headquarters
overlooking San Francisco Bay.
The drug’s secret ingredient? Sap from the Dragon’s Blood tree
of the Amazon basin. Its balsa wood-like trunk yields a red form
of latex, something typically found in rubber trees. The sap, which
smells like a smoky barbecue sauce, has a blood-like color and consistency, thus the tree’s name. The tree grows in Bolivia, Colombia,
Ecuador and Peru, as well as in parts of Argentina and Brazil.
Traditional South American medicine has long used it to stop
bleeding, to remedy digestive woes including diarrhea and as an
antibacterial salve. It has no known side effects. Mytesi is what’s
known as an antisecretory. It halts diarrhea by blocking chloride
ions, which regulate the secretion of gastrointestinal tract fluids,
yet the drug itself is not absorbed into the bloodstream.
That last characteristic sets it apart from other antidiarrhea
drugs, which can paralyze the gut and cause constipation. For that
reason, current medications can’t be taken for more than 24 hours.
“This is a blockbuster in every sense of the word,” predicts Conte.
“There are no other antisecretories out there.”
That sentiment is seconded by one of the company’s advisors.
“Jaguar is supporting groundbreaking research for the treatment of
children with life-threatening gastrointestinal diseases,” says Dr.
Christopher Duggan of the Boston Children’s Hospital’s Center for
Nutrition. “Sadly,” he notes, “infectious diarrhea and other illness
still contribute to preventable mortality.”
Adds Conte: “For the most part, the only people who die of
diarrhea are little children in areas where there are few resources.
Our commitment to shareholders is to the whole world, not just
the Western part of the world. We’ve leveraged the knowledge of
traditional healers and used plants that have been used by mankind
for thousands of years.”
Toward that end, Conte and longtime colleague ethnobotanist
Steven King have scoured the Amazon basin in search of lifechanging plants for more than 20 years. These days Conte travels
to remote jungles once every couple of years, while King treks into
the rainforest twice annually. The duo has investigated plants to
treat pain, infectious diseases and even Type 2 diabetes.
The pair consults with shamans, who readily share their secrets. In return, Jaguar engages in “benefit sharing” by helping
locals finance water, school and social welfare projects. In one instance, the company helped villagers extend a community runway
to make it easier for sick patients to be flown to medical treatment.
Conte and King also worked closely with late Harvard ethnobotanist Richard Evan Schultes, who spent 14 years in the Colombian Amazon in the 1930s and 1940s and is considered the
father of modern ethnobotany. “He was a mentor to me and many
other people like myself,” King says. “He’d see if plants had some
bioactive principle. If they did, we’d take them back to the lab and
identify what those principles were.”
Through the years, King has collected 2,600 plant specimens,
but Jaguar is putting its chips on the Dragon’s Blood tree. “We
would collect about 100 plants a year, bring them back to the lab,
and test them and prioritize them,” Conte says. “It kept landing
at the top of the stack.”

CO N T E A N D H E R
E T H N O B OTA N I ST
H AV E S CO U R E D
T H E A M A ZO N B A S I N
IN SEARCH OF
LIFE-CHANGING
P L A N TS F O R M O R E
THAN 20 YEARS.
AFTER FELLING
D RAG O N ’ S B LO O D
T R E E S F O R T H E I R SA P,
CO N T E P L A N TS
R E P L AC E M E N TS .

CREATING THE NEXT BIG DRUG TAKES scientific genius—and
deep pockets. The average cost of developing a pharmaceutical is
$2.6 billion, according to the Tufts Institute of Pharmaceutical
Development. It requires constant fundraising from institutional
investors, hedge funds and private equity funds. Conte had to raise
more than $350 million to get Mytesi out of the lab and into the
regulatory pipeline. “We did it pretty efficiently,” she says.
There were moments when the whole effort felt doomed.
In 1997, the FDA approached Shaman to ask it to consider
whether the drug could benefit HIV patients. It wasn’t pursuing
an HIV-related diarrhea treatment at the time, but her company
leapt at the opportunity to help fast-track a potentially revolutionary treatment.
The opportunity, however, proved to be the company’s undoing.
Shaman needed to raise more money, and the next year the Asian
financial crisis hit, drying up potential sources of funding. As a
consequence, Shaman entered Chapter 11 bankruptcy.
After she founded Jaguar, lightning struck again. In 2000,
GlaxoSmithKline pulled its antisecretory drug Lotronex from the
market after it was linked to the deaths of five patients. Conte’s
moment had arrived. She now had the chance to continue the
work Shaman started.
“Lisa has been indefatigable,” says venture capitalist Josh
Mailman, founder of Serious Change Investments. “It’s been a
long process, but she has no less energy for this now than she
did when she started.” Mailman believes in investing in startups
that will flourish financially and foster positive social change. He
counts Conte among his acolytes. Besides promoting Mytesi’s

anticipated medical benefits, Conte’s other abiding passion is to
leave a light footprint.
After felling Dragon’s Blood trees for their sap—each tree
yields three to four liters—Conte plants replacements. She’s also
established the Healing Forest Conservancy, which financially
supports villagers who harvest and care for all the medicinal plants
her company uses.
CONTE’S CAREER CHOICE AND HER dogged perseverance
make sense given her childhood. She grew up in Great Neck, New
York, the daughter of pharmacist parents. From an early age, Conte
worked at the family’s pharmacy—primarily behind the candy
counter.
The establishment was open 365 days a year, and Conte’s
parents, when they could take time off, made it a point to get as far
away from daily life as possible. Born in Queens, her father pined for
wide-open spaces. Starting when Conte was 11, the family escaped
to the hinterlands of Alaska’s Wrangell Mountain Range, halfway
between Anchorage and Fairbanks. It was a three-day horse ride
“marching up and over mountains” and fording rivers into unspoiled wilderness. The family hunted caribou and spent all day
fishing the Copper River. When the kokanee salmon weren’t biting,
there was a contingency. “In that case, it was Bisquick—Bisquick
for breakfast, Bisquick for dinner,” Conte says.
The family’s favorite getaway had a compelling antecedent:
Conte’s godfather was the first master guide in Alaska, squiring
tourists and hunters through a Last Frontier populated by Kodiak bears, immaculate salmon runs and (continued on page 95)
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Jericho Brook Farm • Har�ord, VT

Fleetwood Farm • Tamworth, NH

190 Landgrove Road • Landgrove, VT

Sansui • Cornish, NH

Foster Farm • Weston, VT
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Nomadic
Newsman

Veteran NPR reporter covers
the hot spots.
by HEATHER SALERNO

SKYLINE FARM: 250.38± Acres • $3,600,000
Wade Weathers | 802-238-6362 | wweathers@landvest.com

190 LANDGROVE ROAD: 10.4± Acres • $1,150,000
Story Jenks | 802-238-1332 | sjenks@landvest.com

FOSTER FARM: 28.49± Acres • $1,800,000
Story Jenks | 802-238-1332 | sjenks@landvest.com

JERICHO BROOK FARM: 199± Acres • $1,495,000
Chris Lang | 802-274-4048 | clang@landvest.com

FLEETWOOD FARM: 102± Acres • $2,995,000
Kristin Hayes Claire | 603-494-9448 | kclaire@landvest.com

1 SEA STREET: 4.36± Acres • $6,975,000
Terry Sortwell | 207-236-3543 | tsortwell@landvest.com

BLACK DOG FARM: 130± Acres • $1,950,000
Kristin Hayes Claire | 603-494-9448 | kclaire@landvest.com

SANSUI: 46± Acres • $1,375,000
Kristin Hayes Claire | 603-494-9448 | kclaire@landvest.com

WELD POND ESTATE: 14.71± Acres • $6,500,000
Jay Boyle | 617-648-5444 | jboyle@landvest.com

www.landvest.com
Offices: Ten Post Office Square, Boston, MA 02109 | Four The Green, Woodstock, VT 05091 | One Capitol Street, Concord, NH 03301

JOHN HARRIS

Weld Pond Estate • Dedham, MA

1 Sea Street • Rockport, ME

KENYON, NPR’S INTERNATIONAL
correspondent based in Istanbul, Turkey,
spent much of the past few months filing
stories about the war in northern Syria.
It’s a confusing conflict, one that Kenyon
has deftly explained to more than 37 million listeners every week. “Who’s on what
side seems to be in flux sometimes,” says
Kenyon, one of a handful of journalists
the Syrian government allowed into the
country in the last few years. “It’s a com-

Kenyon, here in the
Siwa Oasis of Egypt,
has spent almost two
decades covering the
Middle East. <<<<
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J.J. HANLEY ’82

The Advocate

A mother fights for rights of the disabled.

HEATHER SALERNO

York City area.

is a freelance writer based in the New
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Hanley leads the
new 16-state ABLE
coalition. >>>>

P R AYA A G A K B A R ’ 0 4

Novel
Approach
Fiction debut wins raves
in India.

ANUSHA YADAV

“When a story inspires
people to take action,
that feels really good.”

HANLEY’S WORLD CHANGED FOREVER IN 1996
when her son, Tim, was diagnosed with autism. Her pediatrician told her, “There’s nothing wrong with him.
There’s something wrong with you.” At the time experts
thought children developed autism as a defense against
cold, emotionless mothers. “We were at the front of the
tsunami about understanding the disorder and supporting families,” she says. “All my aspirations changed.”
Hanley, then a banker, became her son’s full-time case
manager, eventually having him taught through applied behavior analysis, a then-controversial treatment. In 2002,
she produced Refrigerator Mothers, an award-winning PBS
documentary about women who had been blamed for causing
their children’s autism. Next she founded JJsList.com, a site
where people post reviews about the disability-friendliness
of businesses.
Last July, she became the inaugural director of Illinois’
A Better Life Experience (ABLE), a state-sponsored savings program for people with disabilities and their families
that allows them to use tax-free accounts on approved
disability expenses. “I went from being a money market
securities trader making more in the 1980s than I do now
as a parent advocate. But I believe in changing the paradigm
for the disability community,” says Hanley.
For Tim, 25, it was worth it. A recent graduate of Nashville’s Belmont University, he’s made the Music City his
home with the goal of becoming a folk singer and songwriter. 			
—Abigail Drachman-Jones ’03

J.J. HANLEY

plicated, difficult story to cover.”
Kenyon has spent nearly two decades reporting from
Yemen, Saudi Arabia, Lebanon, Bahrain, Algeria, Morocco
and elsewhere in the Arab world. He was part of an NPR
team that twice received the prestigious Alfred I. duPontColumbia University Award for its coverage of post-war
Iraq.
Reporting stories while staying safe requires careful
planning. In Iraq, there were times when Kenyon couldn’t
talk to people on the street because Western journalists
are kidnap targets. “You had to nip into someone’s house,
get the interview and get out,” he says. “You could never
be in one place more than 10 or 15 minutes.”
He’s been shot at twice, both times when he was based
in Jerusalem and reporting from the West Bank. In one of
the incidents, Kenyon was sprayed with stone chips when
a bullet slammed into a
nearby wall. “I’m pretty
sure in both cases it was a
warning shot from someone who probably could
have hit me if he really
wanted to,” he says.
The most rewarding stories often have a humanitarian angle. In 2016 Kenyon followed a Turkish volunteer
group aiding some of the more than 3 million Syrians
seeking refuge, delivering a series of reports that resulted
in increased donations and offers to help. “Sometimes as
a journalist you feel like you’re just observing,” he says.
“So when a story inspires people to take action, that feels
really good.”
A New Jersey native who majored in literature and
creative writing, Kenyon moved to Alaska after graduation,
following a girlfriend who worked at the local public radio
station. One day its program director asked him what he
knew about classical music. “I said, ‘Well…Beethoven,’ ”
recalls Kenyon. “He said, ‘Good. Show up at 9:30 on Sunday. You’re our new classical host.’ ” He quickly moved to
news stories, and then jumped to NPR in 1995 and spent
six years in Washington, D.C., covering major stories such
as former President Bill Clinton’s impeachment.
After 9/11, he volunteered to work abroad and has been
globetrotting since, including a five-year stint in Cairo.
“Peter is a very quick study, and he’s extremely precise,”
says Douglas Roberts, NPR’s former Middle East editor
who worked with Kenyon for more than a decade. “He
knows exactly who to talk to and the right words to use
in any situation.”
Kenyon points out that living in a region helps tremendously when it comes to developing key sources. “That’s an
advantage as opposed to what’s happening more and more,
with people parachuting in for big events or short stays on
long-running stories,” says Kenyon. He praises NPR for
keeping foreign correspondents in place at a time when
many news organizations are closing foreign bureaus. “The
need to have more journalists overseas is more important
than ever.”

AKBAR SPENT THE START OF 2018
touring India’s literary festivals. His
new book, Leila (Simon & Schuster), had
earned raves, and he was on the short list
for one of the country’s most prestigious
awards, The Hindu Literary Prize. Leila
explores a dystopian world set in a nearfuture Indian city grappling with class
divisions. It’s an issue whose importance
Akbar came to appreciate during an Indian history class with professor Doug
Haynes. When Akbar returned to India
to work as a journalist, his newly opened
eyes saw “a land of great disparity, of
towering wealth and the worst manner
of destitution,” he says.
For the past decade he covered issues of caste, class and politics in India
as a reporter and editor, most recently
as deputy editor of the news and culture
website Scroll. Readers’ feedback on his
reporting prompted him to try another
kind of writing. “I was encouraged by
how people responded to my work, not
just the content but the style,” he says.
“A small part of me knew I would try my
hand at fiction some day, but for a long
time it was difficult to believe that I was
capable of this enormous task.”
Netflix announced in February that
it is developing a series based on Leila—
about a free-thinking woman searching
for the daughter taken from her 16 years
earlier when she was arrested. “My work
will always deal in some way with the
shape of privilege in my country and how
it is maintained,” he says.
—Ishaan H. Jajodia ’20

“

India is a land of great disparity,
of towering wealth and the
worst manner of destitution.”
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“

Fruit of
His Labor
D AV I D S O R E N ’ 6 8

I was freshman trips director
for the DOC—it was normal for me to
go out and do epic adventures.”

Anthropologist now has an olive namesake.
SOREN HAS WORKED IN ITALY’S UMBRIA REGION
north of Rome for more than three decades. He has studied everything from malaria’s devastating effects on the
Roman Empire to the architecture of ancient towns.

Incredible
Journeys
H E AT H E R H A L S T E A D ’ 9 7

Fenigstein is
partnering with
Harley Davidson
on a new line of
city bikes. >>>>

Classrooms go global.
MARC FENIGSTEIN ’01, TH’04

Electric
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i llu st rat i on by R O B E RT N E UBECK ER

HEATHER HALSTEAD

His latest discovery, the largest Roman villa in Umbria,
generated a wave of international interest. In appreciation, residents named a new Mission olive species after
the University of Arizona anthropologist. The Soren Olive is being cultivated by farmers and is expected to be
marketed internationally in the next two to four years.
“It is a great honor because they think agriculturally in
Umbria,” he says.
Soren is beloved because he’s cultivated connections
and trust. “When we open up a school or an archaeological project, we involve local people from the ground up,”
Soren says. “For example, our Italian coordinator started
working with me when he was 6. We made a sandbox and
buried objects in it for him to find. He grew up to become
an archaeologist.”
Soren’s passions were also spurred early. The 1950s
show What In the World? was a favorite when he was a
child. “It was about a bunch of old archaeologists who were
presented things they had never seen before, and they had
to identify them. I was 6 or 7, and I loved that show,” he
says. At Dartmouth he found a home in the classics department and visited Italy through a study-abroad program.
“It awakened in me a desire to appreciate this incredible
world around me and to help others appreciate it,” says
Soren, who leads his university’s largest study-abroad
program. “As you live and work in these small agricultural
communities, the people are just incredibly wonderful. I
keep doing it because I want to help them.”
—Annie Phifer ’20

CONVENTIONAL WISDOM HOLDS THAT ELECTRIC
vehicles get great mileage—but at the cost of performance.
Alta Motors chief product officer Fenigstein is proving
that assumption wrong on the dirt track. He cofounded
his Brisbane, California-based company with the goal of
developing lightweight, high-performance motorcycles
for backwoods fun and commuting.
In 2016, Alta’s electric-powered Redshift MX took
to the California dirt against traditional gas motorbikes
at the Red Bull Straight Rhythm races. Alta’s near-silent
entry went from sideshow to the spotlight at the finish line,
beating bikes from Yamaha, Honda and Suzuki to capture
fourth place in the national off-road competition. It was a
finish years in the making. Fenigstein and team—including
the cofounders of electric car company Tesla—spent years
retooling battery and drivetrain technologies before putting wheels to the road. “We took the moonshot approach,”
he says, noting Alta spent six years to produce its first bike
in 2016. The company now offers four designs, starting at
$10,500 and ranging from a 60-mile commuter bike to a
50-horsepower trail-and-motocross racer. In March Alta
announced it was collaborating with motorcycle giant
Harley Davidson on a new line of electric city bikes.
“We’ve developed and commercialized a technology
that will enable the entire light-duty sector to transition
to clean, more efficient vehicles,” he says. The former engineering and fine arts major says his undergraduate days
helped him take the long view with Alta and envision what
the future will look like. “Dartmouth completely reset my
expectations about what’s possible.”
—Keith Chapman, Adv’12

MARC FENIGSTEIN

Alta Motors’ high-performance motorbikes
clean up.

“MY WHOLE LIFE IS AN ADVENTURE
book,” says Halstead, founder and executive director of the global youth travel
program Reach the World. The nonprofit
uses the web and video conferencing to
connect schoolchildren with volunteers
as they work or study abroad. Last year
Halstead began a collaboration with undergrads in the College’s foreign study
programs. This year she is focused on
expanding the program into rural schools
across the United States.
The idea for these virtual exchanges—a growing field that Halstead helped
pioneer—came to her at Dartmouth.
“You were required to get a computer
and were given Blitzmail,” says Halstead,
referring to the College’s email system.
“My friends at other schools didn’t have
anything like it. My time was shaped by
using communications technology when
others did not.” During her undergraduate days she also led freshman trips for
the DOC and studied in France, Kenya
and Alabama. The intersection of travel
and tech made her ask herself, “How do
we activate the human potential of technologies that define our world?”
The year after graduation, Halstead
set off on a two-year global sailing trip
and shared her adventure with schoolchildren via satellite. It was the maiden
voyage of Reach the World, which has
since connected more than 30,000 K-12
students with 1,200 volunteers as they
travel the world. “I want everybody to
have an authentic travel experience beyond what’s local within their reach,”
she says. —Abigail Drachman-Jones ’03

Halstead connects
schoolchildren with
Dartmouth students
as they study
abroad. <<<<
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America’s Political Inventors:
The Lost Art of Legislation
I.B. Tauris

Historian Liebmann, a Baltimore
attorney and former U.S. Senate
candidate, bemoans the corrosive
effects of special interest groups
in U.S. politics. His sharply drawn
profiles of John Winthrop, Thomas Jefferson, John Locke and
other luminaries enliven a work
that celebrates individual and
local initiatives in early AngloAmerican politics.
FREDRIC PRICE ’67

My Mother’s Son
Fig Tree Books

CHRISTOPHER S. WREN ’57

Flawed Hero
WREN FRAMES HIS FAST-PACED HISTORY OF THE REVOLUTIONARY
War in Vermont and New Hampshire around Ethan Allen and other colonial
leaders, but the book’s heroes are ordinary Americans. “I wanted to tell how
hard it was to fight in that war,” Wren tells DAM. “We
have this vision of parades and drums and waving
flags. No—this was gutter warfare.”
To write about war and suffering, it helps to
have experienced both. Wren won renown as a New
York Times foreign correspondent. Before that, he
served as an Army infantry platoon leader in South
Korea. “I’ve been miserable and hungry enough to
put myself in the boots of colonial soldiers—even
though they were often barefoot,” says Wren. He
writes of starving militia men stewing “a phantom
Those Turbulent Sons
broth” from leather cartridge boxes and devouring
of Freedom: Ethan
a pet Newfoundland dog, “paws and all.” He tells of
Allen’s Green Mountain
Boys and the American teenage soldier Ebenezer Fletcher, who, wounded in
Revolution
battle and abused by his British captors, fled to the
SIMON & SCHUSTER
woods wearing a dead man’s boots. And he recounts
320 PP.
$26
the grisly fate of Vermonter Jane McCrea. On the way
to visit her Redcoat fiancé, she was accidentally shot by a Continental soldier
as she was being abducted by Indians, who then scalped her “lustrous hair.”
Wren wrestles with Allen’s confounding behavior. A 1760s vigilante, he
fought New York’s illegal land grab in New Hampshire. Along with Benedict
Arnold, he seized strategic Fort Ticonderoga. Afterward, while the diligent
Arnold inventoried captured war materiel, Allen binged on rum. Soon thereafter, the British took him prisoner and held him for 32 grueling months.
On his release, Allen toured POW camps and denounced their despicable
conditions. “He was like John McCain—he stood up to his captors,” Wren
says. Later Allen secretly sought a separate peace with England, infuriating
Washington. “We like to think of Allen as a great hero, but he was a flawed
man who helped save the American revolution,” says Wren. “And he didn’t
like New Yorkers.” 			
—George M. Spencer
For an excerpt from Those Turbulent Sons of Freedom, go to our website.
60
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Writing as David Hirshberg, Price
delivers a beguiling coming-ofage novel that plays out against
the backdrop of the Korean
War, the Holocaust’s aftermath
and a vibrant postwar Boston
neighborhood.
LILLIAN GUERRA ’92

Heroes, Martyrs, and
Political Messiahs in
Revolutionary Cuba, 1946-1958
Yale University Press

In what’s been called “the best
political history of Cuba’s 19461958 period,” this University of
Florida historian draws from
newly opened Cuban archives to
construct a vivid history of the
underground movement that led
to Castro’s Communist takeover.
B R A D PA R K S ’ 9 6

Closer Than You Know
Dutton

Hardboiled writer Parks, winner
of crime fiction’s Lefty, Nero and
Shamus Awards, delivers a grim
and gripping dose of tension in
this domestic thriller about a
young mom raised in foster care
battling to find her baby, who’s
been mysteriously seized by social services.
F L O R E N C E G O N S A LV E S ’ 1 5

Love & Other Carnivorous
Plants

Join over 1,380 families on 5,50 0 acres for year-round activities for all ages.
Quechee is conveniently located within 20 minutes of Hanover, L ebanon
and W hite River Junction. Purcha sing options include homes, condos and lots.
OW N ER SH I P BE N EF IT S

• New Indoor/Outdoor
Aquatics Complex
• Private Lake with Beach
• 13 Ski Trails, 3 Lifts and
100% Snowmaking

• 36 Holes of Golf
• State-of-the-Art
Fitness Center
• Tennis, Platform
and Squash Court s

• Kids’ Camps and
Programs
• Dining and Social Events
• Hiking and XC Trails

Little, Brown and Co.

Mix Lena Dunham with Amy
Poehler. Add a dash of bestselling author Sarah Dessen.
Shake vigorously and you have
a darkly humorous young adult
novel about a Harvard premed
student with an eating disorder.
“Pitch perfect,” says Booklist.

Contact us today for your personal tour!
Gina Beaty, Membership Director
gina.beaty@quecheeclub.com | (802) 299-2167
3268 QUECHEE M AIN STREET, QUECHEE V T • QUECHEECLUB.COM • (802) 295-9356

Find additional alumni books at dartmouthalumnimagazine.com.
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To Have and To Hold in The Heart of Hanover

At winter’s end more than 50
years ago, John Petersen ’60
and his girlfriend Betsy
Hodson (wearing his
sweater) clear debris for his
fraternity’s annual work
picnic at Storrs Pond.
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It has been a very long time since I
have had to report the passing of a
member of the prestigious and amazing class of 1938—but, alas, I now bid adieu to
two members, Frederick Ernest Howard and Alfred
Richard Wolff II.
Unfortunately, I did not know Mr. Howard. In
looking over material I have (including the 50th
reunion book dated 1988) I found no information.
The notice of his passing indicates an address in
Chino Hills, California. Mr. Howard was, indeed,
a gentleman of Dartmouth. He passed away in
2017 and is survived by a daughter.
For my dearest of friends, Al Wolff, who
passed away on January 21 in Pennsylvania, I
could probably write a book that would cover
many memories of past reunions, notes I received
during these past years and extraordinary telephone conversations covering current events.
Most important, Al loved reliving the glory days
shared with his comrades at Dartmouth—perhaps because this is what we had in common.
The book would focus on the Al Wolff I had the
pleasure and privilege of getting to know, albeit
for only the last 37 years. Al had a tremendous
enthusiasm for telling stories and held everyone’s attention and interest—I could listen for
hours at reunions. When he and Asher Lans got
together, laughter abounded and “the rapture
was recaptured” of bygone days. Al also was a
true gentleman of Dartmouth and, although I
didn’t see much or hear much from him in recent
years, he always held a special place in my life.
How often I have thought of him—and I imagine
the reunion in heaven was one in keeping with
previous reunions, with much laughter, tears and
the sharing of lifelong memories.
I would have loved to have met Al in 1938
when he was a youngster of 21 journeying into
a new beginning. Al didn’t leave Dartmouth in
1938—as no one ever leaves Dartmouth. I recall
this quote: “Dartmouth men spend four years
trying to get out of Hanover, and the rest of their
lives trying to get back.”
Our deepest sympathy to Goldye and the rest
of Al’s family and to the family of Mr. Howard.
—Jean M. Francis, 2205 Boston Road, O-139, Wilbraham, MA 01095; jmfcarmel@charter.net
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The weather has turned a corner in
New York.
I had a nice email from Stu Finch,
who spoke with many of you before our 75th reunion. I need to hear from you so I can fill this
column with news from you.
I speak with Jon Mendes on occasion. We
spoke at the end of February, and he is doing
well. We are neighbors. I also spoke with Mary
Lindstrom, Guy Swenson’s widow, recently.
Quoting from Dartmouth News, here are
some of the highlights from the campus. “Undergraduate Applications Hit Five-Year High,”
according to one report. The 22,005 applications
for admission to the class of 2022 are an increase
64
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of 9.8 percent over last year and represent the
fourth-largest applicant pool in Dartmouth’s
history. The strong rise in the overall applicant
pool—which includes both early-decision admissions and the current round of regular-decision
admissions—is the largest one-year increase in
seven years. In an article titled “Hanover, New
Hampshire: Could You Live Here?” Yankee Magazine was quoted as reporting: “Town and gown
thrive side by side in Hanover, New Hampshire.
This just might be the best college town of all.”
It goes on to quote a town resident who says the
town offers “a concentrated shot of culture.”
The news this season is also filled with Olympic accomplishments from Dartmouth. “Most
Dartmouth Athletes Ever to March in Opening
Ceremony,” reported Dartmouth News. “With
the addition of Alice Merryweather ’21 and Tricia
Mangan ’19, Dartmouth will have 16 Olympians
in the opening ceremony, the most ever for the
College. And, with Paralympian Staci Mannella
’18 set to compete next month, that brings to 17
the number of Dartmouth athletes taking part
in the Olympics.” Also, “Jeff Shiffrin ’76 watched
his daughter accomplish what she went to Pyeongchang to do: win the gold. It was a comefrom-behind victory for Team USA’s Mikaela
Shiffrin in the second run of the giant slalom,
which isn’t usually her strongest event.” Finally,
“the legendary Canada-U.S. women’s hockey
rivalry added another thrilling chapter in Pyeongchang with Team USA’s 3-2 win. Canada—led
by Dartmouth hockey coach Laura Schuler and
featuring former Big Green forward Laura Stacey
’16, No. 7—took silver, ending Canada’s 20-year
gold medal streak.”
I have the sad duty to report the loss of Gordon
Newell and Robert Brower. The class of 42 sends
its condolences to the family.
—Joanna Caproni, 370 East 76 St., Apt. A 406, New
York, NY 10021; caproni@aol.com
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I received the following from John
Ahern in Delray Beach, Florida, which
is 100-percent apropos: “Here’s a
quick observation on our passing scene as the
‘season’ officially kicked off last evening at the St.
Andrews Club. Private clubs are the last bastion
of 1960s style, as the finest restaurants accept
diners in shorts (add collared shirt). Family and
friends, you’d like Delray Beach. It has everything. Cool weather gave us time to see wonderful
movies this week—don’t miss Darkest Hour and
Greatest Showman—including I, Tonya this morning. Each one unique and superb. Our modest
apartments have a new neighbor directly across
the street. Three townhouses are being built and
one is already sold at $2,500,000. Two more are
offered at $2,650,000. It’s entertaining to watch
the cement being poured, the food truck come
by, the hammering beginning at daylight. This
will change the neighborhood. We continue to
watch our neighbors, never without their devices
as they walk and talk in their own private cocoons, often with one or two dogs, living alone
in small apartments, single, divorced or early
widowed. Rachel the dog lady comes twice a day
to walk two tiny dogs for a 37-year-old so she can
work. Rachel walks 60 dogs. We keep busy, as the

groups we belong to stage events: a private party,
a meeting of the Circumnavigators Club and the
Manalapan Yacht Club and my book club, wife
Annette’s bridge groups and so on. Feel free to
stop by, and we’ll simply fit you in or head down
to buzzing Atlantic Avenue, five minutes away
and offering 20 ethnic restaurants. There’s much
talk of health as we grow older—hips, knees, sore
backs, allergies, rashes, acid reflux. If you have a
health problem, we have another way of looking at
it. As benefits of aging, the dry cleaners no longer
know us by name, we don’t garden, when we go
out it’s for no more than three hours, we don’t
even perspire, we’re buying less gas and fewer
car washes and oil changes. I use a walking stick
for balance and get more respect. It’s not all bad.
Your own thoughts on your passing scene are
always welcome.”
—Bud Street, 99 Locust Lane, Barnstable, MA
02630; (508) 362-3780; mlnbud@comcast.net
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I sadly must announce the devastating news of the death of our beloved
class president Jack Howard, who
died January 14. I can only repeat the tribute I
paid to Jack at our 70th class reunion meeting in
the fall of 2016: “Not enough can be said for the
way and gracious manner that Jack as then vice
president stepped in when Tom Adams was unable
to perform his presidential duties following our
65th reunion in 2011. In order to allow Tom the
dignity of retaining his title of president, Jack
quietly took over the function of the presidency
under his vice presidency title. I was astounded
by the endless number of emails sent by Jack to
the alumni office, the executive committee, class
members, widows and myself.” In spite of a stroke
last year, Jack continued his role as president
until another stroke and complications ended his
life. During a call to his wife, Ruth, expressing our
class sympathy, she informed me that a memorial
service was to be held in Skaneateles, New York,
on April 14. She plans to move this fall to Florida
to be with one of her daughters.
Our class sympathies extend equally to the
families of all our deceased classmates, including
David Lester Warren, M.D., who died January 10.
He was in the Navy V-12 program and a member
of Sigma Nu at Dartmouth, and served in the U.S.
Navy. He was a board-certified physician in internal medicine and cardiology and was in private
practice in Manchester, Connecticut, for 20 years.
Willard Hasting Wheeler died January 22. He
received his degree from Clark University after
15 years of attending night school, preceded by a
year at Dartmouth that was interrupted by Army
service. He served as Berlin, Massachusetts, town
clerk and justice of the peace, performing more
than 1,000 weddings mostly in the front parlor
of his home.
Norm Weissman continues his active literary career with his fifth publication, The Patriot,
which has received excellent reviews and is now
archived at the Yale Collection of American Literature at the Beinecke Library. He and his wife,
Eveline, have moved to Center Community in
Brookline, Massachusetts.
Our class will continue as strong as ever, supported by all of you loyal classmates, widows,

families, friends and our executive committee,
consisting of chairman Harvey White, Frank J.
Guarini, Dave Chalmers, Saul W. Nirenberg and Bob
A. Levinson.
—John L.E. Wolff, M.D., 860 Knollwood Road, White
Plains, NY 10603; (212) 772-1700; (212) 772-9933
(fax); jlewolffmd@aol.com
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Last January Sally and I celebrated
the end of 2017, and with good reason.
Despite a great 70th reunion, that year
also included a broken arm (which required a
three-month recovery), a broken back (another
three months to recover) and Sally’s open heart
surgery (for three more months of recovery). As
I write this, we are looking forward to spending a
little time in Anguilla, British West Indies.
DAM is published six times a year and the
class newsletter, with the Green Card, only twice.
And the response to the Green Card is poor at
best. So, we’re putting in the names of five or six
illustrious classmates and asking them to give
an update of past and present experiences. If
you need help from close friends or relatives,
we welcome their news, too. So, let’s hear from
Bill Lynn in Florida; Bob Allen in Philly; Richard
Allen in Battle Creek, Michigan; Ben Brewster in
Plymouth, Massachusetts; Lee Alexander in Hebron, New Hampshire; and Bob “Bun” Harvey in
South Natick, Massachusetts. You can email me
at jhayes697@yahoo.com.
I read in the local (and only) Boston paper a
great article written by David Shribman ’76. He’s
the son of our deceased classmate Dick Shribman.
David is the executive editor of the Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette, and in the article he spoke in glowing detail of the city and what it has to offer all in
the hopes that Amazon and its 50,000 employees
would move there. After reading the article, I
might move there, too, were I of a much younger
generation.
I regret to report the deaths of George
Dwenger of South Burlington, Vermont; Robert
Craig of Pittsburgh; Donald Delahanty of Winchester, Massachusetts; Cyril Shea of Center
Barnstead, New Hampshire; David Paul of Sugarland, Texas; and Charles Schofield of Keene,
New Hampshire.
—Joseph D. Hayes, P.O. Box 697, Rye Beach, NH
03871; jhayes697@yahoo.com
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The 2017 male winner of our scholar-athlete award was soccer player
Wyatt Omsberg ’18 of Scarborough,
Maine. He earned All-American honors and was
named first-team All-Ivy and Ivy League Defensive Player of the Year in both his junior and senior years. The female award winner was field
hockey player Morgan Philie of West Friendship,
Maryland. She was an academic All-American
and All-Ivy in both her sophomore and junior
years and is a member of the Dartmouth ROTC.
Another ongoing, high-profile program is the
maintenance of the ’48 rocking chairs on the
Hanover Inn porch, which we pay for out of the
class treasury, now funded with some $21,000.
We need to plan how to handle these programs
after our class is no longer active.
Two major issues facing the College in-

clude the question of whether to increase the
undergraduate body by some 750 students and
the problem of large deficits run by the Hanover
Country Club. President Hanlon has set up committees to study both issues and come up with
recommendations later this year. Bud Munson
discussed the class size question in substantial
detail in his newsletter, and I agree with his priority: “to ensure that the scope of Dartmouth’s academic programs and financial base matches the
high-quality levels of other Ivy and top national
educational institutions.” Currently we have the
smallest student body in the league. Space for a
housing complex is available only in the College
Park wooded area and may eliminate Shattuck
Observatory. The Bema ambiance, however, is
precious. As for the other issue, the golfing facility
is losing some $500,000 annually and membership recently has dropped from 400 to 300. The
golf course is a significant asset that should be
preserved.
Correcting my previous column, Sonny
Drury’s phone number is (281) 531-8608.
—Dave Kurr, 4281 Indian Field Road, Clinton, NY
13323; (781) 801-6716; djkurr@verizon.net
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Richie Wolff may turn out to be the

physical miracle-man of our class.
He still plays tennis and golf and
takes two or three excursions a year with Beth.
Most recently, he returned from an Oceania trip
that involved stops in Peru and Easter and Pitcairn Islands. (Unlike the Bounty, Beth kept him
in line, and he didn’t mutiny.) Richie has good
genes; brother John ’46, 93, who writes the 1946
DAM column, still practices medicine and monitors Richie’s health.
I chatted briefly with Paul Bjorkland. Our allstar class agent emeritus is fighting a tough battle
with chronic leukemia. Paul keeps in touch with
former roommates Ed Graham and Dick Hook and
sends a wah-hoo-wah to the rest of his classmates.
John Frederick Goodrich died on September
21, 2017, near Littleton, New Hampshire, where
he lived. John spent his career with the Social
Security Administration. He is survived by three
sons and two daughters.
John Bernard Daukas died on November 19,
2017, five days shy of his 90th birthday. A serious football injury kept John from following his
brothers into professional football. John, who
lived in Westerly, Rhode Island, operated his own
optical company in Middletown, Connecticut, for
almost 50 years, and enjoyed sailing and fishing.
He is survived by children John Jr. ’84, Galan ’85
and Joan Beth ’88.
Donald Richard Pardee died on January 13.
Don, who lived in Palm Bay, Florida, was in the
Navy V-12 program at Dartmouth. He spent his
career in information technology with Sperry
Gyroscope, Hughes Aircraft, General Dynamics,
Lear Sigler and the City of San Diego before retiring in 1991. He leaves his wife, Patricia, three sons,
a daughter and three stepdaughters.
John Gately died on January 16, 2016. John,
who lived in Huntington Beach, California, was
a process-quality engineer. He is survived by his
wife, Bernadette, four sons and a daughter.
As I submit this column, I have learned class
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>>> Alex M. Azar II ’88, former
president of pharmaceutical
giant Lilly USA, is the new
U.S. secretary of health and
human services. Under President George W. Bush, Azar
served as the department’s
general counsel and its deputy
secretary.
>>> Jose Fernandez ’77, the former U.S. assistant secretary of state for economic, energy and business affairs from 2009 to 2013,
has been named the director of transition
policy committees for New Jersey Gov. Phil
Murphy. Fernandez, a partner in the New
York office of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, was
charged with organizing the various committee reports on policy for the new governor.
>>> The Cincinnati Bengals
named former middle linebacker Reggie Williams ’76 to
its All-50th Team to mark
the team’s 50th anniversary
in 2017.
>>> Hope Michelsen ’83 has
been elected a fellow of the
Optical Society of America for
her work studying laser-radiation interactions and the environmental impacts of
soot particles. She is a researcher at Sandia
National Laboratories in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, which assesses energy technologies for the U.S. Department of Energy’s
National Nuclear Security Administration.
>>> Barbara Krauthamer ’89,
graduate school dean and history professor at the University of Massachusetts Amherst,
has earned the Association of
Black Women Historians’ Lorraine A. Williams Leadership
Award for her work as a scholar
and mentor.
>>> Fly-fishing photographer, writer and
guide Jim Klug ’91 of Bozeman, Montana,
has been honored by the American Museum
of Fly Fishing with the 2017 Izaak Walton
Award for his contributions to the sport.
>>> Timothy O’Leary ’97 is the new general
director of the Washington National Opera. O’Leary, who held the same position
for 10 years at the Opera Theatre of St.
Louis, Missouri, will be responsible for all
aspects of the company from finances to
programming.
>>> Former Dartmouth basketball standout Sherryta Freeman ’01 has been named
athletic director of Lafayette College. She
most recently served as senior associate
athletic director at Penn.
>>> Banjo player Chris Pandolfi ’01 and his
five-person band Infamous Stringdusters
won the 2018 Grammy for Best Bluegrass
Album for Laws of Gravity.
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president George Hartmann died on February 21.
Talk about a shock. I had plans to meet George
and Anne in Sarasota, Florida, in early March.
More in the next issue.
—John Adler, 75 Silo Circle, Riverside, CT 06878;
(203) 622-9069; (203) 637-3227 (fax)
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This is a difficult column to write. In
March 2017 I was still skiing. Then
the valves in my aorta failed almost
totally, leaving me with no strength and complete
loss of equilibrium. I am now in hospice care in
Hudson, New York, living in a nice small apartment my son, Peter, and his lovely wife, Linda,
built for me on the north end of their barn. My
daughter, Susan, and husband Dennis live nearby,
as do two of my three grandchildren, which is a
great blessing. I take life a day at a time, and will
continue as class secretary as long as I can.
I heard from Margie Nichols that Rose Mary
Lindenthal died in her sleep on November 17, 2017.
There was a memorial service in December at St.
Joseph’s Church in Needham, Massachusetts.
Randy Gilmore passed away on October 20,
2017. His wife, Joanne, can be reached at 1551 Ben
Sawyer Blvd., Unit 18, Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464;
(843) 364-1945.
Kenneth Harvey passed away on January 30,
2014. His wife, Dorothy, predeceased him.
I have had calls from Jack and Jilly Harned
and Joe Medlicott, all of whom are doing well. I
am glad to report that my children have been invited to mount a joint exhibit of their art (quilted
tapestries, sculpture and paintings) in the Wilson
Museum at the Southern Vermont Arts Center in
Manchester Center, Vermont. It will open on July
28 with a reception from 4 to 6 p.m. and close on
August 26. Said the unbiased father, “This exhibit
will knock your socks off!” I hope to be there for
the opening reception, and it would be great to
see any of you who might be in the neighborhood
at that time.
—Alex Hoffman, 96 Stickles Road, Hudson, NY
12534; twinksalex2@gmail.com
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Aram Chorebanian, Brooks Dodge, John
Hoskins, Bill MacFadden and Paul Staley

have died since my last column. We
are saddened by the loss of these good friends—
and so many others. We are also struck by the
remarkable lives led by members of our class;
they have accomplished much and contributed
in many life-changing ways.
Aram, the son of Armenian refugees, had a
23-year career as a U.S. Army officer, followed
by a successful real estate practice in Arizona.
He was a sky-diver into his 80s (1,200 jumps!),
a standup comic, actor and singer. (Pete Crowe
and Joe Holton attended Aram’s Tucson funeral.)
Brooks was an alpine skiing legend. He
competed in the 1952 and 1956 Olympics, was
a member of the U.S. Ski Hall of Fame, a pioneer
in extreme skiing, a competitive glider pilot and
an avid bicyclist.
John had a distinguished career with the U.S.
Agency for International Development and the
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization in Southeast Asia and Africa. In retirement,
he was honored for his many leadership roles in
66
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community and veterans affairs.
Paul was Dartmouth’s football captain in our
senior year. He went on to a successful career in
industry as CEO of PQ Corp., a chemical manufacturer headquartered in Philadelphia. He served
on numerous corporate and not-for-profit boards.
(Buck Scott was at Paul’s funeral.)
Bill spent most of his post-Dartmouth years
in Montana as an investment banker. He found
time to play hockey for the Great Falls Americans,
chair the local hospital and school boards and
start the Eagle Mountain program for the physically and developmentally challenged.
I encourage you to browse through the
complete file of obituaries on our class website
(“Dartmouth College/My Dartmouth/Alumni/
Classes/1951”—you can do it, I promise!). You
will be glad to be reminded of these remarkable
friends and classmates who added so much to
our lives.
News will now have reached you describing
the class’ first summer mini-reunion in Hanover
August 7-10. Don’t miss it!
—Pete Henderson, 450 Davis St., Evanston, IL
60201; (847) 905-0635; pandjhenderson@gmail.
com
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For many years after our class reunions the new officers were supported by a group of classmates identified
as an executive committee. Their role was not
specifically defined, but the general idea was to
assist in making the class more in touch with
the leadership and to generate ideas that would
keep our friendships alive and relevant. However, in recent years we dropped the executive
committee; it is not clear how this came about.
Now, under the leadership of class president Frank
Logan, we have re-established the committee and
we trust this will be a benefit to the class and to
the College—even at this advanced age. The new
committee members are David (Dave) Drexler in
Wilmington, Delaware; Robert (Bob) Ringstand in
Glen Rock, New Jersey; Henry (Hank) Waters in
Naples, Florida; Richard (Dick) Spurgin in Chicago;
and John (Jack) Collins in Cloverdale, California.
All five of these classmates have been active
throughout our alumni years, and they give us
good geographic spread to be able to represent the
class interests. They also bring a broad experience
in life: entrepreneurship, foreign service, corporate leadership, investment banking, the law, the
military and, of course, family. This committee
certainly doesn’t preclude any member of the
class or spouse of our classmates from weighing in with ideas, suggestions (or complaints),
especially regarding any thoughts about keeping
in touch, retaining the bond we have built through
the years. This is significant because, as is the
case in every class report now, we advise you of
friends we have lost. We are sad to notify you
of the passing of Thomas Schanck, William Sweet,
David Brew, Robert Klotz, Donald Moore, Richard
O’Neill, Joseph Ware, Craig Hausman Jr., Donald
Unger and Herman Woerner. On a positive note,

we did some recent calling around and, while
we didn’t get any hard news, it was great to talk
to Nick Skyler in San Francisco; Dorn McGrath in
Washington, D.C.; Harry Goldsmith in Glenbrook,

Nevada; and Harry Wachen in Great Neck, New
York. They are all doing well with, of course, the
usual “health” stories.
—William Montgomery, 11 Berrill Farms Lane, Hanover, NH 03755; (603) 643-0261; wmontgod52@
aol.com
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Dubbed “mediocre” when we arrived on campus, we must have been
inspired by our alma mater to rise
above our modest beginnings. Distinguished
jurors, respected writers for film and the print
media, diplomats, captains of industry, altruists,
actors, pioneers in science and medicine, authors
and teachers have marked our stay on this planet.
As careers come to an end, it has been interesting
to watch them morph into other areas of interest.
For instance, after a successful career in
the business world, Steve Pearsall has written
three novels, the last of which, Ithaca, I read and
enjoyed very much. And Peter Bridges, having
served our country as an ambassador, has become
a prolific author, writing articles and books on
his adventures in the foreign service and on the
joys he has experienced hiking the mountains
of the world. Many of those read like fiction, and
just this month Eclectica magazine featured two
articles of Peter’s. One is a fictional piece titled
“Envoys” and the other is a nonfiction account
of his life in the Moscow embassy titled “James
and the Goons.” I enjoyed both and recommend
them to anyone who is interested in the intrigue
of the foreign service.
David Horlacher, the Christian A. Johnson
Visiting Fellow and professor of economics at
Middlebury College, Vermont, has marked his
last exam and given his last lecture. His long
and distinguished career included, among other
things, his appointment as chief of the population
and development section of the UN, where he
served on missions to the Soviet Union, Egypt,
Ghana, Kenya, Thailand and Malaysia. What’s up
next, David? Back to what makes us who we are.
Check your calendars and make your plans, as
chairman Put Blodgett has a gala reunion planned
for our 65th in Hanover September 28 through 30.
He also has a special pre-reunion event planned
at the magnificent new Moosilauke Lodge for
June 27. More information will be forthcoming.
Hope you can join us.
Sadly, I conclude with our condolences to
the families of our dear classmates Barlow Goff,
David Replogle and David Lewis.
—Mark H. Smoller, 4 Schuyler Drive, Jericho, NY
11753; (516) 938-3616; dartmark@gmail.com
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The Dartmouth College Class of
1954 Award was presented to Robert M. Dean on September 22,, 2017.
He was honored for all his professional work
with Scott Paper Co. and, of course, for his continuous participation with wife Kat in Florida,
Chicago, Washington, Morocco, the Dalmation
Coast, France, Norway and Switzerland. He never
missed a major reunion or most of the minis,
co-organized the Florida golf minis, served on
the class executive committee and as class agent
and contributed to the Alumni Fund every year
since graduation.

Riley Riccardi ’18 of Ridgewood, New Jersey, our latest sponsored athlete, was part of the
women’s lacrosse “Team of the Year.”
Dick and Linda Dalton took a short trip to
Patagonia, limited in time due to her upcoming
second knee operation. Dalton is amazing. He
hikes as if he were in his 50s. He walks every
day, even in snowstorms. From Dick Page: “The
Dartmouth rowing club has just published a book
covering the first 100 years of Dartmouth rowing,
Ready All, Row. It features a number of ’54s: Jerry
Evans, Jonathan Moore, Dick Page, Duncan Roberts,
Bob Sleigh, Gerry Zwart and Dan Weidenthal. Complete with illustrations, it faithfully captures all
the hard work and dedication that has brought
Dartmouth rowing to where it is today.”
From our summer intern Charlotte Kamin
’18: “To the class of ’54, I want to extend my sincerest gratitude for helping me participate in
the Rockefeller internship program in the Rockefeller international program and work for the
Institute for the Study of War last summer in
Washington, D.C. I learned an invaluable amount
of regional dynamics, political complexities and
general profound skills in analyses and critical
thinking. I cannot thank you enough for helping
me mature my academic and professional goals.”
If you have not already given to the Dartmouth
Alumni Fund, it is not too late. Remember that
25 percent is credited to the internship endowment—a most worthy cause.
We are sad to announce the passing of George
Graboys, Robert Martin, John Pope, Roland “Bud”
Addis, Sinclair Hitchings, David Blacksher Jr., Yngvar
Hvistebdahl, George Kingsley Jr. and Robert Levy.
—Wayne Weil, 246 Ridge Road, Rutherford, NJ 07070;

(201) 933-4102; wayne@dartmouthgraphics.com
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Another veteran with tales to tell:
Art Smith, Army ROTC, was assigned
to the 71st Ordnance Division and
served two years in Munich, Germany. Art then
worked for the New York Telephone Co. as personnel manager and retired in 1991. He received
corporate awards as chairman of the local United
Fund campaign. He and Marilyn lived in New
Canaan, Connecticut, where he did lots of interviewing for the College. Art and Herb Darling had
been roommates, and they married roommates
from Colby (Marilyn and Jane). Both couples had
daughters on the same day. In 2002 the Smiths
moved to Annapolis, Maryland. They also spend
summers on the east end of Long Island in Mattituck, New York. In Annapolis, Art has been active
in the chorus and volunteers to help homebound
folks. Because of the aches and pains that are
plaguing many of us, he and Marilyn are planning
to move to an Ashburn, Virginia, life-care facility.
Kilt Andrew worked at L.L. Bean for 15 years,
which he says “was not very long,” and speaks
with some fondness of Bean’s old warranty, which
essentially meant forever. It is not surprising that
recent exploitation of said warranty has caused
Bean to be a bit more conservative and now offer
just a reasonable replacement. Kilt spends his
free time caring for 200-plus acres of timber in
the Sebago Lake, Maine, area. He can see Mount
Washington from the high ground. He walked the
hillside the day of this writing in late February

and says there is snow in the woods. Remember
Frost’s “Mending Wall”? Kilt says it is important
to walk the boundaries on a regular basis. Kilt’s
sister, Martha, is married to Bob Timothy ’58,
and their farm abuts his woodlot. Hard physical
labor in the woods causes him to say, “Push the
envelope, or it will fold up on you.” He undoubtedly learned this from his father, who, in 1923,
drove a herd of cattle from his home in Littleton,
New Hampshire, through the Hanover Green and
on to Canaan, New Hampshire.
Sadly, we report the passing of the Rev. Jim
Cavanaugh, Randy Hayes and Scott Rutherford.
—John Dinan, 20 Gardiner St., Richmond, ME
04357; (207) 252-7442; captdinan@yahoo.com
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In my October 2017 column I indicated enjoyment of thriller novels and
encouraged classmates to email me
their favorite authors. Larry Seymour responded
with “Alan Furst, a writer who lived in Paris
for many years and wrote spy-espionage thrillers.” Larry recommended reading these novels
in chronological order, and I picked Night Soldiers, written in 1988 and the first of 14 related
books. Although Furst is not the page-turner that
Lee Child and Vince Flynn are, Night Soldiers is
very interesting—great descriptions of Eastern
Europe, Moscow, Spain and Paris in the 1934 to
1945 period. He has a unique style of writing that
makes one stop and think. It’s wonderful coverage of training to be a Russian spy and living that
life. Larry also recommended Olen Steinhauer.
Now, the sounds of the Barbary Coast jazz
band marching up Main Street signal the passing
of classmates Robert Dilwyn Hall, John Eichholtz
Kramer Jr., John Shepard Parke and Bert Robinson Whittemore. All remaining class members
bow their heads in silent tribute as the procession marches around the Green. I must mention
that Bert Whittemore lived in Pembroke, New
Hampshire, and was very active in attending class
meetings in Hanover. We spent many pleasant
moments chatting about Dartmouth and life in
our state.
Sandy and Phil Hinkle visited during February,
and we attended a men’s hockey game vs. St. Lawrence. After beating Clarkson the night before, the
Dartmouth team was listless for the opening two
periods and trailed 1-0. Dartmouth scored early in
the third period to tie it up and with one minute to
go the home team scored again. The final minute
was complete excitement for Big Green fans as
Dartmouth scored an empty netter and won 3-1.
Having never visited Moscow, I present the
first stanza of a poem titled “Moscow: The Forbidding City,” written in 1999.
In winter this town is the worst,
To come here one must be coerced;
With not much to do,
Summer days are gray too,
Inconvenience and distrust rank first.
—Joel D. Ash, P.O. Box 1733, Grantham, NH 03753;
(603) 863-3360; jash_125@comcast.net
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Classmates welcomed the addition of
two honorary members, Steve Swayne
and Matthew Marsit, introduced in the
last DAM issue, but wondered, “How many have

we added in the years since graduation?” The
answer is seven, the other five being James O.
Freedman, president of the College 1987-98; William Lange, director of the Dartmouth Outward
Bound Center and storyteller extraordinaire; Ken
Yalowitz, former director of the Dickey Center,
adopted in 2007 when our class established its
relationship with the center; Daniel Benjamin, director of the Dickey Center when we established
the Great Issues Innovation Fund in 2013; and
Ida Rotman, mother of classmate Barry Rotman.
Ida was adopted as our first female classmate on
the eve of her 104th birthday, at our 60th reunion
last June.
Now, what are some of our other classmates
up to these days? Diane and Jim Howe, for many
years part-time residents of Tortola, British Virgin Islands, have been busy gathering supplies
and crates of material to help their friends and
neighbors recover from the devastation of Hurricane Irma. Mike Lasser, long known as “the walking encyclopedia of American song,” is bringing
songs and stories to your area: On May 26 Mike
will be in San Antonio, Texas’s Briscoe Museum
of the American West, June 3 at the New York
Society Library; and June 9 at the National Air
and Space Museum in Washington, D.C. Please
come to Florida, Mike! Judy and Bob Creasy are
off to New Zealand. Bob regrets missing the spectacular Bay Area mini staged by Jay Green and Tom
Ely’s widow, Cinda, but asks for our understanding
and forgiveness in his pursuit of the elusive New
Zealand trout. Calvin Towle writes from Boston
hoping to get in touch with Lester Little. The two
were in France for our junior year, and Calvin is
hoping to compare notes about President Macron
and all things French. Let us hear from you, Lester, tout de suite.
Finally, a quick word about my threat of “fake
news.” Since some of you suggest it might be fun,
in that spirit I’ll select one of your entries to share
next time. A bientôt!
—John W. Cusick, 251 Sabal Palm Lane, Vero Beach
FL 32963; (772) 231-1248; johnwcusick@aol.com
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As I scribble these notes to meet the
DAM’s late February deadline, not a
single one of us is actually registered
for the June 11-14 60th reunion. That process begins March 1, says registration maven Dan O’Hara,
who reports still-rising intended attendance.
Now, 84 classmates say they plan to come and
59 say they will probably attend. That portends
a super turnout when you add all the spouses,
family and friends who will also come. But remember: It is still necessary to register. How?
Just notify Dan at danoh.lyme@gmail.com or
(603) 795-2633. He adds: “The College handles
the assignment of dorm rooms on a first-come,
first-served basis, so register early.” For further
details, contact reunion cochairs Gersh Abraham
or Frank Gould.
Our Florida crowd once again held two wintertime mini-reunions during February—both
featuring spirited appearances by Dartmouth
football coach Buddy Teevins ’79. The east coasters met on February 18, the west coasters the next
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day at Bonita Springs, after which John Trimble
filed a report that will run in the March Sound
& Fury newsletter. Both minis were attended by
classmate Sandy Bromwell, who sent photos also
destined for the S&F. There’s not space here to list
the attendees, who totaled around 50.
Since the last S&F we’ve lost five classmates. William Caley of Stephenson, Michigan,
died on November, 22, 2017; Charles Henderson
of Castle Rock, Colorado, died on November 27,
2017; Kynaston McShine, longtime curator of New
York’s Museum of Modern Art, died on January
8; Doug Pease of Carmel, California, died on January 16; and John Goodnow of Peterborough, New
Hampshire, and San Juan, Puerto Rico, died on
February 7.
—Steve Quickel, 411 North Middletown Road, Apt.
F-310, Media, PA, 19063; steve58@quickel.net
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The College schedules and supports
major class reunions in Hanover,
with each class reuning once every
five years. The next major reunion for ’59s—our
60th—will be June 17-20, 2019. About a year ago
Chris Cundey and Jim Wooster were named cochairs for that reunion. Although Chris and Jim
have begun their planning, such details as venues,
events and costs won’t be finalized until the College’s staff for supporting major reunions has
finished its work with the 2018 reunions. So details about our 60th, beyond the place (Hanover)
and dates, probably will not begin to emerge until
this autumn.
During the periods between major reunions,
our class has customarily held two mini-reunions
per year—one in the Hanover area and another at
a non-Hanover location. The 2018 mini-reunion
in the Hanover area will be held on September 2830, in connection with a Penn football game, and
will be planned and coordinated by Cathy and Al
Munro. There will not be one single mini-reunion
at a non-Hanover location this year. Instead, it is
anticipated that dinners, receptions and other
events will be held at various times around the
country and beyond in locations where there are
concentrations of ’59s. Diane and Scott Palmer will
be coordinating these events and would appreciate ideas and, particularly, on-site assistance.
A couple of years ago this column described
Jerry Scott’s quest to visit countries numbering
more than his age. As this is being written, Jerry
and his fiancée, Charlotte Campitelli, are embarked on a world cruise. Jerry says that although
his lifetime country total will be more than 100
when the cruise is completed, he is no longer
focused on that metric. Instead, he will aim to
become a bridge “Sapphire Life Master,” which
will require another six or so years of playing that
game at his current pace and ability. If he reaches
that goal, it would probably be about the time of
our 65th reunion, currently scheduled to be held
in Hanover in early autumn of 2024.
—Dick Hoehn, 845 Union St., Marshfield, MA
02050; (781) 834-4113; rhoehn@choate.com
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Sunshine and February temperatures in the mid-70s welcomed our
fantastic 80th birthday celebration
in Key West, Florida, with more than 70 class68
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mates attending, most accompanied by spouses,
partners, kids or friends. The gig was a gigantic
success, filled with four days of scheduled events
interlaced with plenty of free time to explore the
“Conch Republic,” as locals refer to their abode.
Festivities began with a welcome reception at the Margaritaville Resort pier, where
classmates reunited before sunset to share old
memories and new information during cocktails
and hors d’oeuvres. Next day the trolleys picked
up the group for a circumnavigation of our fair
island, sprinkled with witty commentary by the
drivers. That afternoon the group embarked on a
large catamaran to view the sunset off the shores
of Key West.
Day three included a behind-the-scenes tour
of the Mel Fisher Maritime Museum by Duncan
Mathewson III, who was there in 1985 when it happened: the discovery of the Atocha, a Spanish galleon that had foundered just off Key West in 1622
with lots of moolah. The exhibit included scores
of golden rings, necklaces and emeralds, and Duncan gave us the skinny regarding the discovery
crew. Read his book, The Treasure of the Atocha,
and watch for the movie version sometime in the
next year or so.
The farewell banquet at Roof Top Café was
emceed by our president, Dudley Smith, and began
with Jim Adler conferring presidential awards to
Seth Strickland and Ken Taber. Gene Kohn added
humor and accolades and Mort Kondracke followed
with a trustee report. Finally, for those who returned home by driving up the Keys, brunch at Sid
and Deb Goldman’s Oceanside home capped one of
the best birthday gigs ever pulled off by our class.
Only one complaint was registered by Denny
Goodman, who felt depressed by his need to return
to the ice and snow of Hanover.
Plans are being laid for our group 85th birthday celebration. Any ideas? Bob Brown suggests a
Mississippi River cruise on the American Queen.
—Sid Goldman, 97 Bay Drive, Key West, FL 330406114; (305) 745-3645; sidgoldman@gmail.com
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May 2019 in London: How does that
sound to the members of the class of
1961? It started out as a passing comment and photo by Oscar Arslanian, relating to
his and Nyla’s very pleasant visit with longtime
London residents and classmate Frank Stephens
and his wife, Dawn, while Oscar and Nyla were
traveling around England during September 2017.
Then came independent recommendations from
Maynard Wheeler and Vic Rich to hold our class’
first-ever out-of-the-country mini-reunion in
London. Oscar offered to contact Frank to see if he
would chair a London mini-reunion. His appeal
was apparently successful, as Frank and Dawn
agreed to set up the three-day-plus event and be
our on-site hosts. As 2019 coincided with our 80th
year on this planet, Don O’Neill, class president,
and the rest of the 18 class officers unanimously
agreed to an 80th birthday celebration to be held
in London during May 2019. As our class held the
very first Dartmouth off-campus mini-reunion in
Washington, D.C., in May of 1989, to celebrate our
50th birthday celebration, it seemed only fitting
that our 13th significant off-campus mini-reunion
should be held in some far-off but highly acces-

sible location, such as London, to celebrate our
80th birthday celebration. All we have to worry
about between now and then is remaining alive
and reasonably healthy.
A note received from Bob Naegele Jr. indicates that he is involved in trying to improve what
he and others, including other Dartmouth alumni,
deem to be “the failing public schools in Florida
as well as the rest of the country.” It is quite an
undertaking to pinpoint the problems and then
to find workable solutions!
Harris McKee and wife Mary have now
completed their first full winter as residents of
Chicago, after having moved from “tropical” Arkansas. This may seem strange, when so many
other classmates are moving to the warmer South
after retiring. However, the magnetic pull of being
closer to children and grandchildren apparently
was just too strong.
By popular demand, I will again be concluding our class column with an interesting quote,
but no room remains for this issue.
—Victor S. Rich, 94 Dove Hill Drive, Manhasset, NY
11030; (516) 446-3977; richwind13@gmail.com
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Sad news.

William “Bill” Baschnagel died
December 14, 2017, at home in Etna,
New Hampshire, after a long struggle with cancer.
He is survived by his wife of 49 years, Fran, children Josh and Siri and their families. Bill majored
in engineering and was a member of the DOC,
Green Key and Air Force ROTC, later serving
in the U.S. Air Force for 20 years. Bill received a
master’s in engineering from George Washington
University, duly applied to challenging assignments in Vietnam, Thailand and Cape Canaveral,
Florida, launching missiles for NASA. Retiring as
a lieutenant colonel, Bill and Fran moved to Etna,
where Bill was active in business, class and community affairs. We fondly remember Bill and Fran
from the class Greek trip and regular attendance
at class reunions.
Michael “Mike” Beachley, M.D., died of cardiac disease on January 13 at home in Bakerstown, Pennsylvania, with his wife, Barbara,
and children Kenneth, Barbara and William in
attendance. He received his A.B. and bachelor’s
of medical science from Dartmouth and his M.D.
from Harvard. His professional accomplishments
included service as a major in the U.S. Army
Medical Corps, frequent professional lectures,
10 books and chapters in medical textbooks, 68
published articles in medical journals and service
as a professor and chairman of a major academic
department in radiology.
George Brannen died December 1, 2017. He
was a Phi Delt who came to Dartmouth from Geneva, Illinois (where he returned), and majored
in economics. He went on to graduate with a J.D.
from Duke, followed by a rewarding career as a
“small-town lawyer,” as he put it. He is survived
by his wife, Patricia, and stepsons Christopher
and Douglas.
Richard Norman died of myeloid leukemia November 29, 2017, at his home in Fairlee, Vermont.
He is survived by Muriel, his wife of 57 years, two
daughters and a son and their families. Richard
transferred to the University of New Hampshire

A Great Place To Live
For the Dartmouth Family

after his freshman year, graduating in 1962 and
later earning a master’s from Bowdoin College.
He taught high school math for 36 years, mostly
at Hanover High School, where he also coached
baseball.
—David L. Smith, RR4 Box 225B4, Galveston, TX
77554; (775) 870-2354; david@davidlsmith.com

Roger Smith became a part of the Dartmouth
Faculty in the Department of Pharmacology
and Toxicology in 1960, and has lived in
Hanover ever since. Raising 3 children
throughout those 49 years, the Dartmouth
community and Hanover have become an
important part of his and his wife Rena’s lives.
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As of February, some 130 classmates,
wives and significant others were registered for our 55th reunion in Hanover on June 11-14, including many who will
partake in the optional Moosilauke Ravine Lodge
overnight stay June 9-10 and the two-day extension at the Lake Morey Resort in Fairlee, Vermont, June 15-16. In addition to tours, parties,
sports and educational programs, the reunion
will offer entertainment by cabaret performers Paul Binder and Petie Subin Tuesday evening
and banquet keynote by acclaimed humorist
Gina Barreca ’79 Wednesday night, followed by
partying to a Motown band (“My Girl,” “All Night
Long,” “Sugar Pie Honey Bunch” and more) at
the class tent. There is still time to register at
www.63reunion.com. For last-minute questions,
contact reunion registration chair Mike Emerson
at johnmichaelemerson@comcast.net; mobile,
(206) 290-8036; or home, (206) 242-0992.
Conversation about the future of higher
education in these tumultuous times is bound
to come up at the reunion. Mike Rie, retired professor of anesthesiology at the University of
Kentucky, was moved after reading a New York
Times piece about a letter to parents from John
Allman, head of the elite K-12 Trinity School
in Manhattan. The letter discussed alienation
among students at Trinity for which Allman
blamed “consumerist families that treat teachers and the school in entirely instrumental ways,
seeking to use us exclusively to advance their
child’s narrow self-interest.” Mike commented
“After seeing that, I became convinced that many
people whose children are in the pre-college
group are going off the rail. I was impressed that
the head of Trinity School got it and wondered
that as an alumni group do we at Dartmouth
have thoughts about recruitment and the great
demarcation we have in this country between
the well-off and the not well-off ?”
For Steve Spahn, who will be at the reunion
with wife Constance, believes college admissions officers are less interested today in SATs
and transcripts. “They want students with
critical-thinking abilities. It’s a game changer,” Steve says. He should know, as one who is
marking his 50th year as chancellor of Dwight
School, an international baccalaureate school
headquartered in New York with branches in
China, Korea, United Kingdom, Canada and most
recently Dubai. “I believe we are in a new age of
educational enlightenment,” Steve said. “If you
want to survive, you better have a philosophy and
an approach both as an educator and as a student.
We are redesigning how you train teachers. How
do you test for ideas? Everyone wants simple solutions, but we have to redefine what we want to
develop in kids.” The Spahns’ sons have followed
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apdlifecare.org
Located in New Hampshires’ beautiful Upper Valley
on the Campus of Alice Peck Day Memorial Hospital

Joining the Dartmouth faculty in 1960
wasn’t exactly the plan, but after serving in
the army at an Army Medical Hospital
Laboratory in Germany I wouldn’t change a
thing. My work in Medicinal Chemistry and
Pharmaceuticals kept me at Dartmouth as an
active Faculty Member until 2000 and then
as an adjunct until 2009.
After full retirement Rena and I decided
that it was time for us to move to a facility
that offered us the comforts of home,
without the concerns of owning our own
home. We wanted to stay in the area because
we consider it home, and The Woodlands
was a wonderful choice. Since moving into
The Woodlands our needs for care have
changed and we were accommodated right
here on the same campus by moving into the
assisted facility Harvest Hill where we also
have a deluxe apartment with our own
furnishings. Having the comforts of your
own place in such a caring community gives
us a sense of freedom and independence.
The Woodlands and Harvest Hill is a
place that we have now called home for
almost 8 years, and we couldn’t be happier.

Hampton Inn by Hilton- White River
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in dad’s footsteps. Blake, a Columbia grad, is vice
chancellor of Dwight; Kirk ’99 founded Dwight’s
online high school.
Frank Wohl, a lawyer specializing in complex civil litigation, regulatory enforcement and
white-collar crime, was honored in March with
the prestigious 2018 Norman S. Ostrow Award
presented by the New York Council of Defense
Lawyers. Celebrated defense lawyers Benjamin
Brafman, Gerald Shargel and Barry Scheck and
former SEC chair Mary Jo White are among
previous winners.
Finally, I wish to mention that Ed and Charlene Mazer were also part of our group at Paul
Binder and Petie Subin’s N.Y.C. cabaret covered
in last issue’s column.
—Harry Zlokower, 190 Amity St., Brooklyn, NY
11201; (917) 541-8162; harry@zlokower.com
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If you read through the personal stories in our 50th reunion book, The
Road Less Traveled, you will know
that many of our classmates pursued fulfilling
careers in law, medicine or finance.
Mike Bender comes from a family of lawyers
and followed his father into the legal profession.
He wound up in Colorado after visiting Chip
Ridgeway’s family ranch in Wyoming. He attended
Colorado School of Law, married and had two
children—Jeremy and Aviva. After 10 years his
marriage ended. He remarried about a year later
to his current wife, Helen. Mike and Helen had
three children—Maryjean, Tess and Ben—and he
has a total of seven grandchildren. Mike practiced
law for 30 years and was appointed in 1997 to
the Colorado Supreme Court. In 2010 his fellow justices elected him chief justice. He held
that position until he was required to retire in
2014 because of his age. Mike has since resumed
private practice.
After graduation Tom Bird attended Cornell
Medical College with Bob Reidy and Jack Larson.
He married Ros in 1967 and moved to the Seattle
area, where he has lived ever since, except for two
years in the Navy with the Marine Corps. Tom
began his medical career as a clinical neurogeneticist and set up the first neurogenetics adult
clinic in the country. He studied genetic factors in
diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s. He
and his wife have two children—Caroline (Colby
’96) and Jeff ’92—and three grandchildren. He has
traveled to almost all 50 states and throughout
the world. Ros was the founding director of the
Shoreline Arts Council and is now a part-time
public arts coordinator for Shoreline, north of
Seattle. During his lifetime, Tom’s politics have
gone from right to left. Tom describes himself as
a “bearded, bespectacled, bald, prostate cancer
survivor with a coronary artery stent” still considering his glass more than half full.
Steven D. Blecher, after military service, entered the world of Wall Street finance. He moved
from managing other people’s money to designing portfolio management computer systems.
In 1969 he married Amy Glick. They have now
been married for 49 years. Steve and Amy have
two sons, Andrew (Williams ’95; Tufts Medical
’99) and Jeffrey ’98, Tu’06, and five grandchildren.
Steve retired after running financial businesses
70
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at Lehman Brothers and Furman Selz, then unretired and cofounded his own investment bank.
After giving up sailing for many years, Steve now
enjoys sailing his own boat.
These three classmates have all found satisfaction in their lives and careers. Perhaps they
have followed the advice emanating from the
Mayflower Coffee Shop slogan quoted by Steve
Blecher: “As you wander on through life, brother,
whatever be your goals, keep your eye upon the
doughnut and not upon the hole.”
—Harvey Tettlebaum, 56295 Little Moniteau Road,
California, MO 65018; (573) 761-1107; dartsecy64@
gmail.com
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This will be a bittersweet column. We
have word of the passing on of Andrew
Wells Lewis and Art Rainey since last
we spoke. Steve Waterhouse left us in December.
His memorial service was held in Hanover on
January 6 and was attended by Betsy and Mike
Gonnerman, French and Bob McConnaughey, Sue
and Bill Webster, Diane and Tom Campbell, Nancy
and Roger Hansen, Linda and Steve Fowler, Rich
Beams, Mike Bettmann, Pete Frederick, Larry Duffy,
Dennis Purnell and Hank Amon.

There was sweet with the bitter. Estimable
activities included intrepid outdoorsmen Amon,
Beams, Dave Beattie and Gonnerman spending
February 12-14 at the Class of 1965 Cabin at
Mount Moosilauke. They were joined by Dan
Nelson, formerly head of the DOC, and Bill Young,
Hanover resident, M.D., friend of the class and
Appalachian Trail hiker. They made the climb
and “after lunch,” Gonnerman writes, “we crosscountry skied or hiked with snowshoes the Al
Merrill Loop Trail to the John Rand Cabin. (The
snow was) not ideal for cross-country skiing, but
good for micro spikes.” (Read more about the
trek on page 31.)
The micro-mini in Hanover is thriving and
has birthed a Florida spinoff, which was attended
by Bob Murphy, Rick Mahoney, George Wittreich, Bob
Busch, Jim Griffiths and Michael Zare.
Dewitt Jones wrote from Molokai, Hawaii,
“For the last 20 years I’ve been giving keynote
speeches to corporate audiences around the
world on the lessons about creativity and vision
from my time as a photographer for National
Geographic. Recently, I compressed all those
presentations into a TEDx talk called ‘Celebrate
What’s Right with the World!’ ” His intention to
find a perspective that translates the ordinary
to the extraordinary is admirably captured in
breathtaking photography and an uplifting talk
at www.celebratewhatsright.com/tedx.
Dick Durrance mentioned his TEDx talk, titled
“What I Learned Photographing the Vietnam
War.” His haunting photography captures “not
knowing whether the person you’re aiming at is
a friend or an enemy.” Durrance wonders how
the kid’s going to “put it back in the bottle when
he gets home.” He says he put the talk together
because “20 veterans commit suicide every day!
I didn’t know it, and I fear most people don’t.”
Some 30 percent of returning vets have PTSD.
It’s a trenchant talk on an important matter. Both
of these fine videos are on www.biggreen65.com.
Speaking of the website, our class meeting of

February 20 is captured in PowerPoint (thanks to
Gonnerman) on the website. Some great pictures
of the aforementioned trip up Moosilauke and
the Florida micro-mini.
Finally, a secretarial erratum: The eagleeyed Gonnerman (sounds like northern nonmigratory species, no?) noted, “In the March/April
issue of DAM you report that Bob Murphy is the
baseball player. In fact, it is Ken McGruther.” The
ever-vigilant McGruther replied, “Heck, now that
I have it in print that Murph is a baseball player,
I’ll recruit him to go to Cooperstown on my team
in September!”
We had some great material this time
around. Keep it coming!
—John Rogers, 6051 Laurel Ave., #310, Golden Valley, MN 55416; (763) 568-7501; johnbairdrogers@
comcast.net
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Marty Adler, reports that he is “slid-

ing through my 70s with more than
a modicum of health, love, joy and
prosperity.” I hope we all are similarly blessed.
Of course, Marty is doing his sliding on Maui,
Hawaii, where he swims daily at 5:30 a.m., takes
20-mile bike rides and mountain hikes, plays
piano, takes singing and Chinese lessons and
works, on occasion, as an English-Portuguese
translator.
Marty is also a dedicated Red Cross volunteer. He spent three weeks in Puerto Rico unloading trucks and distributing basic supplies
to needy folks in both rural and urban areas. The
experience, he says, was “challenging and joyful.”
Dr. Steve Abram is continuing his lifetime of
doing good. For more than 40 years he practiced
anesthesiology and pain medicine in Milwaukee.
Now Steve, wife Pam, daughter Eden ’94 and
her husband have established Another Chance
Ranch, a nonprofit in St. Augustine, Florida, to
care for needy animals—from dogs and cats to
donkeys and sheep. Flo and Steve Zeller have
visited twice. Have a look at anotherchance
ranch.org.
Lance Roberts “took the road less traveled”
and has been living on a mountaintop in West
Virginia. After 35 years in the retirement business, he recently founded CIF Marketplace in
Charleston, West Virginia, which markets investment management services to retirement
plans. Wife Jackie is the consumer advocate
director for West Virginia public utilities. Lance
thoroughly enjoys their six children and eight
grandkids and rescuing Dalmatians (about 20
through the years).
After retiring from Massachusetts Coastal
Railroad, John Pearson’s world turned to salt—
specifically the Saltine Warrior company he
founded in 2015 to supply highway road salt to
municipal and commercial customers in Rhode
Island and Massachusetts. Last December, when
55,000 tons of salt (that’s 110 million pounds) arrived at John’s facilities in the deep-water port of
Fall River, Massachusetts, it was headline news.
The next time you are driving in wintry conditions on the Cape, that may well be John’s salt
on the roadway keeping you on track.
Doug Greenwood retired from his English
and American literature teaching post at George-

town, but has not left the world of letters. He’s
hard at work on a book about his late dad’s experiences as a young Marine pilot flying unarmed
small observation planes in the battles of Saipan,
Tinian and Iwo Jima. Wife Lisa runs a major food
and nutrition program at the U.S. Department
of Agriculture.
Good news from Neal Zimmerman, whose
battle with lung cancer forced him to miss our
50th. “I am still here and breathing regularly,”
Neal happily reports from Atlanta, where he and
Sherrie enjoy the mild weather. Mostly retired,
Neal still handles a few tax returns, plays some
golf and keeps track of his children and grandkids in the New York area.
This issue’s 50th wedding anniversary
couple is Jeannette and Oliver “Tripp” Miller,
who celebrated their 50th in December with
a 15-day tour of Rajasthan, India. The couple,
who both began their careers working for Swiss
corporations in Basel, have tried to take at least
two overseas trips every year.
When’s your next celebration? Let us know.
—Larry Geiger, 93 Greenridge Ave., White Plains,
NY 10605; (914) 860-4945; lgeiger@aol.com
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Here are some more answers to last
issue’s invitation to describe a Dartmouth moment you wish you had a

Larry Fabian wishes he “had one standing

with Bob Wood in front of the cute little house
in Salzburg, Austria, with a sign announcing it
as a maison de plaisir.” Bill Reynolds: “Beating a
rug outside Richardson for an upperclassman
with my beanie on, which as freshmen we did for
the upperclassmen gods. At least it occupied me
during my first stay away from home on my own.”
Don Garni: “On a road trip to Skidmore, Charlie
Farnum was at his best and soon found himself
handcuffed to a bar by its proprietor. By some
sleight of hand or misdirection Ed Masters freed
Charlie from his shackles, and we beat a quick
retreat before the cavalry arrived. Ed and Charlie
are now deceased, so I wish I also had a picture of
them laughing as I write this.” Curt Anderson’s image: “Playing bass with The Renegades on campus and at colleges throughout New England in
our blue blazers with gals all over us.” Joe Alviani:
“The interfraternity track meet when Paul Killebrew shamed me into running a 440-yard race
for Beta. I shot out of the blocks like lightning,
led at 100 yards as Beta fans went wild and then
collapsed with a thud at the 220-yard mark.” Andy
Danver wants “a picture from the fall of 1965 of
the bus carrying me and the football team being
pounded on by students and townspeople alike
as we headed down Main Street on our way down
to beat Princeton!”
On February 3 a great turnout of ’67s celebrated the 34th Boston dinner at the Longwood
Cricket Club, including Joe Alviani, Curt An-

derson and Susanne McInerney, Wayne Beyer,
Bill Bogardus, Larry and Sharleen Bowen, Jon
Feltner, Mike and Eileen Gfroerer, Ed and Becky
Gray, Chuck Hobbie, Paul and Joyce Killebrew,
Eric Kintner, Bill and Anne Kirkpatrick, John and
Pokey Kornet, Larry Langford and Candy Langan,
Dave Larson, John and Cindy Lewis, Drew Ley and
Carol Searle, Dwight and Joan MacKerron, John
and Susan Manaras, John Manopoli and Margot
Costa, Sam and Judy Ostrow, Bruce Pacht and
Lori Fortini, Beth Paolino, Jim and Ann Paull,
Tom and Carol Pyles, Jim and Corry Rooks, Lee
Sillin, Nancy Smoyer, Sam Stonefield, Peter Thomas
and Mary Lou Sottung, Bob and Sharie Thurer,
Mike and Susan Tucker, Bill and Susie White. We
also were joined by Jennifer Hardy, managing
director of the Dartmouth College Fund. Her
presence underscored head agent Joe Alviani’s
message to all of us to step up and support the
DCF this year!
Finally, we are sad to report that John Maguire Benzian died unexpectedly of a head injury
on January 9 while visiting family in Carmel,
California; Charles Bradford “Brad” Langley died
unexpectedly on June 17, 2017, at his home in
Ellicott City, Maryland; and Leland Francis Powers
Jr. of Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts, died on August 17, 2016. Read more in the recent newsletter.
Obituaries to follow.
—Larry Langford, P.O. Box 71, Buckland, MA 01338;
larrylangford@mac.com
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Spring is here. As is our 50th reunion, only weeks away. As I write
these notes, we have 250 classmates
expected and 400 or more total attendance. It’s
not too late to sign up. It’s also not too late to
be part of the reunion’s virtual art gallery. Our
deadline for digital image submission is May 15.
Some of our future contributors have shared updated news. Roger Arvid Anderson wrote from San
Francisco that he had taken more than 32,000
images for the year after 9/11, in a journey that
took him from sea to shining sea—Provincetown,
Massachusetts, to Santa Monica, California. The
project is called Star-Spangled. Roger hopes these
images will become part of the 9/11 Museum.
He is also looking for sponsors to help support a
limited-edition printing. In addition, Roger has an
online book site, where he has several books. John
Pilling plans to exhibit a few photos of his more
photogenic building projects, as well as a mix of
pastels and photos. John shared sad news as well:
His wife, Francine Pennino, died in January after
a six-year struggle with Alzheimer’s. Cathy and
Warren Cooke just returned from Amazonia, where
Warren had many photo opportunities with birds,
monkeys and marmosets. Other recent bird shot
journeys included northern Minnesota and Belize. He and Cathy welcomed their first grandson,
to join three granddaughters. The grandson is
named Warren, but after U.S. Chief Justice Earl
Warren. Sorry, Dad. Stephen Carley is another expected contributor. He noted, “During my years
of recovery from and after practice of law, I have
taken up visual art, primarily oil painting.” Steve
attended the University of Virginia School of Law,
graduating in 1975, and was in private practice
in California and North Carolina for 35 years.
Other digital images are expected from Jim Lawrie,
Eric Hatch, Joe Sack, Alex Chisholm, David Rossman
and David Peck. Two longer letters, near essays,
of news arrived from Daniel Szakonyi, a sculptor

who has lived in France for almost 50 years, and
from John Melski. Both life essays will be added
to our new class website, dartmouth68.org, and
we hope many other classmates will consider
similar submissions. Back to John: He had a liver
transplant years ago and is doing very well. He
and Linda are planning a jaunt to Paris to visit
the Musee d’Orsay, and have loved musicals such
as Wicked (which they have seen three times)
and Hamilton.
Be sure to read in the class newsletter and on
the class website Dave Dibelius’s write-up of the
big East ski mini-reunion at Okemo in Vermont.
We had 13 classmates, three spouses, one ’69 and
one casualty—our first such incident during a
skiing mini-reunion—when Burt Quist fell and
fractured the upper end of his tibia.
Two recent deaths to mourn: Allan Johnson
and Adele Hedges, wife of Dan Hedges.
Reminder: We have a new SurveyMonkey
class survey that asks, What do you think about
Dartmouth expanding its undergraduate enrollment? The survey can be found at www.survey
monkey.com/r/7ZVD2CL.
—David Peck, 16 Overlook Road, Plymouth, MA
02360; davidbpeck@aol.com
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Just 14 months from when you read
this we will be gathering in Hanover
for our 50th reunion. It will be an
event to remember with people you will want to
remember. As of this writing there are more than
200 of us signed up to attend—most of whom have
given a definite “yes” while some are “probably”
and others “maybe.” Go to the class website and
see for yourself who will be there and add your
name. I already see old friends such as Pete Crosby,
Brooke Jackson, Don Syracuse and Dave Wakelin
on the list. Check the list, and if you don’t see
classmates you would like to be with in June 2019,
contact them, send me their names, and I will put
them in the next column ( just as I would like to
see freshman roommates Steve Harris and Scott
Balcomb with at least a “maybe” by their names).
If each of us contacts one or two people we knew
well at Dartmouth but have not seen in decades
and asks them to go to the website and add their
names to meet with us in Hanover next year, we
will add dozens to our current count.
Meanwhile, there is a lot of work going on
behind the scenes to make this a really great
event for all ’69s and whoever comes with them.
The executive committee is actively discussing
schedules for our days there, and the feeling is
that meeting each other and spending as much
time with as many classmates as we can will take
precedence over attending organized events and
structured programs. In addition, there is real
excitement about the work being done to create the book to memorialize this reunion. Each
of you will be involved in its content, so be prepared to participate. David Prentice, Dud Kay and
a small group of classmates are putting forth an
enormous amount of effort to make this the best
reunion book ever.
Dudley is not spending all his time on the
book. He is organizing a mini-reunion for the
fall in the South. The most likely venue would be
Charleston, South Carolina, and we would like
all of you in the area, or who appreciate the city,
to weigh in on your willingness to attend. Please
contact Dud or me for the details. Early interest
is being shown by Steve Cline, Troy Shaver, Jerry
Schulze, Rick Saunders and Rob Pearlman. I will
be asking my neighbor, Charlie Pineo, to share in
the event.
We will have an update on the new possibilities for the Polka Dot Restaurant in the next
column.
In the past month we lost two classmates.
Jack Bassett died on January 21 and Bill Selden
passed away in early February. There is more
information on our website.
Please continue to share your thoughts and
stories with Allen Denison, Peter Elias and me.
—Steve Larson, 837 Wildcat Trail, 10328 Big
Canoe, Big Canoe, GA 30143; (360) 770-4388;
wheat69@outlook.com
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Looking for some inspiration, I saw
the piece on CBS News Sunday Morning regarding the 50th anniversary of
Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band. Not unexpectedly, CBS turned to Paul Gambaccini to ponder
the significance of the Beatles’ 1967 album.
On a dreary rainy day in late February our

local ski area resembles a glacier rather than
the pristine, snowy white trails usually found
this time of year. Perhaps we could all use some
inspiration or at least the musical diversion of
the Beatles. Turning 70 myself this past week
has prompted some reflections on our world 50
years ago.
Bill Wilson writes: “Ann and I joined the
grandparents club on January 8, when daughter
Maggie and her husband, Sam, delivered Wilson
Edward Koelbl in Washington, D.C. While Ann
and I may be late to the grandparent party, we are
still convinced that he is the cutest baby ever. And
the best 70th birthday present (a few days early)
I could ever receive!”
Brent G. Petty reports: “I took to heart your
suggestion encouraging us to contemplate the
50 years that have passed since our early years at
Dartmouth. Fifty years ago I was working through
a heavy class load and covering Eugene McCarthy’s presidential campaign for WDCR news—one
of the most enjoyable experiences of my college
career. I remember interviewing Senator McCarthy, and I vividly remember the amazing energy
and excitement at his campaign headquarters
on the night of his remarkable showing in March
1968 in the New Hampshire primary. Just one
month later President Johnson announced that
he would not seek or accept the nomination for
another term as president. Later that year, during
the spring of 1968, I was part of the Glee Club and
participated in the club’s tour down the east coast
to Florida. Visiting and staying with alumni was
great, and the camaraderie during the tour was
fantastic. These were times not to be forgotten,
and I’m grateful that the College included these
opportunities for us.”
An update from Don MacMannis: “As I’ve started to wind down from so many days in the office,
it appears that I’m not really headed for retirement yet. Instead, I’ve decided to take my years
of practice as a child and family psychologist and
package them into an exciting online program for
parenting strong-willed kids. This online thing is
really interesting because I get to help folks popping onto my computer screen from all over the
world as I address their questions. It makes me
think back to my first computer experience—the
days of taking that class in geography that had a
computer component to it (Kemeny’s Basic) some
49 years ago! Anyway, if any of you have kids with
kids who are strong-willed, let them know about
my free webinar at Strong-WilledChild.com. See
you at the big reunion!”
Let me know what inspired you 50 years ago.
—Gary Miller, 7 East Hill Road, Canton, CT 06019;
garettmiller@mac.com
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Jim and Yola Rager hosted another

memorable Naples, Florida, minireunion. Enjoying the sunny weather
were Jack and Diane Burnett, Joe and Dorothy
Cecere, Jim Chasey, Sarah Marter ’72, John and
Denise Colangelo, Bob and Peggy Cordy, David
and Susanne Edson, Ted and Betsy Eismeier, Tony
and Julie Fitzpatrick, Bill Kennedy, Bob and Lisa
Lider, Michael Maynard and Ilene Greenberg, Jerry
and Marguerite O’Brien, Peter and Marsha Pratt,
Kathy Duff Rines, Bob and Olga Kelcourse, Janet

Rosa, Martha Shanahan and Mickey Stuart. The

O’Briens and Ragers hosted dinners at their beautiful homes on Thursday and Friday evenings.
Saturday night’s dinner was held at the Hamilton
Harbour Yacht Club. During the festivities, Peter
Pratt and Jim Rager honored Bob Cordy with the
Class of 1971 John Sloan Dickey Award for distinguished lifetime performance by a classmate on a
global stage. Our classmates and their guests had
a fun-filled weekend thanks to the hospitality of
the O’Briens, Ragers and Fitzpatricks.
Don O’Neill writes: “Youngest son Max has
been an enthusiastic participant in his high
school’s theater program since freshman year. As
a senior he performed the role of M. Thenardier
in the spring production of Les Miserables. Max
graduated in June, and in September matriculated as a freshman at the University of Denver.
He is taking courses in the theater department
and has an internship involved in marketing
their theater productions. His other big interest
is video game design. He is taking courses in the
computer science department toward earning a
B.A. in game design. He also hopes to minor or
double-major in theater. Older son Donny, 27,
continues as senior editor of Freeskier Magazine
in Boulder, Colorado. He became engaged to his
long-time girlfriend Alexa ‘Lexie’ Shaefer in August with a wedding planned for next September
in Park City, Utah. Sally and I (and our golden
retriever Charlie) are spending the ski season
at our place in Winter Park, Colorado, to be with
our sons and, of course, ski.”
John Bacon reports: “I was able to escape the
warm sunny beaches of Florida for some cold
snowy relief skiing in the mountains of Park City,
Utah, with Roger Louder ’72 and Bill Malcolm ’69
from my DOC ski school instructor days. I had
trouble finding my warm clothes and equipment,
but my skis still turned both ways.”
Steve Zrike and Ted Eismeier, our class webmasters, have added many new features to our
class website at www.1971.Dartmouth.org. Visit
the website and view updated honor roll of class
dues payers (contribute), an update on Dartmouth’s first women film project (led by Kathy
Duff Rines), a listing of upcoming class events,
a preview of Bob Lider’s next DAM Class Notes
column, new items in musings and memories, our
class’ innovative care committee, a list of memorable songs and books during our college days
and updated obits on our fallen classmates and
remembrances contributed by fellow classmates.
Our webmasters’ goal is to keep the class website
fresh, so visit it often, browse and contribute ideas
and content.
—Bob Lider, 9225 Veneto Place, Naples, FL 34113;
liderbob@yahoo.com
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All of us have great memories of classmates who made a difference in our
lives. I was fortunate enough to have
two of the best roommates on the planet during
our time in Hanover. Jamie MacArthur and Marc
Josephson were not only great friends and fraternity brothers but two of the nicest guys I have
ever met. We have continued to be dear friends
for 50 years. What a gift!
During the past couple of weeks, I’ve heard

DAYS OF SPLENDOR,
HOURS LIKE DREAMS

Four Years at a Small College in the Still North
(1963–1967)
In the 1960s, a young American president helped initiate the civil
rights movement, captured the imagination of a nation with the
establishment of the Peace Corps, launched the space age, nurtured
the birth of the computer/digital age, and began the escalation of
a war in Southeast Asia that exacted a horrific toll on the lives and
emotions of his countrymen.
Sheltered by the foothills of the White Mountains from the
world events swirling around it, Dartmouth College resplendently
approached 1969–the 200th anniversary of its founding as a school
for Native Americans. As the smallest of the Ivy League schools,
it was known for its dedication to a rigorous undergraduate
education, its isolation from urban centers, sports prowess, and the
intriguing manifestations of its all-male culture.
In Days of Splendor, Hours like Dreams, author and 1967 Dartmouth
College graduate Charles A (Chuck) Hobbie offers a detailed,
frank, and unpretentious memoir. Hobbie remembers the splendor
and the fullness of his undergraduate days in the last decade of
Dartmouth’s all-male culture. He recounts the minutiae of his
courses; friendships with classmates, his dates, and the faculty;
academic, social, musical, and sporting events; the extraordinary
beauty of the college’s location; and his evolving affection for the
remarkable school where hours passed like dreams.
For more information see www.dartmouthdays.com.
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from many of you about the wonderful relationships forged during our years on campus. Here
are just a few of your stories.
Chris Carstensen writes, “Bob Baird was tough
(Navy SEAL) and smart (economics major) and
had the warmest, self-effacing sense of humor I
have ever seen. He was a great guy and a fiercely
loyal friend. I’m proud of him and wish I could
have been more like him. Were he with us now,
he would make fun of my tears.”
From David Goehring: “I can’t do one classmate, but I can do one group of ’72s who lived
together in South Fayer. Bob Kefferstan, Michael
Quinn, Charlie Shockey, Kip Ault, Frank Sullivan and
Bud Lynch all conspired to get me through my
senior thesis while having fun at the same time.”
Andrew Cassel writes, “John Petruccione was a
classics scholar, an amazing, bright, erudite and
self-effacing guy who disappeared after freshman
year but whose friendship I valued greatly. Robert
Godshall, who was my neighbor on Lebanon Street
senior year, was equally a brilliant, funny, unassuming guy who turned me on to The New York
Times Sunday crossword.”
Chris Denton writes, “Rick Greenberg was my
roommate in North Mass until it was permanently handed over to the ladies. Rickie hails from the
Philadelphia area, and has been a long-suffering
Eagles fan. Congratulations, Rick! Super Bowl
champs at long last.”
Peter Areson says, “My roommate of three
years, Bob Winterbottom, was a strong influence
on me during my time at Dartmouth. He kept
me from burrowing in Thayer School and addressing the numerous social issues of our time.
I am sincerely grateful to him! Fortunately, he
has recently retired to New Hampshire, fairly
close to us!”
Brook McCann shares, “I was on the swim
team and during freshman year; we swam against
Harvard in Cambridge. My final event of the season was the 200-yard backstroke, which I swam
with Jim Gottschalk, a truly superb athlete. As
Jim and I walked over to the starting blocks, we
saw that Harvard did not enter its good backstroker in this event. In any case, the starting gun
sounded, and I noticed that Jim did not jump out
to a big lead during the race, but paced me for the
entire eight pool lengths and let me touch him
out at the finish. We took first and second places
in the event. I could not believe the tremendous
sportsmanship and magnanimity shown by Jim
toward me. A unique experience provided by an
unselfish soul.”
Great stories! Stay well, my friends.
—David Hetzel, 5 Chestnut St., Windham, NH
03087; dghetzel@gmail.com
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A year from now we will be reuning….
Welcome newly adopted class
member Maryann Love Malinconico,
another exchange student our junior year.
The Dartmouth Lawyers Association held
its annual continuing legal education and ski program at the Resort at Squaw Creek near Lake
Tahoe, California, in February and, despite a
minimal amount of white powdery snow (or any
snow for that matter), there was respectable class
representation: Megan and John Goheen and son
74
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John III, Cindy Saranec Livermore and Sam Livermore, Richard Merrill and Thea Fabio, Kathleen and
Hilary Miller, and your scribe. Sam gave a presentation titled “After the IPO: Now What?”
As I write this column, the Winter Olympics
are in progress. The ski jump competition recalls
time spent at the bottom of the old golf course
ski jump during the 1973 “Through A Frosted
Looking Glass” Winter Carnival, marveling at the
daring of the jumpers while sensing my feet going
numb. Remember the ice castle on the Green?!
In the warm Prachuap Khiri Khan coastal
region of Thailand, classmate Varothai “Pat” Suriyong is the director of the Hua Hin Veterinary
Hospital.
After 41 years as a litigator at Philadelphia’s
Stradley Ronon, Lee Rosengard retired at the end
of December. “I had decades of experience trying
and settling cases, both as a litigator and as an
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) provider, and
I was an early proponent of ADR. So I promptly
founded Rosengard ADR, where I provide neutral services as an arbitrator, mediator and early
neutral evaluator (www.rosengard-adr.com). I
remain a member of the International Institute
for Conflict Prevention and Resolution panel of
distinguished neutrals and the American Arbitration Association commercial panel. I am also
continuing as a lecturer in law at the University of
Pennsylvania Law School, where I teach introduction to U.S. law and legal methods in the master in
law program, and at Villanova University School of
Law, where I teach interviewing and counseling.
Post-retirement is shaping up to be about as busy
a time as pre-retirement. It’s wonderful.”
The College has decided not to build residence halls in College Park to house 750 undergraduates, since an engineering study revealed
such a complex would be too expensive to build
on the rocky ledges.
Although we are 45 years “out” this spring,
our reunion will be in June 2019; plan ahead!
Since the College will be celebrating its 250th
throughout 2019, time in Hanover should not be
missed. A functioning email address is critical to
class officers and those planning our reunion, so
please use Dartmouth’s easy update form. One
can now customize the type of messages received.
Simply type dartgo.org/update into your browser,
fill in current contact information and submit!
Neurologist Jerome Wade died in Tulsa, Oklahoma, in late December after a brief illness. The
class extends its condolences to his wife, Leslie
Gibbons Wade, and their sons. Also, I have been
belatedly advised that Dan Brenner, who matriculated but did not graduate, died in an automobile
accident in February 2016. Obituaries can be
found at www.dartmouthalumnimagazine.com.
—Val Armento, 227 Sylvan Ave., San Mateo, CA
94403; valerie.j.armento.73@dartmouth.edu
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Most of us will reach full retirement
age this year, according to the Social
Security Administration. In response
to my recent email pleas for news and greetings
to a few classmates on the occasion of their 66th
birthdays, John Eckels kindly responded. John
explained that he burned out and retired when he
was 60 years old. John was a chemistry major at

Dartmouth and then went to Dartmouth Medical School. After further medical training at the
University of California-San Francisco School of
Medicine and 30 years of practice in anesthesiology in the San Francisco Bay Area, John retired
and followed his partner to sunnier Southern
California. John now enjoys his work as cook,
cleaner, repairman, gardener and part-time cultural glutton for reading, music and theater. John
never played the organ in any official capacity,
but it has always been his main avocation. Now
he thoroughly revels in the freedom to practice
the organ for hours daily, and he plays better than
he did at Rollins Chapel so many years ago. John
recently celebrated his birthday in Arizona with
his father, Jim Eckels ’45.
Be safe and send news.
—Rick Sample, Retreat Farm, 1137 Manakin Road,
Manakin Sabot, VA 23103; samplejr@msn.com
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This was a total Dartmouth immersion
month for me. I don’t really have too
many of those since we left the Upper
Valley, and it was time well spent reconnecting.
Oddly, it was with a variety of non-classmates
and reveals the kind of bond we all share to that
small college. I re-entered the applicant interview circle in my new hometown, Houston (well,
Galveston, really, but that is a detail). The event
was organized by Brandt Bowden ’00, the chief
investment officer of Hanover Co., which was
founded by his father, Murry Bowden ’70. There
were a good many alumni participating, and I was
also able to connect with Tyrone Byrd ’73 as we
reminisced about the Dartmouth College of the
1970s. If you haven’t jumped into the interview
pool recently, get back in, it is really rewarding
and a great way to reconnect.
If that wasn’t enough, Eliza and I enjoyed
a visit from my fraternity brother Rick ’74 and
Catherine Ranger, who were in Houston attending a wedding. We had a great outing in Galveston
and a wonderful catch up on the last 40 some
odd years.
Regarding news that is closer to home for
1975, it turns out we have more authors among
us than I knew. HarperCollins will publish Rick
Allen’s book about Robert Kennedy on May 1 in
honor of 50 years since his assassination. I should
say that it is being republished. Here is a preview: “Twenty-five years after Bobby Kennedy
was assassinated, RFK: His Words for Our Times,
a celebration of Kennedy’s life and legacy, was
published to enormous acclaim. Now, a quarter
century later, this classic volume has been thoroughly edited and updated.”
This just in from Art Beaver and Bob Sullivan, our newly drafted newsletter editors: “Dear
classmates, we’re putting together four class
newsletters between now and our 45th reunion
in Hanover next June. We’re accepting all reminiscences of any length, trying to start a conversation. We’re also proposing themes. You might
have seen our first ragged effort. In our second
we’re proposing that folks focus on the idea of
‘Women Coming to Dartmouth,’ as our class is so
uniquely positioned on this question. Have any
of your sisters or daughters gone to Dartmouth,
and how did the College change? We particularly

want to hear from our female classmates, and any
of them who want to guest edit—just let us know.
Now, we don’t want to step on Steve’s toes here in
his fine alumni mag column, and would suggest if
you want to write longer form, come to us—we’ve
got nothing but space. Anything can be shared
with the class, on topic or off, by sending to Bob
Sullivan at robertsullivanbooks@gmail.com or
Artie Beaver at ajbeaver29@gmail.com. Let’s look
at a Labor Day deadline. Hoping you all are very
well.” Could not have said it better!
Vox clamantis in Tejas.
—Stephen D. Gray, 3627 Ave. M, Galveston, TX
77550; (650) 302-8739; fratergray@gmail.com
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With characteristic panache, venture
dynamo Cheryl Newman is well into her
latest yummy food launch as director
of strategy at No Evil Foods, an Asheville, North
Carolina, company already winning awards and
carried by more than 250 retailers. If her coffee,
gelato and Honest Tea ventures are any test, this
one’s a winner. And to think it all may have started
during those early morning Thayer Hall shifts!
After a star-studded career with American Express, Barry Arnold now manages an association of
2,000 realtors in Atlanta. He recently vacationed
with his daughters and wife in Central America,
where she is fulfilling a dream of teaching English to women in Nicaragua. Kathy Van Weelden,
professor emeritus New England College (NEC),
retired after 33 years as library director and full
professor and quickly joined the ranks of trustee
and volunteer at her local library while still helping as college reference librarian at NEC. Once
a book lover, always a book lover. Tish O’Connor,
who for three decades partnered with husband
Dana Levy in their renowned book-production
company Perpetua Press, reports that since
Dana’s death last year she has been focusing her
energy on her admissions counseling company
College Consult and reimagining her next chapter. On the Dartmouth admissions front, Elise
Erler runs Utah’s alumni interviewing. Maybe
she’ll bring us future Olympians from Park City
to join our classmate Jeff Shiffrin’s gold and silver
medal-winning daughter Mikaela on the podium
in 2022. Congrats to Jeff, Mikaela and family!
Extra shoutout to Mel Treadway, whose son, Will
(nephew of our esteemed classmate Jeff Colt),
pitched in with Mikaela’s pre-Olympic training
in Europe and elsewhere. Back at Dartmouth, another proud dad, Paul Cane, cheered his son, Paul
’19, and daughter, Katherine ’21, as they competed
on the swim team. I recently spotted the name of
my old pal, distinguished Massachusetts M.D.
John Gandolfo on the ballot for our Naples, Florida,
vacation community board. Meanwhile, an impressive number of you are hitting the slopes
instead of the beach, proving we’re not over the
hill but on top of it. I saw pictures or heard ski
tales from Craig Stone, Martha and Jim Beattie, Bruce
York, Rick Hill, John Lord, Bede Wellford, Beth and
Bruce Wilkens, Annie Stockmar Upton, Lynne Brooks,
Julie Miner, Cynthia “Inky” Ford, Noel Kropf, Kathy
Van Weelden, Adrienne Mally and Jeff Kirchhoff

(our able Facebook correspondent during the
Olympics). Michael Aylward reports a great effort
by his brother, David ’71, and others in that class

to track down and recognize exchange students
from their era. We’d like to do the same for ’76.
Please email me any names of exchanges you
remember. We mourn the passing of Ron Shores,
remembered by Cabin & Trail friends as a largerthan-life outdoorsman who could carry a canoe
up Mount Washington with ease. Our hearts go
out to Florentine Thomas and family with the loss
of her husband and our cherished classmate, Chet
Wood (dartmouthalumnimagazine/obits).
—Sara Hoagland Hunter, 72 Mount Vernon St., Unit
4B, Boston, MA 02108; sarahunter76@gmail.com
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Classmates are sharing transitions.
Please send us your news for future
columns. John Ogden writes, “My wife
recently retired, my kids have mostly left the nest,
things at work are not as fulfilling as they used to
be, and I am one of the oldest people in the room.”
The work he has done through the years for the
College connected him to classmates and a little
of his youth. Most importantly, it gave him satisfaction knowing that he was helping to ensure the
vibrancy of Dartmouth for the next generation of
students. When asked to become one of our head
agents, he happily said, “Okay.”
When Frank Governali retired the first time,
13 years ago, he wondered what it would be like
not to have a Goldman Sachs identity and to be
his kids’ primary caregiver. He questioned how
he would fit into his small Maine community. He
started volunteering everywhere and approached
his new life like a job. (He admits that keeping
a mobile file for each of his three kids was over
the top.) Now he feels he did not so much retire
as trade one demanding job for another. As he
prepares to retire for real, he knows some truths:
He likes to define his own schedule, but wants
volunteer commitments that require frequent
attention. Contributing his time and talent is
more important than giving money, although
the second usually follows the first. He wants to
learn and remains open to change.
Jenny Clark took a sharp turn because she
was bored with her big law firm practice. An older
friend, still thrilled with his work, inspired her.
Jenny accepted a job running a prestigious but
“slightly shabby,” civil rights law firm in Philadelphia at 10 percent of her previous salary. “It
was terrifying because I didn’t know what I was
doing.” She learned: When “little Pennsylvania
defeated political gerrymandering; that was us.”
Now she wants to hand the organization over
to someone younger and cooler. She now would
like to mentor “anyone who could reach their full
potential if only they knew how.”
Laid off in 2010, Pam Gruninger Perkins had
spent her entire career on the programming side
of the nonprofit world. She felt her chances for
a new position might be better if she switched
to development. When opportunity knocked,
she walked through the door and talked herself
into a great job at the Rockefeller University. She
cultivates new donors, particularly parents who
want to know more about the latest research on
childhood and adolescent health and behavior.
Leslie Embs Bradford’s daughter, Allie ’13,
married the son of the mayor of Toronto last fall,
with good friends Nancy Parssinen Vespoli, Dee Dee
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Granzow Simpson and Diana Taylor in attendance.

Leslie’s son, Tyler ’14, walked her up the aisle.
Leslie is battling breast cancer, but chuckled,
“Have wigs, will wedding!”
Susan Van Wie Kastan has married guitarist
Reeves Gabrels. As she has taken her husband’s
name, henceforth she is Susan Van Wie Gabrels.
Congratulations!
—Robin Gosnell, 31 Elm Lane, Princeton, NJ 08540;
robins.nest@icloud.com; Eric Edmondson, Signal
Hill Capital LLC, 425 California St., Suite 19, San
Francisco, CA 94104; eweedmondson@gmail.com;
Drew Kintzinger, 2400 M St. NW, Apt. 914, Washington, DC 20037; akintzinger@hunton.com
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Your favorite study place at Dartmouth? I asked, you responded—too
many responses, in fact, to fit in one
column, so this will definitely spill into the next
issue.
Anne Bagamery found solace in the bowels of
Baker. “The stacks were ugly, cold and lonely—
perfect. I would pick a level where I was either
uninterested in the books or incapable of understanding them—the Chinese language area
was a sure thing—and hunker down for a read. I
learned quickly to dress appropriately, anything
down-filled, and to sneak in a thermos of something warm to drink.” Miguel Damien also hid out in
the lower stacks, “I think level two near the Dark
Ages history books. I might have seen one other
human being come by through my sophomore,
junior and senior years.” Chris Hughes usually
studied at Sanborn, but tried the stacks once to
finish a government paper. “It was as if I had been
sentenced to the Gulag Archipelago. Note to self:
They don’t serve tea in the stacks.” Chris fled
back to Sanborn, which was also Steve Ceurvorst’s
favorite spot.
Lauren Taney would trek down to the med
school library: “No one I knew was there, and
they had vending machines!” Rick Kimball commandeered a classroom in Sherman Fairchild,
often joined by Keith McCrae and Joe Sullivan. Carol
Van Dyke loved studying in the Kresge physics
library, where she could sprawl out in in comfy
chairs. Brooks Clark hit the books in the Jacko office in Robinson Hall. “It had one window, very
high up. It was very quiet.”
Russel Petter holed up in a classroom in the
geography department one weekend trying to
make sense of organic chemistry. While taking
“Physics 3-4,” Scott Riedler pulled an all-nighter
every Thursday in McMurdo to prepare for the
Friday tests. Jim DiNardo and roommate John
Lee studied in Feldberg, the business school and
engineering library, after track practice. Alfred
Nichol recalls “that wonderful man professor
Harry Schultz invited me to sit in his backyard,
which sloped down to Occom Pond. I know I’m
not the only student he honored that way, but it
sure made me want to write intelligently about
Milton. Another paradise.”
Craven Winfield had perhaps the most remarkable study spot. “Sophomore year I discovered
that by climbing up the fire escape on the back of
the Tuck building I could enter an unlocked door
and gain access to a business professor’s office.
Almost every evening for three years I studied in
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the professor’s office without his knowledge. It
was a pretty sweet deal: leather chair, mahogany
desk, book-lined shelves. After my study session, I
always made sure that his books and papers were
returned to their original positions. At the end of
senior year I left the professor a note thanking
him for the use of a great study space.”
More study stories next month–send news!
—Rick Beyer, 190 Bridge St., #4409, Salem, MA
01970; rick@rickbeyer.net
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Some of you will recall that our Class
Notes for the March/April 2015 issue of the DAM featured then Santa
Monica, California, city councilman (now mayor)
Edward “Ted-O” Winterer. In his guest column,
Ted-O lamented “the fractious level of discourse
which has infected national politics has also afflicted our local dialogue.” Today, sadly, our leaders in national government have managed to take
discord and divisiveness to a whole new level,
making the need for honorable community representatives who will work to promote understanding through respectful dialogue and find common
ground greater than ever.
Enter Bill Conway: “Classmates—greetings
from the campaign trail. I took early retirement
from my law practice at Skadden, Arps last year
thinking I would accept an attractive offer from
a solar company. The current White House occupant got me so agitated, however, that I decided
to stop complaining and run as a Democratic
candidate for one of four at-large seats on the
Montgomery County (MoCo) council here in
the Maryland suburbs of Washington, D.C. My
endeavor sounds like small potatoes until you
realize that MoCo’s population exceeds 1 million
and its annual budget is $5.4 billion.
“The race is on a congressional scale. Turnout in the June 26 Democratic primary will be
about 110,000, and I’ll need 30,000-plus votes to
win one of the four slots. Winning in the primary
essentially guarantees election in November, but
the field of Democratic candidates is huge—29
by last count. I am campaigning full-time, seven
days a week, and it’s grueling, especially since I’m
relying on public financing to raise the necessary
budget and can’t accept more than $150 from any
individual contributor.
“My not-so-secret weapon in all of this is
my wife, campaign chair and prominent career
community activist, Diana Conway, who is routinely encouraged to run for office. Diana has zero
interest in putting up with the abuse of being a
council member. On the other hand, she thinks
the idea of sending her relatively thick-skinned
husband into the fray is rather ideal. While I can
pretty much stand on my own now, the campaign
largely began with me riding her coattails. I’m
continually amazed by how many people know
Diana and am very fortunate to benefit through
her. Her nickname, appropriately given by my
campaign manager, is ‘Madam Kickass.’
“The issues facing MoCo are daunting: Tax
revenues not keeping up with the need for services, choking traffic, troubling performance gaps
in our schools and conflicts between neighborhoods and development. But we also have significant strengths: a well-educated workforce, a

strong foundation in the sciences (particularly
biotech) and an incredibly diverse population
that engenders a wonderful vitality. I’m optimistic
for the future.
“So far the campaign is going well. Sometimes it’s fun, other times not so much. But it
always feels meaningful. You can find out what I
stand for and learn about my priorities in an online essay I penned for Maryland Matters (www.
goo.gl/xteSvN). For more information and to donate to the campaign, please visit my website
(www.billconwayforcouncil.com).”
—Stanley Weil, 15 Peck Road, Mt. Kisco, NY 10549;
(917) 428-0852; stanno79@gmail.com; John Currier, 82 Carpenter St., Norwich, VT 05055; (802)
649-2577; john.h.currier@dartmouth.edu
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The pendulum is swinging back
around. In the years immediately
after graduation, we saw a lot of each
other. Once we became busy with our lives, we cut
back: fewer visits, smaller circles. But now that we
have more time, we are finding each other again.
I had a lot of fun with Paul Salafia in the early
1980s when Paul was an assistant district attorney in Brooklyn and I was a salesman for IBM in
New York. The party ended when Paul and his
fiancée slogged off into the wilderness like Mr.
and Mrs. Yukon Jack for less stressful lives as
parents and lawyers in New Hampshire. I soon
flitted off to LA. Are there flights between LAX
and Manchester? Is there even phone service?
But after many years of infrequent communication, we’re both on the circuit again. We are back
in regular contact. And lots of other old friends
are reaching out again too.
There’s a tradition I embrace whenever I can.
For 35 years a group of Dartmouth alums has met
for dinner and drinks in Manhattan on the night
before Christmas Eve. Representing our class this
year were event originator-organizer Hans Morris,
Rob Ruocco, Mark Alperin, Chuck Wheelock, Craig
Lambdin and surprise guest Jim Loftus. Some of us

hadn’t seen Jim for several years. Jim still practices anesthesiology in New Jersey and like a few
others to begrudge has defied the aging process.
Is there any better way to rekindle friendships
than to bring gifts? Jim gave each of us a bottle
of hot sauce: Professor Phardtpounder’s Colon
Cleaner. Doctor recommended, no doubt. And
my family agrees it tastes better than Brenda’s
Bootie Burner, Red Rectum Hot Sauce or any of
those off-brands.
What is the common thread that ties together
this group of classmates: Susan Ball, Catrina Cash
Corey, Joan Clements Francis, Caroline Coggeshall,
Meg Coughlin LePage, Debo Hart Goth, Sabrina King,
Gretchen Kruysman, Amy Ladd, Debbie Leggat, Kim
McConaughy Vletas, Cathy McGrath, Judy Reardon,
Cheryll Watson, Kate Wiley Laud?

The first reader to send me an email with the
correct answer will win a gift certificate. Keep
in mind that winning this gift certificate may
be the only obstacle between you and a life of
eternal bliss.
This magazine will arrive at about the same
time as our 60th birthday reunion in Arizona.
And what fun the event was/is/will be! Whose
arm did Rob Speidel twist to score that truckload

of peyote buttons? And who can forget the look
on Larry Fitzgerald’s face when Janine Fate Avner
broke out that dance move with the Gila monster!
We will close with a tribute to past and future
reunions, presented in limerick form.
A gathering among the saguaro in Scottsdale.
Not there? Don’t feel sorrow!
Just give it a go
At our big seven-oh
What’s the hurry? You still have tomorrow!
—Frank Fesnak, 242 River Road, Gladwyne, PA
19035; (408) 859-9652; ffesnak@gmail.com; Wade
Herring, P.O. Box 9848, Savannah, GA 31412, (912)
944-1639; wherring@huntermaclean.com; Rob
Daisley, 3201 W. Knights Ave., Tampa, FL 33611;
(813) 300-7954; robdaisley@me.com
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“Remember, in the years ahead, you
are not alone. It is the special quality
of the Dartmouth family that in times
of need, we will rally behind its members. Use
your very, very considerable talents to make this
a more compassionate world for all of us….For
all mankind is your brother, and you are your
brother’s [and sister’s!] keeper.” Inspired by this
charge to our class by President John Kemeny
at our graduation, along with compassionate
networks created by our fellow Dartmouth
classes, Chris Morrison, Anne Scott-Putney and
Polly Duncan Collum are spearheading an initiative called Compassio ’81, to create a group
of volunteers to support classmates who are
undergoing challenging life events, such as a
serious illness for themselves or in their family.
Chris writes, “The mission of Compassio ’81 is
to connect classmates who are seeking advice
about something outside of their knowledge area
with those more knowledgeable and to help set
up support groups around issues our classmates
are concerned about.” He and the Compassio
’81 team encourage all classmates to consider
getting involved to share their talents and experience in support of fellow ’81s. Take a look at
the ’81 class web page and click on “Compassio
’81” for more information. Give a rouse indeed!
Kinetics matter. Philip J. Gibbs left the corporate world and joined the New York City Fire
Department from 1990 to 2010. He drew similarities between the purposeful life of firefighting and
his experience at Dartmouth, stating in a recent
DAM article that both experiences made him feel
“comfortable, happy, part of something good. I’ve
always felt the two are much more similar than
they would seem.”
We may have to engage song writers to come
up with a rendition of “As the backs go tearing by”
for the Big Green hockey team since their leader
Bob Gaudet recently reached the 300 wins at Dartmouth mark. The team talent level and esprit de
corps continues to impress. Well done, Coach!
To the dismay of many of our era, there appears to be a need to resurrect passion for snow
sculpture construction on campus. A Winter
Carnival sculpture did appear this season, but
aficionados such as our own Mitchell Arion have
continued the construction of significant oeuvres
for many years after graduation. Our nature, our
tradition, our fellowship.
I understand how consumed with life’s de-
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mands and challenges we all are, but consider
a reset and reach out to others, including your
class secretaries and other members of the class,
perhaps also via the Compassio ’81 route.
—Emil Miskovsky, 520 Seneca St., Suite 312, Utica,
NY, 13502; (802) 345-9861; emilmiskovsky@
gmail.com; Veronica Wessels, 224 Buena Vista
Road, Rockcliffe, ON K1M0V7, Canada; (613)
864-4491; vcwessels@rogers.com
REUNI ON | JUNE 14-17
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In less than two months—from June
14 to 17—the great class of ’82 will
meet on the Hanover Plain for our
“Greater Together” 35th-reunion extravaganza!
Highlights will include delicious meals, dancing to a DJ and a live band (not simultaneously),
bus trip to a newly renovated Moosilauke Ravine
Lodge, unusual campus tours, athletic events for
the energetic, affinity group gatherings, college
lectures to sharpen the mind, an inspiring class
panel and a welcoming class tent for just hanging
with friends old and new. For a full schedule of
events, go to 1982.Dartmouth.org. Cost will not
be a bar for anyone. We have a confidential process for classmates to obtain financial support, so
please, if you need financial assistance, contact
Amy Warner at warner.amyb@gmail.com. If you
aren’t already signed up, please go immediately to
Dartgo.org/reunions. We can’t wait to reconnect
at the soul-tugging place where we jumped on the
train to adulthood together.
My glide path to reunion started with a hockey mini-reunion. Jon Baker, Cathy Green Solomon
and I welcomed Cheryl Bascomb back to her hometown to, unfortunately, watch the Capitals fall to
the Canadiens. Next, I will be seeing out-of-town
classmates, including Larry Hui, at a Dartmouthon-location event at the National Museum of
African American History. Larry and I met in
our freshman seminar, where we explored “The
Best of All Possible Worlds.” For the last 30 years
Larry has practiced corporate and securities law
in New York. He now works part time, serves on
the board of a large food pantry and coordinates
volunteers for a homeless shelter. Larry is active
in advocacy on food insecurity and homelessness,
fundraises for political candidates with progressive views on these issues and is a board member
and volunteer at Christ & St. Stephen’s Church.
Similarly, Sarah Riddle Lilja cut her therapy
practice to part-time to pursue photography. “I’ve
been taking pictures seriously for about 10 years
and have won a number of awards and had some
photos published.” Sarah currently has 27 images
on display at a show at the historic Landmark
Center in Saint Paul, Minnesota.
New York area classmates can prepare for
reunion at a mini-reunion hosted by Tom Daniels,
Tee Lotson and Dan Black on Tuesday, May 22. It
will start with a 5 p.m. short stroll through Central
Park, include a visit to fellow alumnus Daniel
Webster, class of 1801, and finish with cocktails
from 6 to 8 p.m. on Central Park West across from
Tavern on the Green.
Your class officers have identified two opportunities to make innovative, sustainable change
in the world through the meaningful work with
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the undergraduate community. At our reunion we
plan to launch the Class of 1982 Fund for Great
Issues Innovation at the John Sloan Dickey Center for International Understanding and to share
information about our support of the student
wellness center.
Thank you for the opportunity to serve as
class co-secretary for the last six years. I have
enjoyed celebrating your birthdays and sharing
your stories. See you in Hanover!
—Robin Shaffert, 5044 Macomb St., NW, Washington, DC 20016, robinshaffert@gmail.com; David
Eichman, 9004 Wonderland Ave., Los Angeles, CA
90046; dme4law@sbcglobal.net
REUNION | JUN E 14 -17
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By the time you read this magazine,
registration will be live for our reunion June 13 thru 17, with the classes
of 1982 and 1984. Yes, we’re clustering again!
We’ll begin with an overnight at Moosilauke Ravine Lodge on Wednesday, June 13, and hike the
next morning beginning around 8:30. The lodge
has been completely rebuilt and looks absolutely
amazing. You’ll need to call lodge manager Chachi
Riesco at (603) 646-6543 to make a reservation
if you want to stay overnight. Space is limited! If
you have any questions about the hike or accommodations, contact Peter Kilmarx at pkilmarx@
gmail.com.
We’ll kick off our official reunion on Thursday evening with a reception and dinner at Mac
Gardner’s house in Hanover. Golf will take place
on Friday with an 8 a.m. tee time, followed by
a class lunch and a class meeting to elect new
officers. We’ll also have TEDx-style talks Friday
afternoon featuring Marika Olsen, Brian Kelly and
a classmate to be named. Friday evening we’ll be
having dinner and then dancing with our class’
favorite band, The Marsels, making another appearance at our reunion.
Saturday will be full of family activities and
the reunion row. Dinner that night will be at the
DOC House following the class memorial service.
Sunday we’ll drag ourselves out of bed and head
home after breakfast.
Be sure to register early! Prices vary depending on how long you’ll be reuning and when you
register. It promises to be a great time to reconnect with your classmates!
In classmate news, Kenneth Weinstein has
become president and CEO of Newtown Savings
Bank. Ken believes strongly in the community
bank model. He has been with community banks
his entire career, starting as a teller during a summer internship, and joined Newtown Savings
Bank in 2011.
Jean Hanff Korelitz’s The Devil and Webster
has been long listed for the first Aspen Words
Literary Prize. “The Aspen Words Literary Prize
is a $35,000 annual award for an influential work
of fiction that illuminates a vital contemporary
issue and demonstrates the transformative power
of literature on thought and culture. All of these
works reflect some of society’s most pressing
contemporary issues with artistry and humanity.” Jean also wrote the novel Admission, which
partly takes place at Dartmouth.

See you in June! (And if you have any questions, let me know!) Let it be green!
—Maren Christensen, P.O. Box 9778, Rancho Santa
Fe, CA 92067; marenjc@yahoo.com
R E U N I ON | J U N E 14 -17
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If I timed this right, this column will
find you winging your way to our 35th
reunion. Reunion can be a stressful
time. First of all, it’s been only 34 years since
we graduated, and I personally don’t like the
idea of the College attempting to speed up time.
Secondly, you will be spending the next few days
with people who you have not seen in many years.
These people will look different than they did in
1984. In addition, they all seem to have different
jobs, which makes things even more challenging.
It can be overwhelming.
Have no fear, dear readers. I have come up
with a way to smooth this process. I will simply use the bully pulpit of class secretary to help
you through those awkward early moments of
reunion. Think of this column as a primer for
reunion. Simply commit it to memory, and you’ll
be the hit of the weekend.
Okay, here we go. Start by walking into the
reunion tent. Is someone dancing on a table? Undoubtedly, that will be Meredith Levy. Meredith
may or may not have something to do with organizing the reunion. Turns out that she works at
JP Morgan, where she is “global head of research
compliance in the investment bank.” This is a very
impressive-sounding job title. Probably made
up, but it certainly sounds good. Wish I had that
title, instead of “ex-caddy.” Anyway, I think that
Meredith’s title is so impressive that we should
all adopt it, at least for the weekend. For example,
what about Kim Bailey? Kim, who will likely be
dancing on a table adjacent to Meredith, currently
works for Sara Lee. I’m really not sure what she
does there, but let’s just say that Kim is “global
head of research compliance in the pound cake
division.” See, you already know two people!
Mike Salzhauer will also be at reunion. Mike is
the head class agent. We will refer to him as the
“global head of research compliance in the class
agent division.” Mike will likely be found in the
reunion tent, in close proximity to the bar, asking
you to pony up some money for a construction
project at the college or something.
Marty Lempres and wife Liz have recently
become empty-nesters. In response, they have
moved from their suburban Boston home. Marty
has asked that we not reveal his current address,
lest the children find out and move back in. Marty
may be somewhat difficult to find at reunion, as he
will likely be wearing a disguise. Anyway, Marty
works for the American Red Cross, where he is
the global head of research compliance in the
blood donation division.
And there you have it, the beginning of a successful reunion. Just locate the aforementioned
organizers, smile and ask about their job as global
head of research compliance. It will work like
a charm. Unless you run into Salzhauer. Then
run the other way, or they’ll be naming a library
after you.
—Eric Grubman, 2 Fox Den Way, Woodbridge, CT

06525; (203) 710-7933; grubman@sbcglobal.net;
Juliet Aires Giglio, 4915 Bentbrook Drive, Manlius,
NY 13104; julietgiglio@gmail.com
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Our class column deadline is here.
And, as happens occasionally, we have
no classmate news. So I will improvise
and start with a focus on the news of the moment.
The 2018 Winter Olympics have just concluded in South Korea. As expected, there was
a wide array of thrills of victory—the first ever
medal for U.S. women’s Nordic skiing, and it was
gold—and agonies of defeat (but, hey, even the Canadian hockey player apologized for quickly slipping off her silver medal on the podium). While
the College touted the number of Dartmouth
Olympians competing, we gave a particularly
loud and long rouse about one—freestyle mogul
Olympian Keaton McCargo, daughter of our very
own Jenny Page. A member of the U.S. ski team
for the past four years, Keaton qualified for the
three-round final of the Olympic competition
and was a top-three qualifier in the final. She just
missed moving on to the six-skier super final. And
while a podium would have been a thrill, Keaton
has a bright future—and a drink named after her
in a bar in her hometown of Telluride, Colorado.
Another thrill of the 2018 games was curling. So where in the world are Pam Lower Bass
and Barry Bass when you need them? While that
might appear like a non sequitur (and it is quite

possible I am mis-remembering this), Pam and
Barry are our resident curling experts. People,
including me, will tend to make fun of what they
don’t understand. (“Curling—is that a sport for
hairdressers? Or simply a way to get someone to
sweep the floor?”) But now that the U.S. men’s
team has won gold, people may start to realize
what Pam and Barry have known all along—that
the sport of curling ain’t easy, requires a lot of
flexibility and can be quite entertaining. Briefly,
the sport involves three or four players trying
to slide a heavy granite stone along a sheet of
pebbled ice to reach a circular concentric target (a bull’s-eye target named the “house”). One
player first pushes the stone so that it rotates
either clockwise or counterclockwise and begins to curl (hence the name) to the right or the
left. Other players (sweepers) will furiously use
brooms on the ice in front of the moving stone to
adjust its path. The sweeping smooths out the ice
in front of the stone, altering the friction and thus
the direction of the stone. Each team will do the
same with eight stones. A stone may bump other
stones away from the center of the target. The
final settling place for each of the stones on the
target determines the score.
Ready for more? Didn’t think so. Please send
news or else I will be forced to learn the scoring
of international figure skating—even though I
would bet the fate of the entire planet that I will
never do a triple axel.

Happy spring!
All the best to all of you!
—Leslie A. Davis Dahl, 83 Pecksland Road, Greenwich, CT 06831; (203) 552-0070; dahlleslie@
yahoo.com; John MacManus, 188 Ringwood Road,
Rosemont, PA 19010; (610) 525-4541; slampong@
aol.com
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As promised from the last column,
Bill Ruhl wrote about his recent career
change: “Being fortunate enough to
leave the corporate world and young enough to
have a second career that aligns with my love of
the outdoors and kids has been incredible. After
more than 20 years at Verizon, I was offered an
opportunity for early retirement and took it!”
Bill leads the instructor-mentoring team at the
National Winter Activity Center.” The center,
located in Vernon, New Jersey, is the nation’s first
not-for-profit facility dedicated to improving the
lives of youth through winter activity. Through
its Elev8 program it provides instruction, healthy
meals, equipment and mentoring to school-age
children. Participants live within the New York,
New Jersey and Pennsylvania area and beyond
through partnerships with organizations such
as YMCA, Boys & Girls Clubs, schools and other
agencies. Bill is an avid snow sports and outdoor
enthusiast committed to providing children and
young adults with the capabilities, experiences
and opportunities needed to play and work out-
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side in the winter time. The center’s website is
Winter4Kids.org.
As our children get ready to leave for their
respective colleges, I asked what you were thinking about, as a career, when you were their age.
Anne Weinhardt Lawler wrote, “I thought I’d write.
My current job takes me full circle from what I
thought I wanted to do when I was in high school,
but never did. I went to Hanover thinking I wanted to be a physician. Am I one now? Nope. I’m an
attorney and a registered nurse, and I combine
those two backgrounds in an odd way as director
of the Idaho Board of Medicine. We license all the
new physicians coming to Idaho and regulate all
the current ones who are here, which includes education, legislation and some discipline (we hope
the education leads to less of that). Any regrets I
didn’t become a physician? No, this path fits my
personality and skills much better.” John Westkaemper said that he came to Dartmouth wanting
to be a doctor, which he did. “Straight through,
only 14 years of education after high school. Now
a hand surgeon. Thanks, Dartmouth!” We have
some offspring college acceptance updates: Sam
Hartwell’s son, Ben, got in early decision to Dartmouth! A copy of both of their acceptance letters
will be posted in our ’86 newsletter. David Kotz’s
daughter, Mara, is in the midst of her gap year
and then starts at Dartmouth in September as a
’22. Wendy Peck Wilkinson’s daughter, Kelsey, is
attending Worcester Polytechnic Institute this
fall. John and Mabelle Hueston’s daughter, Kinsale,
heads to Yale. And now, a great way to end our
class column, Kirk LeCompte writes: “My family
saw the award-winning play American Son by
Chris Demos-Brown at the George Street Playhouse
in New Jersey early this year, and it was outstanding. One of the best plays we’ve seen in years.
Kudos to Chris!” It is finished in beauty.
—Mae Drake Hueston, 624 Poppy Ave., Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625; mdhueston@me.com
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I love hearing about the changes and
challenges of life we all are experiencing! Tina (Uhlrich) Peters’ journey has
taken some unexpected turns. After law school,
her “summer thing with a German guy” in Washington, D.C., turned into a marriage several years
later, followed by a move to Berlin. “That year of
German language I did on a whim senior year?
Most career-relevant thing I did at Dartmouth,”
Tina said. These days Tina is an attorney at IBM
in Philadelphia and has “enjoyed the changes and
challenges” of her legal career. Tina, her husband
and their three children (a daughter at Wesleyan
and two teenage sons) visit Germany regularly
and enjoy spending time outdoors.
Shannon Daniels (previously known as Tom),
an elementary school principal in Swampscott,
Massachusetts, announced via a heartfelt letter
to the school community in February that she is
transgender. “I have struggled with gender identity since I was in elementary school,” Shannon
said in the letter. This past fall things changed: “I
let myself imagine the possibility of being completely honest with myself and those around me.
I can now say it: I am transgender. For me, that
means I identify as both a male and a female,
and I plan to move toward presenting myself and
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identifying as female.” Shannon pledged to “keep
an open line of communication with all faculty,
staff and families” during her transition, and suggested that families explain to their children that
it is “important that we accept everyone as they
are.” In a separate letter, the Swampscott Public
Schools superintendent encouraged the school
community to support Shannon and expressed
her personal admiration: “I applaud Principal
Daniels and admire the courage, honesty and
transparency that come through in the letter you
received.” I agree!
On the same note of caring and compassion,
Stacey (Wolff) Savas is leading the launch of the
’87 Compassion Network, which puts classmates
undergoing challenging life events in touch with
fellow ’87s with professional or personal knowledge in that area. The current focus is to provide
support for classmates and family members who
are undergoing a serious health crisis. Read more
about the Compassion Network in the newsletter
and on the ’87 website, including how you can
help or how the Compassion Network may be
able to help you.
Stacey and class vice president Sarah Woodberry meet regularly for lunch. Sarah has had her
own life “twist”: After a career in publishing, she is
the executive director of the Darien Foundation,
a charitable organization that provides grants to
public schools, emergency responders and local
nonprofits. Last fall Sarah also was appointed to
the DAM editorial board, which has allowed her
to combine her “passions for Dartmouth and for
journalism.” Sarah stays in touch with local ’87s
including Bethamy Aronow, Alice (Toole) Baldwin,
Nigel Ekern, Chris Thompson and Jon “Zebo” Zonis,
and encourages anyone passing through N.Y.C.
or Connecticut to “give a shout” so she has yet
another reason to organize an ’87 gathering.
—Laura Gasser, 746 17th Ave., San Francisco, CA
94121; marcklaurag@aol.com
REUNION | JU N E 14 -17
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From Kim Bomar: “ ‘Mama, you know
you have a sheep’s brain in your cup
holder, right?’ In case I had forgotten, Ayinde, my 10th-grade son, reminded me
on the drive home from school, where I’d pick up
my eighth-grader, Iyanu, and shuttle him to his
French horn lesson. After dinner I get my sons to
track practice, squeeze in more client work for my
small general corporate practice and prepare to
start some variation on this theme the next day.
Life is good, mine centers around education, and
Dartmouth is still a significant part of it.”
Kim lives in Stanford, California, where her
husband, Kunle Olukotun, is a Stanford professor. At Iyanu’s middle school, she co-chairs the
Connections Program, a project-based learning
program that focuses on hands-on activities,
social-emotional learning and collaboration. She
also co-chairs Parent Advocates for Student Success, an advocacy group focusing on the needs of
historically underrepresented and socioeconomically disadvantaged students in the competitive
Palo Alto schools.
“But what about the sheep’s brain? That’s
where Dartmouth and I reconnected in the most

unexpected of ways. For six years I’ve been program manager for the Greene Scholars Program, a
science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) enrichment program for children of
African descent, which seeks to increase the pipeline of STEM-capable minorities. The preserved
sheep’s brain was left over from a middle-school
neuroscience lesson. I thought it would make an
excellent prize for one of our scholars; Ayinde
suggested donuts.
“What’s the Dartmouth connection? This
program could not exist without the generous
financial and other support of T.J. Rodgers ’70
(founder and director of Cypress Semiconductor)
and his wife, Valeta Massey. In fact, because of
T.J.’s sponsorship, the Greene Scholars Program
has operated without charge in Cypress Semiconductor’s meeting space for 10-plus years.”
Kim is in regular contact with Nicola (McLeod)
Pitter. Both have visited Nicola’s parents in Jamaica a number of times and, during Nicola’s annual
visits to her brother, Stephen McLeod ’86, in San
Francisco, Nicola often tacks on a visit to Kim.
After 25 years in Manhattan, Nicola relocated with her family—husband Calvin, Drew
(16) and Nadia (13)—to northern Virginia in 2015.
Nicola graduated from Harvard’s Kennedy School
of Government in 1990, and majored in Spanish and government at Dartmouth, but ended
up in healthcare, currently working for a large
hospital system. Nicola and Calvin spend most
of their free time attending Drew’s varsity and
Amateur Athletic Union basketball games all
over the United States and accompanying Nadia to her U.S. Tennis Association junior team
tennis matches in Virginia. Nicola has visited
Dartmouth quite a few times since graduation—
but only in good weather!—including to watch
Calvin’s niece, Leigh Goulbourne ’17, graduate
last June. She looks forward to attending our 30th
reunion in June.
Pete Rutledge has lived in Norwich, Vermont,
since graduation, except for the three years (199295), when he lived in Sonoma, California. He purchased the old Jug Store in 1996, and has operated
it as Norwich Wine and Spirits ever since. Pete
married Charlotte Bothe in a small ceremony at
an Austrian winery in 2013, and they welcomed
their first child, Sophie, in July 2016. Pete was a
motorcyclist (and delivery driver for EBAs) while
at Dartmouth, but has given that up in favor of
vintage cars (1980s BMWs and MGs). During
the warmer seasons he can often be found sailing
on Lake Champlain, and his winter recreation
includes snowboarding, plowing his driveway
and snowshoeing in the woods with his dog. He
travels to Tucson, Arizona, once or twice a year
to see fellow ’88s Mike and Carrie (Brennan) Mann.
—Jere Mancini, 34 Wearimus Road, HoHoKus, NJ
07423; d88correspondent@gmail.com
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Wow, how the time has gone! By the
time you’re reading this, we’ll be 12
to 13 months out from our 30th reunion. I can’t wait and looking forward to seeing
as many ’89s as possible. More to come over the
next months from the team, but I’m excited.
I’m lucky in that, with my travels, I had two
mini-reunions in New York, first with Carrie Luft

and Josh Adler, and then Chris Baldwin and Mike
Ballard two nights later. Chris was my sophomore
roommate, but I don’t think we had seen each
other in 25 years. It felt great and wonderful to
connect with these four alums while I was in New
York for the annual Toy Fair.
At the end of that same week, we had our
annual Los Angeles ’89 mini-reunion, hosted by
Rich Reilly and Christie Neuberger Reilly at their
home. It was a great Saturday night to hang out
inside and talk with Anton Anderson, Eric Bunting,
Jan Brzeski, Andy Camp, Chris Di Mauro, Sonya Ooten
Frisina, Adam Glick, Justine Klineman, Matt Ridenour,
Tammy Krutchkoff Saunt, Kim Buresh ’90 and Winnie Huang ’92. It was fun but colder in L.A. than it
had been in New York the same week!
While you may not have seen her on TV, our
own Sarah Konrad, two-event Olympian at the
Torino games, was in Pyeongchang behind the
scenes, helping out the Team USA biathlon team
as part of the massive team Dartmouth presence
at the winter Olympics. She was looking forward
to some powder skiing in Japan afterwards. She
wasn’t able to connect with Cliff Bernstein this
time, but perhaps her next trip.
Congratulations to Deanna Emberley Bailey,
who was named director of education at the Vermont Energy Education Program, or VEEP for
short. Deanna previously had worked there and
is currently working on her doctoral degree from
the University of Vermont. She and Chris Bailey
live in Huntington, Vermont.
Tom Cody was recognized recently for his
work in helping with the capital campaign for
Children Inc., whose mission is to fight poverty
through high-quality education experiences for
children and by supporting families through
multi-generational approach.
I also heard from Jeffrey Thomas, who wrote,
“Our two oldest are in school right now (including
a ’19). My steptwins started school this fall—Marquette and U of San Diego. We also have 9-yearold twins in fourth grade, so we are still deep into
the kid business. I am involved in a variety of education businesses, as CEO, chairman or director.
They are distributed around the United States—
including in N.Y.C.; Raleigh, North Carolina;
Chicago; and Oakland, California—which keeps
me moving! My wife has her own student travel
company, Quo, which is coming along nicely.”
Who will you run into on a business trip?
It’s worth connecting with fellow ’89s, either on
our Facebook page or by email and letters. I can
guarantee you that reaching out and having coffee,
lunch, etc., with fellow ’89s is totally worth it. By
the time you read this in April, I’ll have gone on
a Northeast college trip for our oldest daughter
(yikes!), and hope to have more news on ’89s we
met on our college road trip. And, yes, Dartmouth
is definitely one of the planned stops!
—Ned Ward, 2104 Graham Ave., #B, Redondo
Beach, CA 90278; ned@nedorama.com
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This month, I asked ’90s: “Tell us
about a classmate whom you admired from afar during our years at
Dartmouth or whom you admire from afar now.”
Here is part one of two.
Scott Atwood: “I admire Greg Millett. Although

we keep in touch through Facebook, I feel like
I admire him ‘from afar’ because he is always
traveling the world for his great work on HIV
and infectious disease issues. And I admire Brian
Sweeney, who lives ‘afar’ away as a doctor in Alaska and is keeping its people healthy. (I admire Jon
Sullivan too, but I just saw him, so I can’t say it is
‘from afar.’ But he wanted props.)” Ann Fromholz:
“I admire Bradley Bennett for the important work
he is doing with the Southern Poverty Law Center
and for the fact that he moved his family to a new
city to do this vital work. I hope to have visited
Bradley and his family in Montgomery, Alabama,
by the time this issue goes to print.” Mark Schiffman: “The two people I wish I’d spent more time
with at Dartmouth are Abdul Kallon and Sadie
Peters. With each, I remember a conversation
from senior year wherein I was struck by his or
her thoughtfulness and perspective. I came away
from those conversations touched by a sense of
the warmth, compassion and quiet strength that
each possessed.”
Joshua Vogel: “Talking with Walter Palmer at
our 25th reunion, I was amazed by his story of
standing up as a freshman and questioning why
he and his basketball teammates had to sign a
contract with the NCAA without any legal counsel. To have that kind of awareness, courage and
maturity at such a young age is amazing to me.
And then to grow up and get what you thought
was your dream job, and to be willing to leave it
behind upon finding it wasn’t what you thought,
I think is incredibly brave. What a commitment
to his principles.” Phil Privatera: “Julie Davis. She
was never afraid to be herself. Since I have always
been involved on the fringes of production work,
I have been asked if I know her (being a fellow
Dartmouth grad). It is great to see she pursued
her dreams.”
And here’s some classmate news. Quincy
Vale: “After being single for about seven years, my
long-time girlfriend and I traveled to Tanzania
in October 2017 for a trek to the top of Mount
Kilimanjaro and a safari in the Serengeti. After six and half days trekking and sleeping in
tents with 10 other trekkers and a large team
of porters and guides, we reached the summit,
and I proposed with a diamond and tanzanite
ring I had procured in Andover, Massachusetts,
and faithfully carried (like Frodo) on an arduous journey up a volcano. I am so happy she said
yes. If she hadn’t, the day-and-a-half hike down
and the additional nine days traveling on safari
and through Amsterdam would have been really
brutal and awkward. Michelle Carlow and I are
set to be married this summer!” Adam Bookbinder:
“After 18 years in the U.S. attorney’s office in
Boston, primarily prosecuting cyber-criminals, I
ventured into private practice in February, joining the cybersecurity and white-collar practices
at Holland & Knight. I expect that there will be
plenty to do, trying to protect clients from all
of the hackers out there. In January my family
spent a great afternoon with Michael Reynolds
in New York. Michael is doing well, working as
a litigation partner at Cravath, Swain & Moore
and living in a great loft in SoHo.”
—Rob Crawford, 22 Black Oak Road, Weston, MA
02493; crawdaddy37@gmail.com
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All rise—some very exciting news hit
the presses regarding our classmate
and the former sports editor at The
Dartmouth, Andrew Edison. “I am off on a new
adventure. After nine incredible years at Edison,
McDowell & Hetherington LLP, I am leaving the
law firm to pursue a career in public service. I am
honored and humbled to have been appointed a
U.S. magistrate judge for the Southern District of
Texas (Galveston division).” The now-honorable
Andy took the oath of office on February 20 and
began sitting on the bench the following day.
You may have received the fantastic update
from the College that our own Angela Brown Stafford was promoted to associate director of class
activities. The announcement noted that “Angela
has been a warm, creative and strategic presence
in the class activities office” since she arrived
two years ago. Angela and our classmate Michael
Stafford moved back to the Upper Valley in 2005
to raise their three children, Connor, Heather and
Anna. She manages the classes of 1975 and older
and oversees the Class Newsletter Editors Association. In her new role she will also manage class
communications strategies and work toward a
more integrated approach for class secretaries,
newsletter editors, webmasters and social media
chairs. This is welcome news for all alums!
Doris Lee reported that she watched the Dartmouth women’s tennis team compete at Georgia
Tech’s Ken Byers Tennis Complex in January. The
team won the Ivy League Championship in 2017
and was in Georgia to play at the Intercollegiate
Tennis Association kickoff event! Doris, who was
the team captain back in 1991, hosted the team
for a dinner at her home after the match. Keeping the 1991 connection to the women’s tennis
team alive, Shannon Crockett Kates was also slated
to host a dinner for the team when it went out
to California over spring break. In other news,
Doris enjoyed catching up with classmate Tracie
Gunion at the bridal shower of a mutual friend
recently in Atlanta!
Austin Willacy was nominated for a Posi, a
positive music award from emPower, an organization created to amplify the awareness and impact
of positive, empowering art. Many classmates
will remember watching and listening to Austin
in the late 1980s and early 1990s when he was
a member of of the Dartmouth Aires and other
bands and musical groups on campus. On February 25 Austin attended the Posi Music Awards in
Florida, where he and his co-writer Ariel Tiermann were announced as the winners of the Posi
in the category of social justice for their song
“Thrive.” Congratulations, Austin! “Thrive” is the
theme song to the film Thrive: What on Earth Will
it Take? If you’d like to listen to the song, visit you
tube.com/watch?v=geGu_mp7-dI&app=desktop.
I am excited to be working with a group of
amazing alumnae in Connecticut to expand and
grow Women of Dartmouth of Fairfield County.
We have planned social gatherings including
movie nights—Deb Van Winkle Dulsky and Kathryn McKenna D’Amico are regular attendees!—a
dinner on International Women’s Day March 8,
a career-networking event at Green & Tonic in
Westport and a project for Dartmouth’s Alumni
Day of Service. Our career event featured VictoM A Y / J U N E 2 0 1 8 81
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ria Gonin, deputy director of alumni affairs, as
well as the founder of Green & Tonic, Cai (Boldt)
Pandolfino ’97. Sara Burbine Potter is serving as the
group’s communications wizard!
Thank you for continuing to send your news
and updates!
—Deb Karazin Owens, 166 Colonial Drive, Fairfield,
CT 06824; djowens@optonline.net
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For the next few columns I’m featuring classmates who work in leadership positions at nonprofit organizations or who have founded nonprofits.
Matt Caldwell (our March Madness bracketologist) serves as the Austin (Texas) Aviation
Career Education (ACE) Academy director for
the Organization of Black Aerospace Professionals (OBAP). He runs a summer program for high
schoolers based at Signature Flight Support, at
Austin-Bergstrom International Airport. ACE
Academies serve 1,100 U.S. students annually
and provide exposure to commercial and military
aviation, air traffic control procedures, aerospace
technologies and introductions to aviation careers. Sponsored by OBAP and Phoenix Arising
Aviation Academy, the program exposes Austinarea students to the basics of aerodynamics, aviation weather and the U.S. airspace system.
Katherine Aires Byrnes wrote: “I became the
executive director of Skin of Steel in 2017. We
were founded in 2010 by Susan Steel, who was a
melanoma warrior until her death in 2016. We are
a nonprofit based in the Chicago area dedicated
to melanoma awareness and research, particularly focused on creating a national collaborative melanoma tissue bank repository of frozen
primary tumor samples to look at DNA and RNA
for improvements in personalized treatments. I
also sit on the Melanoma Tissue Bank Consortium board (based in San Francisco) as well as
the Melanoma Action Coalition (based in New
Jersey). We also have a junior auxiliary to get
high school kids engaged in sun safety awareness,
early detection and prevention of melanoma. I’m
excited to combine my love of photography and
use a UV-converted camera to show people the
effects of the sun’s UV damage on our skin and
how sunscreen blocks UV rays.”
Scott Bienenfeld wrote: “I am on the board
of Road Recovery (roadrecovery.org). We are a
nonprofit that utilizes the power of music, the
arts and celebrities in recovery as tools to engage ‘at-risk’ youth and young adults facing addiction and other adversities. The founders are
Gene Bowen and Jack Bookbinder, who I have
known and worked with for more than 10 years.
Road Recovery has existed for 20 years. I am the
medical director for the Recovery Spot in New
York City (recoveryspotny.com), an innovative
addiction treatment program owned and operated by physicians—we work closely with Road
Recovery, and it operates out of our facility two
evenings per week.”
Speaking of donating your time to a good
cause, here’s a message from our vice president
of community, Elissa Aten: “Our annual Engage
’92 event returns this spring, in conjunction with
Dartmouth’s annual Alumni Day of Service occurring on May 5. This year we want to celebrate
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all the wonderful volunteer work that our classmates are doing year-round. Tell us about the
fun, interesting and possibly unique ways you are
impacting your community! During the months of
April and May, please share your service activities
from throughout the past year. Just post a brief
description of your work to our Facebook page
or email us at dartmouth92news@gmail.com
by May 31, and we’ll honor all our ’92 volunteers
with a gift from our class. Photos are encouraged!
Additionally, if you’d like to join a Dartmouth Day
of Service project in your area, or even plan a
project, visit www.alumni.dartmouth.edu/serve/
alumni-day-service.”
With a very heavy heart I report the loss of
our classmate Guillermo Heredia on January 17. If
you would like to share a remembrance of Guillermo, please email me, and I will include it in our
class website’s “In Memoriam” section (1992.
dartmouth.org/memoriam). Photos are welcome,
and there is no word limit.
—Kelly Shriver Kolln, 3900 Cottage Grove Ave.
SE, Cedar Rapids, IA 52403; (920) 306-2192;
dartmouth92news@gmail.com
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When this column hits we will be upon
reunion. I plan to make an appearance for part of it. I know Marianne

Ruhl Nikas, David Blum, Cindy Davis Glueck, Sarah
Leach, Holbrook Newman, Tig Tillinghast, Abby Wildman Konopasky, John Azariah, Betsy Barth Marantz,
Andrea Greer, Doug Chia, John Ruiz, Pam Adelstein
and Matt Weisman plan on coming. I managed to

crash parts of the ’91 and ’92 reunions in recent
years, so I’m looking forward to hanging out with
my classmates. Let’s hope for good weather.
Please note my change in email address and
continue to send me any updates.
—Suzanne Spencer Rendahl, 224 Route 120, Plainfield, NH 03781; suzanne.spencer.rendahl@gmail.
com
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Our reunion committee is coming
together! Class president Deme Navab Taleghani sends this message:
“We have at the helm the amazing all-star, power
team of Jen Suhie Hagelston as reunion president
and Samantha Stoddard as reunion treasurer.
Remember it’s just us at our 25th reunion from
June 13-16, 2019. No other classes in our cluster.
Solo mio. Sophomore Summer all over again. We
need more people to join our committee to plan
an amazing reunion.” After the last Class Notes,
a few classmates have stepped forward to volunteer—thank you! Please consider being part of this
pre-reunion reunion.
I heard from Heather Wick, and she sends an
update of the blissful life in Vermont. After graduating from Albany Medical College in 1999, she
began an anesthesia residency and completed a
year of internship. As Heather puts it, “Working
120 hours a week was not for me, so I quit.”
After working for a contract research organization managing global clinical trials and then for
a management consulting firm in the healthcare
division, she moved back to Vermont to be near
her family. Heather explains that finding a career

niche and paying off medical school debt can take
a while. Eventually, she became a recruiter in the
healthcare industry, working on a nationwide
basis. She writes, “I have been doing this for six
years now and own my own company. I have two
employees and couldn’t be happier. We focus on
executive-level positions in the long-term-care
industry. Life in Vermont is great. I work from
home so I have no commute. Even if I did, traffic
is minimal.” Personally, I couldn’t be more impressed that Dartmouth helped provide the wellrounded, liberal arts education that served as a
foundation for an impressive career that spanned
medicine, business and human resources! And, no
commute or 120-hour weeks? Sign me up!
A little birdie told me that Adam DeWitt was
recently named president of GrubHub. Interestingly, GrubHub has announced its partnership
with Taco Bell and KFC to provide delivery of
these favorites, joining White Castle on the list.
As with Heather Wick, Adam’s liberal arts education at Dartmouth and time in Hanover served
as pivotal inspiration in his career. Apparently,
EBAs’ midnight deliveries made a lasting impression. Every Alpha Chi Alpha brother is thanking
you, Adam!
Another birdie passed on an update on Trevor
Burgess. Since graduation his career has taken
him from Monitor Co. to a lengthy stint executing
initial public offerings at Morgan Stanley. After
serving as the president and CEO of C1 Bank,
he now acts as chairman of TRB Development,
a diversified company that includes residential
real estate development and consulting. In addition to his knowledge of financial markets, he is
apparently quite a technological guru and holds
four patents. He recently made financial headlines with a new venture into flood insurance
through Neptune Flood. After spending about a
year traveling much of the world with his husband
and daughter, I bet Trevor has even more stories
to share. Trevor, we hope to see you at reunion
next year!
And, on that note, we come full circle, back
to our reunion. Let me know if you will join our
reunion committee, and please send updates and
news about yourself (or your friends) to be featured in the next issue. Otherwise, I’ll be consulting the birdies for news!
—Laura H. Davis, 1664 Cambridge Court, Bethlehem, PA, 18015; lauradavis723@mac.com
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Have you heard about Empathos?
Read on for more from our guest columnist, Empathos co-chair, Brenda
Almaraz. “Though we generally read this column
to share our successes and celebrate our wins, I
have no doubt that if we listed our 23-plus years
of personal and professional experiences we may
surprise ourselves to learn how many roads less
traveled we’ve taken, and not by our choice! The
’95 Empathos Network started as a result of a
few classmates motivated to do something for a
fellow ’95 in need. When I first heard about Empathos I knew I wanted to be involved. Our focus
is to connect and provide resources to classmates
needing help or dealing with difficult situations.
We recognize that by this stage in life, though our
paths significantly have differed, we may have

experienced similar hardships and be able to help
each other, as classmates and friends.
“How can you help? Please consider becoming an Empathos Network volunteer. Our goal is
to establish a diverse database to call upon and
leverage our collective strengths when needed,
especially as we get older. The time commitment
is as flexible as you want it to be. Candidly, we
recognize we won’t have a resource for every situation. However, extending the simplest gesture
will let our classmates know they are not alone.
Assistance will vary based on the situation. Trust
me when I say the very simplest of gestures can
be most impactful to someone; I know this from
my own personal experience.
“On May 6, 2001, my son was born and died
the same day from complications related to Down
syndrome. He lived for three hours. During his
funeral, I ran a slight fever, which progressively
worsened. My family rushed me to the hospital
and were informed to prepare for the worst: The
cesarean delivery caused an infection, sepsis and
pneumonia, and my organs were beginning to
shut down from hypoxia. I was intubated and
placed in a drug-induced coma for four weeks to
let my body heal. The diagnosis was adult respiratory distress syndrome, which was brought on
by the infection from surgery. After seven weeks,
I was finally well enough to go home. It was all
so surreal!
“Thereafter, there were countless hours of
physical therapy, counseling and support groups.
My family and I met wonderful people along the
way. There were so many simple gestures of support from my community—without a doubt, these
were the most impactful during my recovery. If
anything, I was reminded that I wasn’t alone.
“Since leaving Dartmouth, perhaps we’ve
shared more challenges in common than we realize. Certainly not to the degree which I just
shared, but I’m sure we’ve each experienced a
whole host of other unmentionables. I’ve since
dealt with divorce, infertility, aging parents, career setback, loss of a business, the state’s foster
care and legal systems, adoption of three young
children, one of whom, with a heavy heart, we
had to un-adopt last year. If there is any insight,
support or advice I can impart from some lessons
learned, I am willing and happy to do so, as are
many of our classmates.
“I share the above not to garner sympathy but
to tell you I can empathize. If you find yourself in
a position to offer support or need help yourself,
please connect via empathos1995@gmail.com.
Only Ray Wadlow (fellow co-chair) and I can access this account. If you wish to connect anonymously, please do. We review each request and
commit to confidentiality. Please visit www.1995.
dartmouth.org/empathos to access the Empathos
volunteer and intake forms or email us for more
information. Thank you.”
—Kaja (Schuppert) Fickes, 2 Bishops Lane, Hingham, MA 02043; kaja.k.fickes.95@dartmouth.edu
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Quite often this column is dedicated
to classmate news from the world of
business, news of life’s little events or,
occasionally, the passing of one of our own. With
the conclusion of another winter behind us and
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

W H E R E T O S T AY
THE TRUMBULL HOUSE
BED & BREAKFAST

Hanover’s first and finest B&B, just four miles east
of campus. Luxurious country lodgings with six
spacious rooms and sumptuous breakfasts. Free
high-speed wireless Internet plus a business center.
Sixteen acres with swimming pond, trails and
gardens. 40 Etna Road, Hanover, NH 03755.
(603) 643-2370; (800) 651-5141;
trumbullhouse@gmail.com;
www.trumbullhouse.com.
BREAKFAST ON THE CONNECTICUT

Sits on 23 acres in Lyme, just 12 miles from
Dartmouth and overlooking the tranquil Connecticut River. Completed in 1997, we have 15 spacious
bedrooms replete with amenities, each with private
bath, TV/VCR and thoughtfully appointed. Some
bedrooms have gas fireplaces, skylights, romantic
Jacuzzi tubs and a stunning view of the river.
Bicycles, canoes and kayaks are complimentary, as
is the 8-person Jacuzzi spa. Open year-round. For
a virtual tour, see our website. Our gracious B&B is
the perfect place to escape for a weekend, a vacation, a retreat or reunion. A hearty New England
breakfast with house specialties and real maple
syrup makes getting up each morning a treat. 651
River Road, Lyme, NH 03768;
(603) 353-4444; (888) 353-4440;
www.breakfastonthect.com.
THE NORWICH INN

Experience historic New England charm just
1.5 miles across the river from Dartmouth.
The Inn features 40 rooms and Jasper Murdock’s
Alehouse Restaurant & Microbrewery offering a
variety of ales, hand-crafted on site. All free:
Parking, Wi-Fi and Fitness Center.
325 Main Street, Norwich, VT 05055;
(802) 649-1143;
www.norwichinn.com.
506 ON THE RIVER INN

Minutes from Woodstock Village, this awardwinning boutique is recognized for its beautiful
balance of casual elegance and rustic charm. The
45-room & suite hotel offers a country breakfast,
indoor pool, hot tub & sauna, game rooms, spacious grounds, as well as the 506 Bistro & Bar,
serving a locally inspired & seasonal menu, and
selection of microbrews and crafted cocktails.
1653 West Woodstock Road, Woodstock, VT;
(802) 457-5000; www.ontheriverwoodstock.com.

THE QUALITY INN AT QUECHEE GORGE

Minutes from the Junction of I-89 and I-91, and 12
minutes from Dartmouth. Spacious guest rooms
and suites. Full service restaurant on premises. Hot
breakfast, indoor pool, fitness room. Pet friendly.
Wireless Internet. Exit 1 off I-89 in VT three miles
on Route 4 West. (800) 732-4376;
www.qualityinnquechee.com.
THE NEW LONDON INN

Historic Main Street charm in the beautiful
Dartmouth Lake Sunapee region, we capture the
spirit of yesterday with the luxuries of today. Our
inn-house fine dining restaurant, The Coach
House, along with our beautifully renovated tavern
and charming 23 guest rooms are minutes from
year-round events and venues. Complimentary
breakfast, flat-screens, wi-fi, pet-friendly rooms,
private parking lot, Jacuzzi suites.
(603) 526-2791; thenewlondoninn.com.
WOODSTOCK INN & RESORT

Located in idyllic Woodstock, Vermont, the
Woodstock Inn & Resort defines country sophistication in one of New England’s most charming and
popular year-round vacation destinations. The
142-room, AAA Four Diamond Resort and member
of Preferred Hotels & Resorts, offers award-winning
dining in two restaurants, a Robert Trent Jones Sr.
18-hole golf course, Suicide Six Family Ski Resort,
Athletic Club and a LEED-certified Spa, creating a
luxury resort getaway.
(844) 545-4178; www.woodstockinn.com.
THE JACKSON HOUSE INN

Peaceful blend of casual elegance and comfort on 3
acres just beyond Woodstock. Suites with fireplaces,
massage tubs. Unforgettable breakfast featuring
local organics. Easy access to Dartmouth, skiing,
attractions. 43 Senior Lane, Woodstock, VT 05091;
(800) 448-1890; www.jacksonhouse.com.
RESIDENCE INN BY MARRIOTT

The preferred all-suite hotel in the Upper
Valley. Easy access off I-89 and just 3 miles from
Dartmouth College with shuttle service to campus.
Complimentary breakfast buffet. Guest access to the
River Valley Club and a pet-friendly hotel.
(603) 643-4511; www.residenceinn.com/lebri.
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ELEMENT HANOVER-LEBANON

Discover the Upper Valley from the comfort of
Element Hanover-Lebanon. Our open-flow guest
rooms meet all your needs with the signature
Heavenly Bed and fully equipped kitchens.
State-of-the-art fitness center and healthy food
options help you be at your best.
260 Route 120, Lebanon, NH 03766.
(603) 448-5000;
www.elementhanoverlebanon.com.
THE LYME INN

The Lyme Inn has welcomed travelers to the
Upper Valley for over 200 years. Just minutes from
Dartmouth College, our 9 guest rooms and 5 suites
reflect a careful harmony between historic elegance
and contemporary luxury. Our restaurant tantalizes
your palate, while our warmth and hospitality
invite you to return. 1 Market Street, Lyme NH;
(603) 795-4824;
www.thelymeinn.com.
THE SUNSET MOTOR INN

Serene. Most rooms have river view. Cable, Wi-Fi,
a/c, free local calls, continental breakfast. AAA.
Two miles south on Main Street (Route 10);
(603) 298-8721.
COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT
HANOVER/LEBANON

Located just minutes from Dartmouth College.
Shuttle service, high-speed Internet, fitness center,
breakfast café and dinner menu.
10 Morgan Drive, Lebanon, NH;
(603) 643-5600;
www.courtyard-hanoverlebanon.com.
KILLINGTON TIMESHARES

Enjoy a weeklong ski vacation at a Killington
timeshare resort located just under an hour from
Dartmouth College! Rental rates start at
$103/night, units also available to buy for
affordable annual trips.
www.sellmytimesharenow.com/timeshare/
Killington/city/rent-timeshare.
Rustic cabins with fireplaces, 1-3 bedrooms,
on Post Pond. 10 miles north of Dartmouth on
Route 10. Seasonal restaurant using fresh
local ingredients. Perfect for family
vacations/reunions/weddings.
(603) 795-2141; www.lochlymelodge.com.

Vintage railroad hotel with country inn ambiance
in the heart of revitalized White River, five miles
from campus. Excellent value; full service for
reunions, luncheons and parties.
(800) 622-1124; www.hotelcoolidge.com.
the Lady Chapel of St. Patrick’s Cathedral. Congratulations to the newlyweds and best wishes
for many years of happiness ahead!
Second, we have the arrival of the newest
member of the class of ’96 family. On that very
same day (February 10) and in the very same
city, Ryan Carey and his wife, Beth, welcomed
one Finnegan Jack Carey into the world. Baby,
mother and new, doting dad all appear to be doing
exceptionally well!

1 9 9 7-1 9 9 9

DOWDS’ COUNTRY INN

Historic Inn with all the modern comforts. Just 8
miles from campus. New Latham House Tavern onsite. Full country breakfast with every stay!
9 Main Street, Lyme, NH;
(603) 795-4712; www.dowdscountryinn.com.

LOCH LYME LODGE

HOTEL COOLIDGE

the renewal that is spring, I want to dedicate this
particular column to updates of a truly celebratory nature that will remind us all of the greatness
that is another trip around the sun.
First, there is classmate news of the marital
persuasion. I am happy to report that Mercedes
Lopez married Martin Anderson on February
10. The now Mrs. Anderson, who works for the
Archdiocese of New York, relayed that they were
wed in a “beautiful, quiet wedding with family” in
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Third, comes word of new adventures, as
our own world traveler Monica Oberkofler Gorman and her husband, John, set off in January
for a destination few on our planet ever get the
opportunity to visit in person.
“Greetings from the end of the world. We
are alive and well. The verdict for this once-in-alifetime post: Antarctica is magnificent and otherworldly.” I can testify to the fact that Monica’s
pictures are amazing, and I am quite jealous of

their amazing sojourn to the bottom of the world!
And, last, comes particularly happy news of
life, perseverance and the power of family. Our
own Ken Lee has endured perhaps one of the most
difficult years of his life, and in doing so found a
perspective to which many in this world can only
aspire. I’ll let his words of late February speak for
themselves: “Exactly one year ago I underwent
emergency brain surgery and, for a while, could
barely talk or read. Because of the doctors, nurses
and staff at Massachusetts General Hospital and
the Francis Burr Proton Center, tonight I get to
worry about the buffalo-sriracha cauliflower I
made for dinner and whether the USA will beat
Canada for the gold. [Secretary’s note: They did!]
I also can’t express enough thanks to my beloved
wife, family and friends who made this possible.”
Ken, his wife, Becky (Symmes) Lee ’98, and his
entire family celebrated his last round of chemotherapy in mid-January. Best wishes for many,
many years of good health to come, Kenny, and
may we all take a little time to appreciate all the
good that life brings us in this season of renewal!
—Garrett Gil de Rubio, 1062 Middlebrooke Drive,
Canton, GA 30115; ggdr@alum.dartmouth.org
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As I write this in the waning hours of
our February Flashback Challenge, I
am overwhelmed at our class’s generosity. An anonymous ’97 offered to give $19,997 to
the Dartmouth College Fund if 97 class members
donated to the College in February. I am proud
to report that we more than met the challenge
with 137 donors!
In other February news, the Open Theatre
Project just completed its production of the world
premiere of Stefan Lanfer’s play, An Education
in Prudence. Shown during three weekends in
February in Boston, the play is based on the true
story of an early desegregation battle involving
the education of African-American girls in Connecticut in 1833, told through the lens of today.
“The first time my work was ever produced on
stage was as part of the Frost Festival, spring of
my senior year,” Stefan wrote. “A thrill that cemented my self-conception as a playwright, and
truly changed the trajectory of my life.”
In a February 6 Q&A in The Dartmouth, Stefan delved into the five-year process of writing
and perfecting his script, the challenges of balancing his career in the nonprofit sector, family
life, perseverance and Dartmouth’s influence
on his life.
“The biggest shaper of my experience beyond the ‘Dartmouth bubble’ has been a girl I met
from Atlanta [Ashley Graves], who is now my wife
of almost 19 years,” Stefan said. “Specific to the
playwriting process, being surrounded by friends
and having the few lines that were in The Dartmouth that had kind words about a project fuel
you up with what at times can seem like irrational
beliefs. After about nine months into this project,
I started sending it out to theaters and festivals
all around the country and got one rejection after
another. We’re pushing more than 100 rejections
by now. Two years ago, at 80-something ‘no’s,’
I was pretty sure the universe was telling me

it was time to move on. My success is certainly
not all attributable to Dartmouth, but it’s one of
those places that encouraged me to take risks,
try new things and find and explore what those
passions may be.”
Rosi Kerr was interviewed in a February 21
article in The Dartmouth. Rosi directs the Dartmouth Sustainability Office, whose mission is
to challenge and empower the College and its
students to solve the human and environmental
problems presented by a rapidly changing planet.
Rosi stressed that with respect to our responsibility to maintain a better environment for future
generations, we need to decide what kind of fingerprints we want to leave on the world. “We get
to decide what our sustainability legacy is going
to be,” she said. “And that’s the thing about legacies; you get to decide how it’s going to be by the
effort you put into it. And if you think about the
impact you have on the people around you, you
get to decide sort of every day, how that legacy
will continue in the world.”
And speaking of decisions, please choose to
attend our 20th reunion June 15-17. Go to alumni.
dartmouth.edu/reunions/1997 to register. Also
visit our all-new class website at 1997.dartmouth.
org for more reunion information, to pay class
dues and to read old Class Notes columns.
If that’s not enough nostalgia, check out our
Class of 1997 Facebook page at www.facebook.
com/groups/Dartmouth1997, where you will be
treated to Jenn Tudder Walus’s daily ’97 Shmenu
page postings. If you missed your page, go back
and find it. If not, keep checking up through
reunion. Don’t you want to see what everyone
looks like now? Can’t wait to reunite in Hanover
in June!
—Jason Casell, 10106 Balmforth Lane, Houston,
TX 77096; jhcasell@gmail.com
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Hey, ’98s!
I can’t believe I’m even writing
these words, but this is the last 1998
Class Notes column you’ll see in the alumni magazine before we’re all together in Hanover for our
20th reunion from June 15 to 17! But before we
see each other in person, a little classmate news.
I saw a news item back in January that Dominic Lanza has been nominated by the president of
the United States for a federal judgeship with the
U.S. District Court for the District of Arizona.
Dominic has worked as a federal prosecutor for
the past nine years, and worked for a private law
firm prior to entering government service. As of
this writing, Dominic was still awaiting Senate
confirmation. Congratulations, Dominic, and
best of luck!
Also making the news recently is Phoebe Suina, who was featured in an article in the Albuquerque Journal in February. The article discussed
Phoebe’s return to New Mexico back in 2001, and
her work at the environmental consulting company High Water Mark, which she founded. High
Water Mark works with pueblos and local governments on floodplain, storm water and watershed
management. And, as the article noted, Phoebe
has generously donated nearly 3,000 hours of

professional services to the Cochiti, Santo Domingo and San Felipe pueblos in New Mexico.
Awesome job, Phoebe!
My good friend Simone Swink also checked
in recently. Simone, who still lives in New York
City, reports that she still regularly sees her College roommates Kristin (Terry) Abati, Julie (Herron) Gendler and Karen Yen ’99—and that they
are all planning to come to reunion together! On
the work front, Simone has been at ABC’s Good
Morning America for the last seven years and, at
present, she is the executive broadcast producer
of the 8-9 a.m. hour. As Simone proudly reports,
last year GMA won a Daytime Emmy! Simone is
also in regular contact with Jeff Giuffrida and his
family, as well as Charles Davant and his family.
On a personal note, my family and I also
recently had the pleasure of visiting with Ben
Cooperberg and his family at Ben’s home outside
of Philadelphia. The aforementioned Charles
Davant and his family were also on hand for a
wonderful weekend.
Finally, I will end with some words about
reunion. If you are reading this column and this
is the first time you are thinking about or hearing
about our 20-year reunion—which is a few weeks
from now—the bad news is that you missed out
on the early-bird rate. But the good news is that
you still have until June 1 to register! Please visit
the reunion webpage at www.alumni.dartmouth.
edu/reunions/1998 for additional information.
For those of you who I haven’t been in touch with
in recent years, I sincerely hope to see you in Hanover in June. It is surely going to be a blast! See
you in June!
—Jeffrey Beyer, 25 Aspen Way, Morristown, NJ
07960; jeffrey.beyer@gmail.com
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Hello, ’99s!
It’s hard to believe our 20th reunion is almost here! I, unfortunately,
couldn’t make it but hope that those of you who
did had a fantastic time catching up with old
friends and making new ones in Hanover. Some
of us have the good fortune to live in the area, as
seen by the updates below.
First, Ben Guaraldi writes that he and his
wife, Rachel, welcomed the birth of their son,
Gideon, in November 2016. Ben has been working
for the University of Oslo as a support developer
for DATIM, which is open-source software that
collects information about U.S.-governmentfunded AIDS interventions around the world.
Ben and his family moved to the Upper Valley
in July 2017, and Rachel is now a chaplain at the
new Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center Jack
Byrne Center for Palliative & Hospice Care, which
opened in December.
Ben adds that Mark Kutolowski and his wife,
Lisa, are close neighbors of the Guaraldis and they
are regular parts of each other’s lives. Ben joined
Mark and Lisa for part of a 40-day pilgrimage
they led on the Connecticut River from source to
sea in summer 2017. Mark and Lisa continue to
lead spiritual retreats in the natural world. More
information about their work can be found on
their website www.metanoiavt.com.
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That’s all the news for now. I hope all are
enjoying the summer weather and look forward
to sharing more updates soon!
—Tony Perry, 24 Purssell Close, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 3XU, United Kingdom; tony.j.perry@
gmail.com
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Happy summer, ’00s! Writing our
class year reminds me that I recently
attended a Dartmouth event with a
lot of more recent grads, and when I introduced
myself as a “zero,” the attendees burst out laughing. You know you’ve been gone a long time when
no one has even heard your class year mentioned
before!
On a happier note, as we round the bend
into our 40s, the ’00s continue to log personal
and professional achievements. Geoff Nickerson
was recently elected president of the Falmouth
Road Race, which organizes one of the premier
running events of the summer season, drawing
Olympians, elite and recreational runners. Geoff,
a lawyer, lives in Falmouth, Massachusetts, with
wife Kristin and daughter Charlotte and is highly
involved in his community—he’s also vice chairman of the Falmouth Chamber of Commerce and
board member of a local bank, among other civic
commitments.
Todd Piro joined Fox News Channel in June
as a general assignment reporter on the Fox &
Friends morning show. He also contributes to
the Breakfast with Friends diner series, which
showcases how Americans across the country feel
about the political news of the day. Todd practiced
law for five years in Los Angeles at Hughes Hubbard & Reed LLP before switching to a career in
television news.
What are your summer plans? Is anyone taking families to camp at Dartmouth? I look forward
to your updates.
—Kate Ryan Stowe, 849 26th Ave., San Francisco,
CA 94121; dartmouth2000secretary@gmail.com
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Happy spring, ’01s! Anyone remember what you were up to 20 years ago
this month? Why celebrating your first
Green Key Weekend, of course. Turn that one
around in your head for a little while as you read
about the activities of your fellow classmates.
We have ’01s doing some great work in
government. Dan Pollack currently serves as the
deputy commissioner of health for the State of
Minnesota and was excited to report that his new
boss, Jan Malcolm ’77, is also a Dartmouth alum.
Carrie (Hoverman) Colla moved her family from
Hanover to Washington, D.C., to work as a Robert
Wood Johnson health policy fellow in Rep. Nancy
Pelosi’s office. This endeavor would not have been
possible without the love, support and babysitting
provided by her husband, Geoff ’04, and parents,
Steve ’71 and Nancy. Speaking of D.C. (in name
only), Minh Le signed with DC Comics to write a
Green Lantern graphic novel as part of its new
middle-grade imprint, DC Zoom. (For anyone who
is curious, the DC in DC Comics was derived from
Detective Comics, not the District of Columbia.)
As usual, we have ’01s on the move. Kate (Mattern) McGee and her husband, Conner ’02, moved
out of New York City to New Canaan, Connecticut,
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last summer. They are quite grateful to have a
bigger home as they ushered their fourth child,
Luke, in along with the new year this December
31. He joins big brother Jamie (6) and big sisters
Alex (4) and Casey (2). Kate is very excited about
the large contingent of Dartmouth alums in the
Connecticut suburbs and has become involved in
the new Women of Dartmouth of Fairfield County
team. Anyone living in the area and interested in
getting involved should email the group at women.
of.dartmouth.fairfield.county@dartmouth.edu.
In other baby news, Sena Ku Jaret and her
husband, Jeff, welcomed another daughter, Raiyu
Ku Saret, into the family in December. Big brother
Rylan and big sister Isla are completely enamored.
Tom Campbell and his wife, Meghan (Holyoke ’01),
welcomed their daughter, Ella, to the world in
October. Tom lives in Seattle and recently met
up with Aiden Marcuss, a friend from freshman
trips. Two decades of friendship! Here’s hoping
that many of you are keeping up with those firstyear friends!
—Rachel Milstein Sondheimer, 143 Branchville
Road, Ridgefield, CT 06877; (203) 645-693;
rachel.sondheimer@gmail.com
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Hello, ’02s! I received no classmate
submissions this time so I’m dipping
into the information that has been
forwarded by the alumni magazine staff. Please
send along your updates—you know you enjoy
reading about your classmates here, so send me a
line about yourself so others can enjoy too!
Following a national search, Beth Onofry was
named executive director of Breakthrough New
York (BTNY), a New York City-based college success nonprofit. “BTNY transforms the lives of
talented kids from low-income backgrounds by
providing educational support from middle school
through college and into careers. The organization also inspires talented young people to enter
careers in education through its unique studentsteaching-students model.” After working in admissions at Dartmouth after graduation, Beth has
spent the last 11 years at the TEAK Fellowship, a
college access and success nonprofit in New York
City that helps bright and motivated students from
low-income families. “I am delighted to join such
a caring and dedicated community of BTNY students, staff, families, board members and school
partners to help more talented students achieve
their potential, break the cycle of poverty and effect positive change in the world around them,”
she said.
Kate Siber has written a large-format, illustrated children’s book for children ages 6 to
9 about our beautiful National Parks. “Discover
the beauty and diversity of America’s great outdoors in this tour of its most iconic national
parks. Explore Florida’s river-laced Everglades,
travel down the white-water rapids of the Grand
Canyon, trek across the deserts of Death Valley and scale the soaring summits of the Rocky
Mountains with this book that brings you up
close to nature’s greatest adventures. Packed with
maps and fascinating facts about the flora and
fauna unique to each park, this fully illustrated
coast-to-coast journey documents the nation’s
most magnificent and sacred places—and shows

why they should be preserved for future generations to enjoy.” The book features amazing Works
Progress Administration-style illustrations.
Check it out when it goes on sale in July: www.
amazon.com/National-Parks-USA-Kate-Siber/
dp/1847809766.
—Anne Cloudman, 315 West 99th St., Apt. 2D, New
York, NY 10025; acloudman@gmail.com
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Happy spring, ’03s! I suspect mud
season is setting in about now in
Hanover, along with destroyed shoes
for everyone. When was the last time you visited
Dartmouth? Write in and tell me about it and
your thoughts on the changes to campus. I had
the pleasure of being in Hanover last October to
participate in a panel on “Breaking the Mold: Careers in the Social Sector” through the Dartmouth
Center for Service. While I was in town, Sarah
Murray Sliva came down from Jericho, Vermont,
where she resides with her husband, Steve Sliva
’02, and their two children, to spend an afternoon
with me replenishing our Dartmouth gear at the
Dartmouth Co-op and checking out the new Alpha
Xi Delta house (AZD), where we were entirely
jealous of the full kitchen current sisters get to
enjoy instead of the toaster oven and microwave
we had in the Beta house! Of course, we also had
to stop in to Molly’s for margaritas!
I heard from Colin McGlynn, who wrote in to
announce that he and Anna Serotta welcomed their
first child. Peter Rosse Serotta-McGlynn arrived
in December, and his parents can’t wait to take
him up to Hanover for his first visit. Hope you
have the Dartmouth onesie ready for the photo
op, Colin and Anna!
Classmate Jared Thorne recently wrapped
up a photography exhibition at the University of
Missouri Kansas City Gallery of Art. The exhibit
featured Jared’s vision of social class and race
through print images of wax sculptures from the
National Great Blacks in Wax Museum. Jared is
currently a professor at the art department at the
Ohio State University. Congratulations to Jared
on his continued professional success.
Finally, Jillian Powers shares the sad news that
her canine companion, Brutus Powers, passed on
December 22, 2017. Brutus joined our class in the
spring of senior year from the West Lebanon, New
Hampshire, pet shop. He accompanied Dr. Powers
through her academic pursuits and brought joy
to her students and fellow faculty. Personally, I
remember Brutus romping around the great hall
of AZD as a tiny fluff-ball of a puppy. I’m sorry for
your loss, Jill, and I will certainly take an afternoon nap in his honor as you suggested.
I’d love to hear from you for the next column;
please send your news to the email address below!
—Megan (Riley) Kenney, 3408 Quebec St. NW,
Washington, DC 20016; dartmouth2003notes@
gmail.com
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I hope you are having a great spring!
Everyone is doing so much with their
lives, and I think that’s great. Right
now, I’m sitting on my couch with my little dog
Cadbury and wife Kristen at my side. We just
watched an episode of This Is Us. While I did, of
course, cry, I am now collecting myself to type

these updates. Here goes!

Allison (Swindell) Guzman and her husband,

Pedro, welcomed their first baby, Marina Pearl,
on October 8, 2017. Allison writes, “We’re eagerly
waiting for summer here in Chicago. In the meantime, we’ve visited several museums together,
including the Art Institute of Chicago, where I
work in corporate relations.”
Laura Thompson got married on September 22 to Greg Parker (Princeton ’03) in Lake
Tahoe, California. The couple had a wonderful
Dartmouth contingent, including many members
of our class: Danielle Polebaum, Chelsea Morgan
Epstein, Adrienne Draper Olson, Brittany Copenhaver
Dobi, Laura Schleicher Tormey, Janet Light, Emily
Graham Teeter, Lindsay Sheffield Turner, Lea Kiefer,
Stephanie Feldman Annear and Rob Bialas. Other

Dartmouth alumni at the party included Eben
Tormey ’03, Will Heisinger ’02, Brooke Purcell ’01,
Debra Brodsky Shigley ’01 and Erich Shigley ’99.
Ben Wade recently started as the senior vice
president of strategy and marketing at Stamford
Health, which is the largest health system in
Fairfield County, Connecticut, and based in Ben’s
hometown. Ben is still living in New York City!
Katie Yarger and Fred Yarger welcomed Walter
Neils Yarger on January 30. His big brothers, Jack
and Charlie, are over the moon.
Keep the updates coming!
—Cliff Campbell, 10001 Venice Blvd., Apt. 215, Los
Angeles, CA 90034; cliff.campbell@gmail.com
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Happy spring, everyone. My apologies
for not having a submission in the previous issue, but that just means more
to update you all on this go around.
First, we have several baby announcements.
Jason Edgar and wife Julia ’06 had a daughter,
Evelyn Blair, in September. Jane (Viner) Lanier
and husband Addison, Tu’12, welcomed daughter Emery Cyrena in October. Victoria Corder and
husband Tony had a son, Charles Ellis, in November. Jenny (Kunkel) Calder and husband Ben had
a second daughter, Georgia Eleanor Calder, in
November. Justin Bain and wife Lauren, Tu’12, had
son Henry in November. Nicole Valco and husband
Kyle Thomas welcomed Charlotte Mae Thomas
in January. Josh Gault and wife Dominique had
daughter Ellie Perrett in January. Chris Grimm and
wife Lacey welcomed second child Davis Alexander in January. Nick Crofoot and wife Elizabeth
welcomed their second child, Anne Chatham, to
the world in February. Our fearless class leader,
Ashley Shackelton, had daughter No. 4, Lily, in February. Finally, Brian Zurhellen and wife Elizabeth
welcomed daughter Presley in February. Congratulations to all parents, new and old!
In terms of weddings, Kate Lyon married
Chris Bustard ’10 in Hanover last August, while
Andy Rankin married Ally Fleming in San Francisco in February. It sounds as if both weddings were
heavy green and attended by too many friends and
fellow alums to name.
Here are some other quick updates. Karen
Zook moved back to the Upper Valley and opened
a craft store in downtown Lebanon, New Hampshire. Kate Mulley’s musical Razorhurst premiered
at Luna Stage in New Jersey in February and got
great reviews.

Our class is continuing its mentorship program with the class of 2015. We will be matching ’15s with ’05s for one-off mentorship calls as
well as scheduling mini-reunions in select cities.
Please reach out to our class officers if you’d like
to participate.
It’s never too early to plan for our next reunion—15th to be exact. Start making your Hanover plans now to join the ’05, ’04 and ’03 classes
from June 14 to 16, 2019.
—Matt Nicholson, 79 Potomac Ave., SE, #345, Washington, DC 20003; mtnicholson3@gmail.com
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WHERE TO
DINE
THE WOODSTOCK INN & RESORT

Farm-fresh cuisine, carefully harvested ingredients and regional recipes inspire the seasonal
menus at the Woodstock Inn & Resort’s distinct
restaurants. The talented culinary team prepares
creative entrées and innovative cocktails, resulting
in exceptional Northeastern cuisine that showcases
the essence of Vermont. Call (844) 545-4178
or visit www.woodstockinn.com.
LATHAM HOUSE TAVERN AT DOWDS’
COUNTRY INN

Good food. Good beer. Good times.
Full menu for lunch and dinner with 18 draft beers.
A great location for class reunions, weddings
and gatherings of all sizes.
9 Main Street, Lyme, NH;
(603) 795-4712;
www.dowdscountryinn.com;
www.lathamhousetavern.com.

Hi, ’06s. I write this column after a
President’s Day ski trip in Vermont
and a drive that took us right through
Hanover. We had missed Winter Carnival by just
a week, but everything was still beautiful in the
snow, and I am always proud to introduce others
to the campus and relive our student days from
many years ago.
There are just a few updates for this issue—a
big thank you to all who write in and share and
keep in touch through the Class Notes. Last fall
Ali “Kat” Krzton was hired by Auburn University
as the research data management librarian. She
is currently piloting the library’s research data
services. Yale Fillingham recently accepted a faculty
position in the department of orthopedic surgery
at Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center. After he
finishes his fellowship in hip and knee replacement surgery, Yale, his daughter and wife will be
moving and are excited to make Hanover their
permanent home at the end of the summer.
Tarunya Govindarajan married Adam Stepinski in September in Windsor, Vermont. A wide
range of ’06s and Dartmouth alumni from other
classes was in attendance. Lauren (Pfisterer) Shirley
is working in northern Jersey as an emergency
room physician. As of the column deadline in February, she was expecting her third child to add to
her brood of two boys, Nathan and Landon, and
two dogs.
Kwabena Safo-Agyekum is proud to announce
the launch of Kwabs Dance Company (KDC),
which will provide wellness through customized
dance classes, choreography and performances.
With a background in West African dance, ballet, contemporary, hip-hop, jazz, modern, Soca
and stepping, KDC is a go-to dance resource to
provide wellness classes to employees at companies around the country. To learn more, visit the
website at Kwabsdancecompany.com.
There’s lots of exciting news and endeavors
from classmates, so be sure to follow our class
online and through social media. As always, make
sure to check out the Class Notes on our class website for photos submitted with the above updates.
You can visit 2006.dartmouth.org/classnotes to
see more.
—Cindy Tsai, Synchrony Financial, 10840 Ballantyne Commons Pkwy., Charlotte, NC 28277;
cindaaay@gmail.com

Just minutes from Hanover, The Lyme Inn offers
the perfect combination for a quick getaway or
a special destination event. With 14 beautifully
appointed guest rooms and dining at Ariana’s Restaurant with Chef/Owner Martin Murphy, The Lyme
Inn is the ideal place for your next escape. View our
rooms and Ariana’s menu online. Dinners Thursday
thru Monday 5 to 8:30 p.m., reservations suggested.
www.thelymeinn.com or call (603) 795-4824.

Hello! Wow. It’s been a busy few
months! Not only for your ’07 executive committee, but also apparently
for all of you! By now I hope you’ve completed
our class survey sent to you recently by email.

CLASS SECRETARY TODAY.
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RAMUNTO’S BRICK & BREW

Hanover’s only real New York pizza, featuring
traditional, Sicilian and brick-oven specialty
pizzas, salads, subs, calzones, the biggest
beer in town and much more.
Casual atmosphere, deliveries.
Open ’til midnight 7 days.
9 East South Street, Hanover;
(603) 643-9500.
ARIANA’S RESTAURANT
AT THE LYME INN

SIMON PEARCE RESTAURANT
& NEW BAR

Award-winning, farm-to-table restaurant
overlooking the Ottauquechee River. Sip a handcrafted cocktail, watch our master glassblowers
and find the perfect gift. Open daily.
(802) 295-1470; SimonPearce.com.
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We’re looking forward to being able to use your
feedback from that to build out our next five years’
goals, priorities and activities. As a reminder, you
are welcome to join us in our efforts! We have a
number of different ways you can get involved
and always welcome your ideas! Reach out to
us anytime at our class email listed below. Now,
without further ado, on to the juicy stuff for which
you all actually read this column.
Lucius Joel Alexander and Jameka Byrd Alexander welcomed baby Lucius James Alexander
on November 15, 2017.
Fellow Alaskan Moira (Sullivan) Gallagher
toots Lisa Caldeira’s horn for being named one of
Alaska Journal of Commerce’s “Top 40 Under 40”
for 2018! Lisa was selected for her work as the
director of the Brother Francis Shelter, an emergency shelter for people experiencing homelessness in Anchorage.
Nicole Cameli married Sarah (Rivera) Cameli
(U.S. Army) on October 28, 2017, at Liberty Station in San Diego, with several Dartmouth ’07s
by her side. Bridesmaids (and “bridesman”) included Roxy (Davis) O’Conner, Colleen Kelly, Kristen
(Blanchette) Roy and Stephen Spiess, Adv’07. Other
Dartmouth guests in attendance included Alyssa
Scott, Ryan O’Connor, Carolyn Wendell ’08, Monica
Martin de Bustamante ’08 and Michelle (Dunn)
Martin de Bustamante ’09. Sarah and Nicole have
been living in Atlanta for almost two years and
share that they love hosting friends so, if you find
yourself in town you should let them know.
Kevin Chithran and Salinda Phanitsiri were
married in September at the Castle Hotel in Tarrytown, New York. They were thrilled to celebrate
with so many Dartmouth friends on the big day,
including those in the wedding party: Jessica Chen,
Khiet Chhu ’08, Dave Coen, Mike Dovidio, Nicole
Hwang ’08, Debra Liu, Alex Ou, Matt Pallone, Sandeep
Ramesh ’05, Sheila Chithran Ramesh ’05, Sebastian Restrepo, Kevin Shen, Jeannie Wong ’09 and
Shawn Zhou ’06.
Kristina (Guild) Douglass writes to update us
that she “had a great trip up to Dartmouth at the
beginning of February to give a guest lecture in the
anthropology department seminar series. It was
great to see faculty mentors from the anthropology,
classics and environmental studies departments!
It also connected me to other Dartmouth alums
who are also professional archaeologists! Lots of
green in the future of archaeology!”
David and Whitney (Dickerson) Gerkin welcomed baby Julia to their family just in time for
the holidays. Big brother Will wanted to name her
“dump truck” in honor of his favorite toy. (And on
that note, hi to Todd Wood!)
Rachel Karpf continues to produce theater in
New York, recently serving as executive producer
of the off-Broadway play Stuffed, starring comedian Lisa Lampanelli and Marsha Stephanie Blake
’96. In June she will begin a new job as artistic
producer at WP Theater.
Arielle (Rodman) Langer and her husband,
Nathaniel Langer (Middlebury ’05), welcomed
their son, Teddy, this February. They are still in
New York for the time being while Arielle finishes
her hematology-oncology fellowship.
Lindsay Zahradka Milne was recently elected
a shareholder at Bernstein Shur, one of northern
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New England’s largest law firms, where she is a
member of the business, restructuring and insolvency practice group.
Aziz Sayigh married Amanda Young ’09 on
July 8, 2017, in Stanford, California.
Donny Zimmanck got married last October
to Melissa Staffanou (Sonoma State University
’11). “It was an absolute blast, with lots of ’07s
in attendance, including Chris Allen, A.J. LeGaye,
Giancarlo Nucci and Eric Trautmann as well as Drew
Wenzel ’08.” Apparently a blast was truly had by
all, as he and Melissa are expecting a baby girl early
July, which Donny slyly points out is “exactly nine
months after our wedding.”
—Jaime Padgett, 1837 W Patterson Ave., #109,
Chicago, IL 60613; dartmouth2007s@gmail.com
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Much like that old Nutri-Grain commercial, there are babies everywhere.
Elizabeth Sherman and Josh Wexler
welcomed their first child, daughter Isadora, on
September 27. They were excited to see Trish (Kelly)
Dunne and her husband, Michael, in a birthing class
in August and send best wishes to the Dunnes and
their new son, Ian. Tom and Liz (Silvey) Healy had
their first child, Grace, in December. They’re hoping she’ll be a Dartmouth ’40. Meli Garber-Browne
had her baby, Micaela Garber-Browne, on December 23, 2017. And Jon Hopper shares that Dana Cushing Olverson and her husband, Dave, are expecting
an “Olverdaughter” in May. Congratulations to all!
Sandy Barbut Hunt is working as an emergency
room trauma nurse at Boston Medical Center and
almost finished getting her doctorate as an acute
care nurse practitioner. She’s hoping to get into
the dermatology and plastic surgery specialty.
Sandy and her husband, Steve Hunt, have two kids
and bought their first home in the South Shore of
Boston last May. Steve is working in the field of
medical device sales for capital equipment, serving
all the major hospitals in Boston.
Emily Chen was just named CEO of her company, MediQuire, a healthcare data analytics company based out of N.Y.C. that is changing how payers and providers work together. She’s looking for
great hires for her team, so get in touch.
Laura Little is running the Paris Marathon in
April, after which she plans to eat all the macarons.
She’s looking for other ’08s who are crazy enough
to do marathons to run with!
On the nuptials front, Yasmin Mandviwala got
married in October, with many ’08s in attendance.
In February Evan Meyerson married Katie Davis
(Brown ’09) in N.Y.C. There was a solid Dartmouth
showing at that wedding as well, including 19 ’08s!
Adria Buchanan married Aleksey Karulin on March
27 in Rancho Palos Verdes, California. Adria and
Aleksey offer a huge thank you to everyone who
came from far and wide to celebrate the occasion!
On July 8, 2017, Brooks H. Smith got married
to Jean Van Bourgondien in Goshen, Vermont,
in front of a crowd that included Dartmouth alums ranging from class of 1956 to 2013. Brooks
is now heavily involved in helping launch Engineers Without Borders-Hong Kong, particularly
its overseas projects team, focusing on providing
technical assistance to designers of water, sanitation and hygiene systems in Cambodia and Myanmar. In June Jean and Brooks will be moving to

Melbourne, Australia.
Michael Larson married Junko Takagi last year.
They live in Tokyo, where she works in Englishlanguage education and he is writing his dissertation and teaching part-time at Waseda University.
They have a guest room that is open to any ’08s
passing through Asia, unless your name is Joseph
Hanley, because no one in their 30s needs to hear
another Bon Jovi song ever again.
Devin Fallon informs me that he recently visited our nation’s capital, where he met up with
Klarissa Ruiz and Daniel Belkin for two-for-$10
margaritas at Santa Rosa Taqueria. He also says
Dave Lamb recently bought an Oculus Rift (virtual
reality headset) and rumor has it he’s working on a
Model UN simulator so he can relive his glory days
of crushing high school debate teamers under his
rhetorical heel.
And Adam Platz writes in to brag that, after
months of hard work, he has finally overtaken
Chris Barth in Words with Friends with an overall
record of 26-24. But Adam is a big nerd and uses
obscure words, so it’s not that impressive.
Until next time!
—Chris Barth, 315 14th Ave. NE, Minneapolis, MN
55413; (609) 405-9153; cbarthrun@gmail.com
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It’s hard to believe summer is upon
us again, and we’ve been away from
Hanover for nine years! Enjoy some
updates from our classmates, and please don’t
forget you can send in your news at any time. Dylan
Kane is in New Zealand on a volunteer program
with seven other U.S. Forest Service wildland
firefighters building trails and doing other conservation projects on New Zealand public lands.
Kaitlin (Gallup) Licato and her husband welcomed
their son, Theodore, in April. Claire McConnell and
Chris Noel are engaged! Lilian Mehrel is teaching
an immersive storytelling course this spring at
New York University Tisch Grad Film with Ray
Tintori. She was part of the Tribeca Film Institute
Immigration Co/Lab and created an augmentedreality story experience. Kendall Reiley finished
her master’s in educational leadership and policy
studies from the University of Denver this spring.
She’s giving herself the award for most days skied
while teaching full time and in grad school. She
wrote, “If any ’09s need to hire an elementary
school principal, let me know. Also, I’m still living just outside of Aspen, so come ski!”
—Liz (Doolittle) Kahane, 7 Chatmoss Road,
Henderson, NV 89052; (617) 909-7669;
elizabeth.d.kahane@gmail.com
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Many updates—straight to it!
Christine Chang and Philip Song
were married on September 30 in
Philip’s hometown of Princeton, New Jersey. They
met in kindergarten and reconnected after college
in New York City. Many ’10s were in attendance,
including Jenny Qian, Sisi Yao, Yacoba Annobil and
Sooyeon Kang.
Xiao Lin is marrying Andrea Choi ’11 in Manhattan on September 23. They moved to Geneva,
Switzerland, one and a half years ago after four
years of dating long distance. Andrea is from Hong
Kong, so they’ll have another wedding banquet in
Hong Kong in early 2019.

Lou-Lou Igbokwe wrote in to share that Deja
Kemp is marrying her fiancé, Anthony Lawrence,
on April 7 in North Carolina. Yaa Obeng-Adusare

will perform the ceremony. Other ’10s in attendance are expected to include Nichole Davis, Harmony Gbe, Jasmine Richards, Jessica Guthrie, Kristin
Powell, Daria Waite, Charnice Barbour, Allen Odeniyi,
Hamadi Henderson and Lou-Lou herself!
Ben Young and Briana Carroll Young welcomed
their first child, Riley Helen Young, in November.
Ben says that Riley’s grandmother, Suzanne Wiley
Young ’77, is already planning on sending her to
the Winter Olympics in the 2030s!
Chelsea Place Johnson and her husband, Chris
Johnson ’09, welcomed baby boy Hartley Place
Johnson on January 18.
Lucretia Witte writes, “I still live in San Francisco and work as the executive director of the
expeditions program at Summit Public Schools.
I’ve set a personal goal of visiting 30 national
parks by my 30th birthday, and just completed
an awesome solo trip through Utah’s Mighty Five
this January. Got some great recommendations
from Matt Applegate, which resulted in me getting
lost in a slot canyon in Escalante (not his fault!).
I had an awesome time celebrating Paula and Karen
Sen’s 30th in the Berkshires during President’s
Day Weekend and enjoyed staying in Jane Kurtzman’s uptown palace (Jane is a urology resident at
Columbia). I also spent some time with my squash
teammate Libbey Brown and her fiancé, Brendan
Lane ’11, who are getting married in the Poconos
this September.”
Krystal Palmers graduated from Rutgers Law
School-Newark in January. In September she’ll
start working as an assistant district attorney in
Bronx County in New York City!
Jeff Friedman is still living in Boston and he
was recently promoted to portfolio manager at
GM. He’s now co-running the firm’s distressed
credit investing business.
Matt Mukerjee finished his Ph.D. in computer
science at Carnegie Mellon University. He, Sophie
Hood ’09 and their corgi Brock will be heading to
the West Coast for new adventures.
Rufaro Makanda is back in N.Y.C. after graduating from Harvard Business School in 2016 (with
many fellow alums, including section-mate Annie
Rittgers ’09!). She has been working at Bank of
America in investment banking ever since. Last
year Rufaro and her older sister launched a condiments company (Sauc’y Foods, www.saucyfoods.
com). Since then, they have been featured at a
pop-up holiday market as well as a pop-up dinner
in Brooklyn, where New York City chef Segun
Odofa incorporated Sauc’y’s curry ketchup into his
dishes. In between work and condiments, Rufaro
gets to spend time with lots of Dartmouth classmates throughout the year, and is looking forward
to mini-reunions at Dartmouth weddings in 2018!
Jeremy Teicher was selected to be an artist-inresidence at the South Korea Winter Olympics,
where he directed a feature film starring Alexi
Pappas ’12 and Nick Kroll. The film was shot on
location in the Olympic athlete’s village and inside
several Olympic sport venues—an unprecedented
level of access for a fictional film project. Jeremy
and Alexi will be getting married this June.
Be well!
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—Jennifer Chong, 7A Marine View, 19 Middle Lane,
Discovery Bay, Lantau, Hong Kong; jenniferashley
chong@gmail.com
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The Winter Olympics ended just a few
days ago, and two of our classmates
competed in Pyeongchang! Emily Dreissigacker, a first-time Olympian, represented the
United States in the biathlon, and Ida Sargent, a
second-time Olympian, represented the United
States in cross-country skiing.
Amanda Trunzo earned a mention in ESPN
recently for downhill ice-skating on the Red Bull
Crashed Ice circuit, all while teaching and coaching at a charter school in Minnetonka, Minnesota.
Sophia Golvach also dropped me a line about
her recent marriage to Samuel Blazek ’09. The
wedding was September 2, 2017, and she writes,
“We enjoyed the company of a lot of Dartmouth
alums!”
—Hillary S. Cheng, 16013 Legacy Road, #304, Tustin, CA 92782; (603) 546-8452; hillary.s.cheng@
dartmouth.edu
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Hi, y’all. Summer is nearly upon us!
We’ll be reaching out about some
events coming up to bring our class
together and kick off the season. Keep your eyes
peeled for details and, as always, reach out with
any suggestions or to get involved!
April showers bring May flowers, and that
means engagements to celebrate—as well as the
start of wedding season. Here’s the latest. After
meeting at Green Key our freshman year, Molly
Khalil and Dominik Kolodziejczyk ’08 are settling
down in Madison, Wisconsin. They just bought a
house and got engaged—who knew Green Key romances could end so well?! Let’s also raise a glass
to a couple more ’12s on their exciting engagement news: Pat Martin to Lindsay Wahl and Zumba
queen Carissa King to Jorge Francisco Ascui. We
can’t wait to see the pictures.
And while the weather’s heating up with this
issue, I’d be remiss not to call out our ’12 classmates who competed for the United States in
the Winter Games this year: Sophie Caldwell and
Tommy Ford. Big congrats to these two all-star
skiers, who made up part of a large and impressive
Dartmouth contingent this year. Plus, Alexi Pappas
traveled to Pyeongchang as an artist-in-residence,
where she shot and starred in a series of short
films inspired by her own experiences running in
the 2016 Summer Olympics, along with fiancé and
creative partner Jeremy Teicher ’10.
Finally, with her doctorate from the University of Maryland School of Dentistry in hand, Ally
Clark will be starting her orthodontic residency at
Temple in July. And Boston docs Stef Lazow and
Manisha Apte will be continuing their medical education with new roles as well this summer; Stef is
beginning a two-year research position at Boston
Children’s Hospital, while Manisha will begin a
role as chief resident at Boston Medical Center.
For our next issue, help me recognize the
start of ’18 Sophomore Summer (yikes) by sending
in your favorite ’10 Sophomore Summer memories, plus any news about big summer plans you’ve
got coming up! And, hey, maybe we should all head
on up to Green Key this year—is it too late to follow
90
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in Molly’s footsteps and find true love in Hanover?
—Liz Sullivan, 1444 Rhode Island Ave. NW, #603,
Washington, DC 20005; easullivan12@gmail.com
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Lots to report this month–thank you
all for sharing updates!
Emmaline Berg writes in, “This fall
I finally (sadly!) left Dartmouth, where I was a
volunteer assistant for the track team, to move to
Burlington, Vermont, as the new track and field
coach at the University of Vermont.”
Larissa Russell transformed her food startup
Green Pea Cookie into a new venture, Pod Foods,
which is modernizing wholesale food distribution.
She wrote an article in the Huffington Post—check
it out to learn more about what Pod Foods has
been up to.
Torey Barrett started working on the sales
team at Pinterest in October.
Millen Abselab was recently accepted to the
Robert Larner College of Medicine at the University of Vermont and will start in the fall as a
member of the class of 2022.
Paige Elliott, along will fellow alumnae Eileen
Carey ’04 and Kristina Trygstad-Saari ’07, headed
to the Winter Paralympic Games in Pyeongchang
in March as part of the support staff for the U.S.
Paralympic Nordic ski team.
Clark Moore is portraying the character Ethan
in the new film, Love, Simon, an adaptation of a
popular young adult novel. Catch him at a theater
near you!
Matt Sturm had two photos in a gallery show in
Oregon and got to catch up and hike with Morgan
Wharton while visiting.
Jen Jaco is getting married to Jeremy Whitaker ’15 in May 2019 outside Chicago.
Kate Comee and Benjamin Rowe got engaged
in October in California.
Teni Oyo-Ariyo will be attending Duke University’s Fuqua School of Business this fall and
would love to connect with any alumni in RaleighDurham, North Carolina!
Ali Oberg is graduating from Tuck School of
Business in June and moving to Seattle in August to start as a product marketing manager at
Microsoft.
Last fall Scott Lacy spent seven weeks in the
Ethiopian jungle kayaking 916 kilometers down
the entire length of the Blue Nile in what became
the first successful expedition to navigate the Nile
and the Northern Gorge. What was originally supporting a documentary film crew on the last 300
kilometers of the river—to be flooded this summer by a dam—became a trip about survival and
endurance when everything went wrong. Back in
the United States, Scott is recovering well and has
some stories to share.
Callista Womick is releasing her first book,
1: Nectar Collector, as a serial on Medium.
Angela Gauthier matched to the Wilmer Eye
Institute at Johns Hopkins University for ophthalmology residency.
Charlotte Williams now works for Amazon in
Los Angeles.
Zack Doherty is a public affairs officer in Okinawa, Japan, and has been traveling all over Asia.

Jack Boger is finishing active duty this spring and

moving to San Francisco this summer.
Joel Malkin is currently serving a three-year
tour as an instructor at the Basic School, the
Marine Corps’ six-month course in Quantico,
Virginia, training Marine lieutenants in the fundamentals of platoon tactics, officership and
leadership.
Emma Smith Cain and husband Peter Cain
recently welcomed the newest member of the
Dartmouth class of 2039. Asher Jeffery Cain was
born on Feb. 11, 2017, weighing in at 7 pounds, 6
ounces, and measuring 19 inches of perfection. He
can’t wait for his first trip to Hanover!
Sean Darrow and Margot Farrell (UMass Amherst ’14) got engaged over Thanksgiving, and
their wedding will be in late August.
Amanda Wheelock moved to Golden, Colorado,
to work for the Continental Divide Trail Coalition
as its marketing and communications specialist. She would love for people visiting Colorado
to say hi!
Dimpy Desai graduated from University of
Michigan Law School in December. After studying
for the bar in Houston, she will move to Albuquerque, New Mexico, to clerk for a federal judge.
—Emily Fletcher, 822 South Main St., #4, Ann Arbor, MI 48014; emilyefletcher@gmail.com
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Hello, ’14s! I hope you all are well and
enjoying the spring! We have some
great news from our classmates, so
let’s get to it!
James Lin is finishing up his master’s in public
administration with a focus in environmental
science and policy at Columbia University. He
has worked on various client-focused projects
during his study and is expected to work for the
New York City mayor’s office or in the public sector after graduation. Congrats, James!
Morgan Curtis writes in, “In these times of
intersecting crises, I’m grateful to wake up and
contribute each day at Canticle Farm, an interracial, intergenerational, interfaith urban farm
and intentional community in East Oakland,
California. I’ve also been working for three years
now with SustainUS, a national network of youth
climate justice activists. This year I am organizing the California Allegory Youth Fellowship, an
opportunity for young artists and organizers from
the frontlines of the climate crisis in California to
bring their stories to the Global Climate Action
Summit. The question most alive for me right now
is: How, amidst our work resisting the systems of
oppressions that bind us, do we enact our visions
of liberation in the here and now?”
Alison Polton-Simon recently started a new job
working as a software engineer at Angaza in San
Francisco. At Angaza, she’ll be working to expand
access to solar energy and other clean technologies in areas without grid electricity.
After spending three months last summer
cycling across Europe from Scotland to Poland,
Eric Waskowicz joined the American Academy of
Family Physicians in Washington, D.C., as a legislative and policy strategist in their state health
policy office.
Lauren Jenny moved from her hometown
of Boston to Dallas in January. After working

in finance for three years, she is excited to join
Compass Real Estate, a technology-driven real
estate firm.
Katie Randolph recently joined the BlackRock
digital wealth team. In her new role she facilitates
strategic partnerships between BlackRock’s technology platforms (most notably its robo-advisor)
and other financial institutions.
Jane Cavalier has returned to the Museum of
Modern Art as a curatorial assistant in the department of drawings and prints. Having worked
there in 2016-17 as the Modern Women’s Fund
12-month intern, Jane eagerly continues developing MoMA’s collection and exhibition program.
Last, I write with the news about the passing this past fall of two of our classmates, Hunter
Foraker and Caleb Ladue. Our deepest condolences
are with their families and friends. I have seen
some beautiful tributes to Caleb and Hunter from
many of you; I know our class will miss these two
vibrant and kind individuals very much.
Thank you to all of those who wrote in. I look
forward to hearing from more of you as the year
progresses. Sending the very best wishes.
—Jessica Womack, 8 Spring St., Princeton, NJ
08542; jrwomack1991@gmail.com
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After receiving such meaningful responses for the last column about the
importance of the Ravine Lodge in the
lives of students across classes, I have the privi-

lege to share more stories in this space. Thank you
to those who took the time to put their memories
into words.
“There’s no denying that the lodge reconstruction process was a painful one for many of us.
You know a place is special when so many people
in the community feel the life in the building itself.
I have a lot of faith in the community to continue
fostering a space where people will truly find a
sense of place, form relationships that last a lifetime and maybe even learn something deep about
their own nature. But it is worth acknowledging
that though we gained a beautiful new building
and the community remains strong, we did sustain
a loss. My hope is that as we all learn to love the
new lodge, we remember that there was something
unique and powerful in those old spruce logs,”
says Carly Wynn.
“For me, the lodge was all about taking a little
hiatus from the day-to-day and enjoying some
time either with close friends or getting to meet
new people. Its welcoming, open and friendly
culture was contagious. I’ll also remember hoping the lodge floor wouldn’t cave in from people
breaking it down too hard on the dance floor,”
says Matt Stanton.
There is a strong history of trail and lodge
“Croo” pranking each other, sometimes worse
than others. We came back from Croo day to discover that trail Croo had covered the entirety of
Croo quarters, even up to the loft, with cups of

water. Lodge Croo (a few summers later, in retaliation to a different prank) moved the entire front
room of McKinney cabin outdoors, complete with
a screen door tied to a tree.
The kitchen porch of the old lodge was a magical place to watch weather. The most spectacular
thunderstorms took place around Moosilauke
or would vanish into fog. There were beautiful
sunsets on autumn leaves. It’s one of the few
public places that people would actively stop to
admire and comment on the weather for more
than small talk.
At one point during the 2014 freshman trips,
the power went totally out just before the dinner
show. There was no water or electricity. Scrambling for solutions, the Croo discovered that we
had members who could play piano and guitar.
The entire show was put on a cappella, and we
used the gas oven to turn out hot food. The lodge
has a wonderful way of bringing out the talent and
resourcefulness of the people there.
“The lodge is my favorite place in the world,
and my true home at Dartmouth. I’m grateful for
the people and experiences (silly and serious) that
it brings together!” says Anna Miller ’16.
Finally, in classmate news, Marc Sasso recently got engaged to Andrea Del Conte, a 2015
Harvard graduate.
—Samantha Webster, 665 Washington St., Apt. 711,
Boston, MA 02111; (484) 356-3678; samwweb15@
gmail.com
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Hi, ’16s! A few quick updates from our
classmates follow.
Gates Lucas wrote in about his skiing trip to Aspen, Colorado, with Josh Lang and
how exciting it was that Josh learned to ski this
past winter.
Jared Boyce also wrote in with the following
update: Back in October he began working as an
associate researcher at Mount Sinai. His lab utilizes non-human primates to study the underlying
neural and neurobiological correlates of learning and memory. Jared’s main project involves
adolescent monkey exposure to THC and how it
impacts brain structures, learning and memory,
and genetic expression on a molecular basis. When
he’s not chasing down monkeys in the lab, Jared
volunteers on the Children of Bellevue (CoB)
junior board as the co-chair. CoB raises money
to support programs that alleviate the fear, pain
and potential trauma children face from being
hospitalized, having a chronic or mental illness
or being abused or neglected. They also leverage
healthcare to enhance early development and
school readiness in children at risk because of
family poverty. The organization is accepting donations, and Jared encourages anyone to reach out
to him at jboyce@childrenofbellevue.org if they
are interested in donating.
Thanks for reading this issue’s class notes.
Feel free to send any news and updates my way—
it’s great to hear from you all!
—Feyaad Allie, 202 Running Farm Lane, Apt. 201,
Stanford, CA 94305; feyaad.allie@gmail.com
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Congratulations to Ksenia Ryzhova and
Jake Weidner on their engagement! Jake
popped the question while the two of
them were in Cape Cod this summer. Jake and
Ksenia were out in Massachusetts visiting Bronwyn Lloyd, so they celebrated with Bronwyn’s family that night. Since then, Jake has joined the U.S.
Army Reserve. Once he finishes his schooling in
Fort Benning, Georgia, he will join Ksenia in New
York City where she works in brand strategy consulting. Although work is interesting, Ksenia is
applying to various graduate school programs to
study medieval history. Ksenia spends a great deal
of her time exploring new restaurants and cafes
with friends. For instance, she recently grabbed
coffee with Roman Huszar and with Kim Son discovered a cafe that serves deconstructed lattes in
goblets. In the coming months, Jake and Ksenia
will visit Yifan Fang in Japan.
After Commencement, Ali Patillo decided to
pursue a career in journalism. In June Ali moved
to New York to begin work under Sunjay Gupta, an
Emmy Award-winning neurosurgeon and medical
reporter at CNN. She produced across a variety
of channels, but she is most proud of two long
features she wrote: the first one on flow state and
the second piece on the lack of diversity in the
outdoors. After her time at CNN, Ali began work
under Dr. Robin Smith, a physician journalist who
is an advocate for regenerative medicine. Ali is
planning Dr. Smith’s fourth annual international
conference at the Vatican, where experts will
examine the societal effects of technological advancements in the medical field. This conference
will bring together numerous scholars, profession92
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als in the healthcare industry and interfaith leaders to discuss the ethical repercussions of medical
developments. Ali has felt a lot of stress, but she
looks forward to interviewing these experts at the
Vatican. Outside of the office, Ali has been exploring the international cuisine, thrift stores and art
museums in the Big Apple. Even in a crowded city,
Ali spends a lot of time with fellow ’17s. She has
grown closer to Sofia Rainaldi; the two of them often
attend events at the Whitney Museum of Art and
wander the city together.
Surprisingly, not every ’17 is on the East
Coast! Heather Laedtke is a native to Minnesota
and moved back to Minneapolis to become a public
affairs associate consultant at Environment Resources Management Group. Heather was drawn
to the company because of its emphasis on global
sustainability and social impact. She enjoys this
particular role because it is client facing, and she
has the ability to manage complex projects at an
entry-level position. Heather enjoyed the Super
Bowl LII festivities since her hometown hosted
the big game. She lives and works in downtown
Minneapolis, so she was right in the middle of
the action. She went to concerts and street fairs
throughout the week and during the weekend.
ESPN conducted its coverage in the lobby of
Heather’s corporate building, so she and her coworkers watched multiple interviews live. Despite
the sub-zero temperatures, Heather, Maddie Wall
’16 and I picked up lunch at the food trucks downtown since we all work within two blocks of each
other. To celebrate game day, Heather and her
roommate Grace cooked a delicious feast and invited their high school friends, coworkers and me
to their apartment, which is so close to the stadium
that we watched the vintage jets fly above the city
during the national anthem.
—Dorian Allen, 117 West Grant St., Apt. 123, Minneapolis, MN 55403; (973) 986-5988; dorallen@
comcast.net

Grads

Meg Houston Maker ’87 (MALS’09) presented an

extremely enjoyable talk for the Hanover chapter
of the International Women’s Club (IWC) at the
Howe Library in February. Meg has wide-ranging
interests, including nature, culture, food and wine,
and she has recently added a study of cheese. She
is the founder and president of Megmaker Communications, an independent writing and editing
consultancy specializing in content strategy, editorial design and identity narratives. She works
with both practicing writers and writing students
to help them develop their craft. She also writes a
prizewinning online journal at Terroirreview.com.
Meg’s talk to the IWC was divided into six
sections to explain everything about winemaking,
from how the vines are grown and nourished to
how to properly appreciate the final product, the
wine. All are necessary to produce a truly fine
wine, and each section was illustrated with Meg’s
slides. Her first topic was geography, where she
showed slides of valleys with terraced hillsides
and pointed out how the amount of sun can differ widely. Next was farming, which includes
soil composition and the huge amount of labor

that goes into tending and harvesting the plants.
This was followed by an explanation of how the
particular types of grapes matter. The grapes have
to be adapted to the region where they are grown.
This must take into account the timing of the first
frost, the amount of expected rainfall, hail and,
of course, climate change. Then she presented
her “wine is food” section. Different cultures pair
their wines with their own special, local dishes.
(Every member of her audience was salivating
while watching the slides during this section.)
Then came the “wine is generous” section, where
Meg showed how producers take such great pride
in their finished product that they want it to be
shared and appreciated. The “wine is about
people” section was last, since this was very well
illustrated by every preceding subject. Meg then
explained that wine tasting is a multistep process
and taught us the proper way. To really appreciate
wine, you have to consider the color, smell and
texture as well as the taste.
Meg has traveled through France, Italy, Portugal and Spain collecting stories, images and
knowledge about their cultures. She would like
to add Australia, New Zealand and South Africa
and, of course, their wines to her travels. She lives
in Lyme, New Hampshire, and the IWC is hoping
Meg will give them another enthralling talk in
the near future with her expanding knowledge
of cheese.
The latest edition of Clamantis: The MALS
Journal is out. Find it at www.mals.dartmouth.
edu/news-events/clamantis-mals-journal.
—Jane Welsh, 175 Greensboro Road, Hanover,
NH 03755; (603) 643-3789; m.jane.welsh.gr@
dartmouth.edu

Clubs &
Groups

Dartmouth clubs and groups put on many great
events this winter, covering a wide variety of activities from skiing and ice skating to cozy book
clubs. Quite a few clubs also organized outings
to theaters and shows. These types of events are
usually pretty involved to organize, but often offer
special opportunities for behind the scenes access
or uniquely social ways to experience events with
other Dartmouth alumni.
Two theater gatherings were planned as part
of Washington, D.C.’s Women’s Voices Theater
Festival this winter. One was an outing cohosted by
the Dartmouth Club of D.C. and the Native American
Alumni Association of Dartmouth to see the world
premiere of the new play, Sovereignty. The historybased plot included Native American characters
who studied and lived at a school in Connecticut
called the Foreign Mission School. The school was
an example of a series of attempts to educate Native American youth in New England. It reminded
alumni in attendance of Moor’s Charity School,
founded by Wheelock in Lebanon, Connecticut,
and the alma mater of Samson Occom, which
would later relocate to Hanover with Wheelock
when he migrated north to found the College in
1769. This event was planned by Christopher Cha-

vis ’12 and Barbara Rollins ’84. Attendees included
Kevin Hudak ’07 and the event featured a post-show

discussion with the playwright, a female Native
American professor of constitutional law at the
University of Pennsylvania who has been an active contributor to many Democratic presidential
campaigns. The other theater event, cohosted by
the Women of Dartmouth of Washington, D.C., and
Black Alumni of Dartmouth Association (BADA),
was an outing to the Mosaic Theater’s world premiere production of Queens Girl in Africa. The
play, performed by Helen Hayes award-winner
Erika Rose, is a touching coming-of-age story of
a woman finding her place in civil war-torn Nigeria. The event included the post-show discussion
“Black and Abroad: Traveling Beyond the Limitations of Identity” with Solia Bickerstich, Heather
McCleod (international relations specialist) and
Chanel Jaali (visual-performance artist), plus a
dinner for alumni following the show. Cathy Solomon ’82, of the Mosaic Theater board of directors,
and Meredith Benedict ’92 and Meg Sommerfeld ’90,
co-chairs of Women of Dartmouth of Washington,
D.C., organized this special event.
Women of Dartmouth of New York also cohosted
a theater event with BADA this winter in New
York. The event was an alumni outing to The Lion
King, featuring Dartmouth’s own Kimberly Marable
’05. After the performance, alumni were invited to
join Kimberly and her fellow actors at a talkback
session. The event was followed by a social gathering at a restaurant nearby.
The Dartmouth Club of South Florida helped to
organize the South Florida Health Care Innovation Forum this winter, an All Ivy-plus event created in partnership with Holy Cross Research Programs. The event, organized by Omar Rashid ’00,
featured Dartmouth graduate and world leader in
biotechnology and entrepreneurship Cuong Do ’88,
Tu’89. He is currently the Samsung global strategy
executive vice president and is a board member of
True Image Interactive. The discussion covered
emerging issues in biotechnology entrepreneurship, drug and medical device development, and
intellectual property, and included audience Q&A.
Finally, the Dartmouth Club of St. Louis reported on its wonderful winter events. Nick Holekamp
’82, the chief medical officer at Ranken Jordan,
hosted the Dartmouth Club of St. Louis for its
annual Christmas-holiday gathering on December
21. Ranken Jordan is the world’s first and only pediatric bridge hospital, a nonprofit, free-standing,
independent facility serving medically complex
children in transition from hospital to home. More
than 45 alums enjoyed a delicious lunch and a
tour. Distinguished guests included Peter Holekamp
’78, Holly Benson ’93, Cindy Heidenry ’96 and her
father, Thomas Weigle ’72, and David Leonard ’95.
On January 14, the active club headed to the St.
Louis Art Museum for lunch and a private tour.
If you live in the area and would like to join the
club’s listserv, please email Ken Bower at kbower@
claytonfinancialgroup.com.
Don’t forget to send me updates about the
great events that your club, association or affiliated
group has organized! Newsletters and other email
updates are also welcomed.
—Stina Brock ’01, PO Box 9274, Jackson, WY 83002;
stina.brock@gmail.com

STUDENTS AIMING FOR
TOP COLLEGES:
Receive strategic advice, tools, and guidance from
the nation’s premier college consultants, helping
students for over 20 years.

• Unparalleled success rate
• Advising and facilitating every step of the way
• Lessen stress and increase college choices
Join us for personal admissions counseling.
Call now for information.

TopTierAdmissions.com
781.530.7088
info@TopTierAdmissions.com

Dutton Hill, Norwich, VT

Goose Pond Road, Hanover, NH

Contemporary home on a beautiful sun-filled hilltop meadow.
3 br, 2½ bath, with connected 1 br, 1-bath rental. Master
carpenter rustic, hand-built finishes, Rumford fireplace and
woodstove hearth.
Use “as is” with two
living units; convert
to single residence;
renovate and/or add
on. 2-horse stall barn
with garage. Offered
at $539,500
WILLIAM “STAR” JOHNSON, BROKER
15 BUCK ROAD, HANOVER, NH 03755
WWW.BIGGREENRE.COM • 603-643-3942

Pressey Brook Farm is a 3 br, 1 bath classic farmhouse on ±4
acres with a relaxed feeling, great front porch and backyard
privacy. A nature-lover’s dream, with wetlands & streams
adjacent, minutes to Goose Pond for recreation, with hiking
and cross-country
ski trails accessible
in the ±200 acres
of conserved land
surrounding the
property. Offered
at $339,000

* Big Green Real Estate is not affiliated with

nor sanctioned by Dartmouth College.
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Alumni
Council
The Dartmouth Alumni Council, the 125-member representative body that seeks to foster twoway communication between the College and its
more than 80,000 alumni, has had an especially
busy year. This past fall the council fulfilled an
important constitutional responsibility: to fill the
vacancies of two alumni-nominated members of
the board of trustees whose terms had expired,
the first such openings in five years.
The council’s nominees, Elizabeth Cahill
Lempres ’83, Th’84, senior partner emeritus at
McKinsey & Co., and Jeffrey M. Crowe ’78, managing partner at Norwest Venture Partners, a
Silicon Valley venture capital firm, begin their
terms in June.
Meanwhile, on April 20, the council and its
professional development committee broadened
the council’s portfolio by hosting a symposium on
campus titled “The Future of Work in an Accelerated Era.” The symposium brought students together with faculty and alumni to discuss changes
in the job market and to share advice on entering
the workforce. The council’s executive committee is grateful to Cuong Do ’88, Tu’89, the chair of
the professional development committee, for
spearheading this effort in partnership with
Michelle LaFond ’83, who leads the committee’s
working group on student engagement.
Two weeks later, on May 5, the council’s
alumni service committee, led by its chair, Barbara Rollins ’84, sponsored the fourth annual
Dartmouth Alumni Day of Service. It is a day
that affords alumni opportunities to give back
to their local communities, as well as to grow
closer to each other and to the College through
their class, club or group.
Founded in 1913, the council represents
constituents from more than a half-century of
classes, as well as regional clubs and affinity
groups. We regard ourselves as our constituents’
eyes and ears (and voices, too), as we travel to
Hanover twice each academic year armed with
questions. We meet with senior leadership of
the College, as well as students and faculty, then
disseminate what we learn to our constituents
via email, social media and other platforms. We
do so, in part, with the hope of inspiring engagement with the College, another component of
our mission.
This past October our theme was Dartmouth’s unparalleled “sense of place’’—an experience that came alive as we convened during
the fall foliage under the freshly cut wood beams
of the new Moosilauke Ravine Lodge. To simulate
the end of a first-year trip, we asked professor
Donald E. Pease Jr., the author of the definitive
biography of Theodor “Dr. Seuss” Geisel ’25, to read
to us from Green Eggs and Ham, a Moosilauke
staple. You can find a video of that unforgettable
reading by going to dartgo.org/greeneggs.
The council president is elected by its membership to serve a one-year term, beginning July
1. As the end of my term approaches, I am hon94
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ored to begin preparing to pass the president’s
gavel—yes, we actually have one—to Adrienne
“Tee” Lotson ’82, who will become the first woman
of color to lead the council. Tee has had an eclectic career, including as a sports attorney working
with the NCAA and the Atlanta committee for
the Olympic Games. Last year, while serving as
an administrative law judge for the City of New
York, she somehow found time to earn a Ph.D. in
cultural anthropology.
I look forward to Tee’s stewardship of the
council, and to the directions in which she and
her executive committee will lead it. In the meantime, you can write to me, and her, at alumni.
council.president@dartmouth.edu.
—Jacques (Jack) Steinberg ’88, president, 6068
Blunt Alumni Center, Hanover, NH 03755; alumni.
council.president@dartmouth.edu

Deaths

The following is a list of deaths reported to us
since the previous issue. Full obituaries, usually
written by the class secretaries, may appear on
the DAM website at dartmouthalumnimagazine.
com, where friends and classmates may post their
own remembrances of the deceased. Please contact alumni records at (603) 646-2253 to report
alumni deaths.
Frederick Ernest Howard ’38 • Sept. 1, 2017
Alfred R. Wolff ’38 • Jan. 21
Raymond Sanford Kantor ’40 • Dec. 30, 2017
Chester Spring Williams ’41 • Nov. 6, 2017
Samuel Miller Bell ’42 • May 11, 2017
Gordon Look Newell ’42 • Jan. 26
Fenton John Lane ’43 • Sept. 25, 2017
John Clark Moore Jr. ’43 • Jan. 15
Harold Clinton Habein Jr. ’45 • Dec. 4, 2017
Fletcher Hughes McDowell ’45 • April 23, 2017
John William Howard ’46 • Jan. 14
David Lester Warren ’46 • Jan. 10
Willard Hastings Wheeler ’46 • Jan. 22
Karl Edmund Becker ’47 • June 12, 2017
Donald William Delahanty ’47 • Nov. 4, 2017
Samuel Chamberlain Doyle ’47 • Dec. 18, 2017
Richard Dewey Jacques ’47 • Dec. 29, 2017
Harold Johnston ’47 • Jan. 25
Roger Whitman Reynolds ’47 • Jan. 21
Burton Zuckernik ’47 • Jan. 19
Jerold F. Lucey ’48 • Dec. 10, 2017
Robert E. Mohrbacher ’48 • Jan. 10
Arthur F. Niederbuhl ’48 • Jan. 10
John Gately ’49 • Jan. 16
Donald Richard Pardee ’49 • Jan. 13
James Wilmer Valliant ’49 • July 3, 2017
Marland Edward Benner ’50 • Feb. 5
J. Edward Hale Jr. ’50 • Jan. 4
Aram M. Chorebanian ’51 • Jan. 23
J. Brooks Dodge Jr. ’51 • Jan. 17
John A. Hoskins ’51 • Dec. 28, 2017
William S. Macfadden ’51 • Oct. 20, 2017
Paul Robert Staley ’51 • Jan. 5
David A. Brew ’52 • Nov. 7, 2017
Alan C. Davis ’52 • Dec. 9, 2017
Donald P. Moore ’52 • May 12, 2017
Richard P. O’Neill ’52 • Feb. 9
Jordan Thomas Schanck ’52 • Jan. 13
Joseph M. Ware ’52 • Feb. 1

Alan B. Echikson ’53 • Jan. 27
David R. Godschalk ’53 • Jan. 27
V. Barlow Goff ’53 • Dec. 10, 2017
William E. Nichols ’53 • Jan. 24
David Robert Replogle ’53 • Jan. 7
Roland Taylor Addis Jr. ’54 • Jan. 5
D. William Blacksher Jr. ’54 • Dec. 29, 2017
George Graboys ’54 • Dec. 16, 2017
Sinclair Hamilton Hitchings ’54 • Jan. 18
Yngvar L.F. Hvistendahl ’54 • Dec. 2, 2017
George Millis Kingsley Jr. ’54 • Jan. 25
Robert Gene Levy ’54 • Jan. 30
Robert Andrew Martin ’54 • Nov. 22, 2017
John David Pope ’54 • Jan. 9
Richard King Trowbridge ’54 • Feb. 1
James Henry Cavanaugh ’55 • Dec. 17, 2017
Randolph Jennison Hayes ’55 • Jan. 19
David Peter Miller ’55 • Dec. 24, 2017
Scott Vititow Rutherford Jr. ’55 • Feb. 7
Robert D. Hall ’56 • Jan. 24
Emerson Bradford Houck ’56 • Jan. 25
John Shepard Parke ’56 • Dec. 19, 2017
J. William Scher ’56 • April 30, 2017
George William Sherman II ’56 • June 23, 2017
Bert Robinson Whittemore ’56 • Dec. 28, 2017
Paul Douglas Withington ’56 • Jan. 17
Galen Weare Clough ’57 • Dec. 21, 2017
Evan Meredith Kjellenberg ’57 • Jan. 18
Richard Routly Stacey ’57 • March 12, 2017
Thomas Surridge Wallace ’57 • Jan. 10
William Hooker Caley ’58 • Nov. 22, 2017
John Symes Goodnow ’58 • Feb. 7
Charles Belknap Henderson II ’58 • Oct. 27, 2017
Kynaston Leigh McShine ’58 • Jan. 8
Douglas MacDonald Pease Jr. ’58 • Jan. 16
Patrick Owen Burns ’59 • Sept. 28, 2017
John Paul Cook ’59 • Dec. 22, 2017
Gary Charles Meehan ’60 • Dec. 12, 2017
George Chisholm Rush ’60 • Jan. 12
Donald Scott Baker ’61 • Feb. 2
Stanley Pickett Bates ’61 • Dec. 10, 2017
John Frederick Hagaman ’61 • Sept. 16, 2017
James Hayward Roussel ’61 • Feb. 1
William Robert Baschnagel ’62 • Dec. 14, 2017
Michael Charles Beachley ’62 • Jan. 13
George Winslow Brannen ’62 • Dec. 1, 2017
James Claggett Owings Jr. ’62 • Jan. 12
William Carl Bottger Jr. ’63 • Jan. 16
Olen George Bunting ’64 • Jan. 12
Fred Howard Eidlin ’64 • Oct. 28, 2016
Thomas Griffith Illick ’64 • Dec. 2, 2017
Arthur Hull Rainey ’65 • Dec. 17, 2017
Walter Leonard Harrison ’66 • Dec. 9, 2017
George Ashley Owens ’67 • Feb. 12
Allan Griswold Johnson ’68 • Dec. 24, 2017
John Bone Bassett ’69 • Jan. 21
William Lester Selden ’69 • Feb. 5
Michael Paul Szyper ’70 • April 11, 2017
Daniel Leslie Brenner ’73 • Feb. 15, 2016
Jerome Byron Wade ’73 • Dec. 22, 2017
Donald Bartlett Fredrickson ’74 • March 9, 2017
Paul J. Coady ’75 • Nov. 16, 2017
Charles D. Everson ’75 • March 3, 2017
Edward C. Littlefield ’75 • Nov. 22, 2017
Joseph Anthony Crotty ’83 • Nov. 9, 2017
Thomas Earl Rose ’83 • Sept. 12, 2016
Benjamin Hooker Watts ’84 • Sept. 19, 2017
Tinya Lynnette Banks ’86 • February
Nathan Dominic Clarke ’07 • Jan. 29

postcard-perfect vistas.
She enrolled at Dartmouth, as did her
brother, Chuck ’78, DMS’81, now the director of surgery at Northwell Health in
Queens, New York. Conte could have gone
to school in Boston, but she was beguiled by
Hanover’s outdoor ethos. The Outing Club
gave her the chance to channel the wilds
of Alaska. Her fondest memories include
camping on Mount Washington. “Winter
camping is something you are happy to say
you have done, but not when you’re doing
it,” Conte says. “I wasn’t miserable, but I
was cold. I was very cold.”
She’s been adventuring ever since: riding horses in the sands of the United Arab
Emirates, ferrying medical supplies to
earthquake victims in Haiti and once getting
her canoe stuck for an hour in the middle of
an Ecuadorian river.
On a recent winter trip to Chamonix,
France, Conte and her three children, including Maddy ’17, went mountaineering.
Conte brought crampons and ice axes but
forgot a critical piece of equipment: rope. “If
we’d slipped, we probably weren’t going to
die, but it was going to be ugly. There would
have been injuries,” Conte says. “The guide
said, ‘It’s fine. We’re going to be fine,’ because
there was no alternative. She wasn’t going
to panic us.”
BACK IN SAN FRANCISCO, CONTE
is well-equipped and calm tackling her
business challenges. Mytesi is generating
excitement, and analyst Robert LeBoyer of
Aegis Capital Corp. wrote last December
that sales of Mytesi are expected to grow
in 2018. “Response to the new marketing
campaign has been substantial,” he noted.
“The stories that we hear from patients are absolutely remarkable,” Conte
says. “There’s a market for this, and we
can do something really important.” She’s
“extremely optimistic” about gaining FDA
approval for those additional uses of Mytesi
because the drug shows such great promise
for treating other conditions in which diarrhea is life-threatening.
In the meantime, Conte isn’t sitting
still. She’s spending as much of her free
time as possible on a horse. “Jumping and
a bit of endurance riding,” she explains.
After all, there is no elixir for stamina. After years of effort, she’s coming down the
backstretch, and the finish line just might
be in sight.
is a freelance journalist
based in Fresno, California.
ANDREW FAUGHT
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in Hanover since 1975. (603) 643-6004;
roger@rogerclarkson.com. Roger Clarkson ’75.

LARGE, PRIVATE WATERFRONT LOT!

A New Way To Vacation,
A New Way To Support
Dartmouth
 5+ Acres and 254’ of Frontage  Just Minutes to the
Center of Town  Messer Pond is a 67 Acre Pond

and Has Some of the Best Fishing Around
 Snow Building Construction Retains the Rights
to Build a Custom Designed Home  Agent Interest

85 Pond’s Edge Lane, New London

$159,000.

(603) 526-4116
P.O. Box 67
224 Main Street
New London
NH 03257

FOR RENT
LUXURY TUSCAN VILLA. Set high in the Chianti
countryside, this exquisite, recently restored villa
has 8 bedrooms and 8.5 bathrooms. Perfect
for large families or groups of friends, the
beautiful vistas, large pool and outdoor
fireplace all make for the vacation of a lifetime.
Private chef available. mahokeza@comcast.net
or (860) 651-0010. D’82.
FRANCE, PARIS-MARAIS. Exquisite, sunny, quiet
one-bedroom apartment behind Place des Vosges.
King-size bed, living/dining room, six chairs, full
kitchen, washer, dryer, weekly maid service, Wi-Fi.
$1,350 weekly; max@gwu.edu.
PARIS, ILE SAINT-LOUIS: Elegant, spacious
top ﬂoor skylighted apartment, gorgeous
view overlooking Seine, 2 bedrooms sleep 4,
2 baths, elevator, well-appointed, full kitchen,
Wi-Fi. (678) 232-8444 or triff@mindspring.com.
PROVENCE. Delightful five-bedroom stone
farmhouse, facing Roman theater. Pool, vineyard.
(860) 672-6608, www.frenchfarmhouse.com.
SUMMER/FALL LAKESIDE RENTAL. Two hours
from Hanover. Private lodge; dock, boats. Pristine
lake; views. Sleeps 8; families welcome. Resident
caretaker. No pets/no smoking. bit.ly/nhlodge.
(202) 320-8268, rmargesson@gmail.com.

CAREER PREP SERVICES
CAREER LAUNCH HELP ALL MAJORS:
Dean Lazar’s Golden Guide by Dartmouth
and Columbia alum. Go to Amazon or
www.lydialazar.com.

ADVERTISE IN DAM

CLASSIFIEDS

CONTACT CHRIS FLAHERTY AT
ADVERTISING@DARTMOUTH.EDU
OR CALL AT (603) 646-1208

When you rent this beautiful Sun
Valley home, the owners (fellow
alums) will donate a portion
of the income to Dartmouth.
To list your home or rent from
our Dartmouth-only network,
visit AlumniEscapes.com or call
Ki Young ‘81 at 650-468-9553.
Kim

AlumniEscapes.com
kyoung@alumniescapes.com
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what i’ve learned since graduation

Neal Kumar Katyal ’91

44 South Main Street, Hanover, NH

A litigator on arguing before the U.S. Supreme Court
Interview by L I S A F U R L O N G

Denise Dame, Linde K. McNamara, Barbara Heyl
A Real Estate Team With Proven Results!

“I’m not sure my parents have yet decided it was a good idea I became
a lawyer. They cried when I decided to go to Dartmouth instead of

603.643.4900 [Ofﬁce] 603.277.0067 [Cell]
linde@lindemac.com | LindeMac.com

Over 25 Years Experience in Real Estate Sales

pursuing a six-year undergraduate-and-medical-degree program.”
“When my mom and dad visited the Supreme Court when I was clerking for Justice Stephen Breyer, my mom said, ‘Maybe you did okay.’ It

wasn’t until I married a doctor that she decided I really did okay.”

“Dartmouth debate coach Ken Strange was the most important teacher
of my life. Before every Supreme Court argument, I think of the

lessons he taught me.”

“I’m a reasonably good lawyer, but I’m far better at aggregating a

team of really talented people and harnessing their insights, which
is much more the Dartmouth way than at other colleges.”
“When I went to law school, having traveled with debate teams, it was
the first time I was at school five days a week since my freshman year
of high school. School is a lot easier when you go to all the classes.”
“Everyone in my class at Yale Law School had worked their tails off
to get in, and many were trying to have the social lives they had

missed. I’d had a robust social life, as one does at Dartmouth, so I
was ready to hit the books.”
“To those considering law school, the current president is making
a case for the need for lawyers.”
“I’m an American exceptionalist. The United States is

the best country on earth largely because our system
is based on the rule of law, and we have people who
are willing to stand up and fight for it.”

Located on the most scenic road in Hanover, this home has been
recently renovated with a gorgeous new kitchen, new carpet and
paint! There are 4 bedrooms on the 2nd ﬂoor with 2 new full baths.
There is also a ﬁrst ﬂoor ofﬁce that could double as a guest room.
A large deck and sunroom off the rear of the house provides
privacy and easy space for entertaining and outdoor living. With
acres of conserved land out your back door, you have access to
miles of hiking trails and access to the Appalachian Trail . Only 10
minutes to downtown Hanover. Hanover, NH $580,000

Gorgeous, architecturally designed cape privately situated on 2
acres, with views and beach rights to Mascoma Lake. This home
offers an open ﬂoor plan that reﬂects its quality construction
throughout, from the gourmet kitchen to the Great Room with
mahogany paneling and gas ﬁreplace. Light ﬁlls the main living
area in the open, ﬂexible ﬂoor plan. Three ﬁnished levels include
a master bedroom with large walk-in closet and private bath and
2 other bedrooms and bath on the second ﬂoor and your own
large private gym on the lower level. Enﬁeld, NH $529,000

Connecticut River frontage! This renovated farmhouse offers
the best of both worlds, combining country living with in-town
convenience. This glorious setting has had a master gardener’s
touch, with beds of colorful perennials and lilacs galore. The eatin kitchen is made for family gatherings with plenty of counter
space and cabinetry. The majestic dining room will easily seat
20 guests and ﬂows into a lovely living room with ﬁreplace and
French doors. A 1st ﬂoor master suite has views of the meadows
and a private bath. Upstairs there are 4 more bedrooms, with 2
full paired baths. A gem!! Orford, NH $395,000

Bright, sunny and peaceful describes this quality built cape on
4.6 acres of gorgeous land! The 1st ﬂoor has a dining room and
living room, as well as featuring a generous size bedroom plus
an additional room that can serve as an ofﬁce or a study, and a
remodeled full bath easily accessible to all rooms on that ﬂoor.
The stunning living room centers around a brick ﬁreplace and
a formal dining room ﬂowing easily from both the kitchen and
living room. The second ﬂoor provides two additional generous
size bedrooms with another remodeled full bath. Enjoy living
just a stone’s throw to I-91, in the charming village of Thetford,
VT, just 15 minutes to Norwich and Hanover, but take pleasure
in having a life style of country living. Thetford, VT $399,900

“The Supreme Court justices know me well enough to
know I’m going to come before them and make only my
best points, and I’m not going to take liberties with

the law because I’ll be back there arguing another
case in a month.”
“Arguing a case before the Supreme Court is about
facilitating a conversation among the justices.”
“Before every Supreme Court argument, I talk to each
of my kids about it, and they ask questions. Now they

are old enough to truly understand the cases, but when
they were 5, 7 and 9, forcing myself to explain one to them was a
way to confirm I’d gotten to the heart of the issue.”
“I still get nervous before every Supreme Court case. As I pass in front
of the court, it sometimes brings me to tears to see the inscription,
‘Equal Justice Under Law.’ One of the first things I see inside the
building is a statue of Justice Thurgood Marshall, and there’s a
spot on his foot I always rub.”
“I am someone who believes in ritual. I wear the exact same thing to
the court every time: my dad’s Sikh kara bracelet, socks my mom
gave me, a tie my aunt gave me and a suit I bought a while ago.”
“I never think about being on the Supreme Court. You don’t take cases
such as defending bin Laden’s driver with that career path in mind.”
“If I weren’t a lawyer and didn’t have to worry about supporting my
family? I’d be a ski instructor.”
96 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E

HIS STORY

Notable: Former acting solicitor general who drafted the special counsel
regulations under which Robert Mueller serves; Al Gore’s co-counsel in Bush
v. Gore (2000); successfully defended Guantanamo detainees, including
Osama bin Laden’s driver, before Supreme Court; in 2017 argued almost
10 percent of cases heard by Supreme Court; representing Hawaii in its
suit against the Trump travel ban
Career: Professor, Georgetown Law Center, since 1997; partner, Hogan
Lovells, since 2011
Education: A.B., government (Phi Beta Kappa); J.D., Yale, 1995
Personal: Lives with wife Joanna Rosen and three children in Chevy
Chase, Maryland
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The Woodstock Inn & Resort, one of New England’s most scenic, romantic, and luxurious destinations
for a Vermont wedding, is ready to make your celebration perfect in every way. Our experienced staff will
assist you with every detail — from room reservations to dinner menus, wedding cakes to rehearsal dinners.
PERSONAL WEDDING COORDINATOR
EXQUISITE WEDDING CAKES

•

•

FULL WEDDING VENUE SERVICES

CUSTOMIZED WEDDING MENUS

YEAR-ROUND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

•

•

BRIDAL PACKAGES AT THE SPA

EXCLUSIVE ROOM RATES

The World’s Best Hotels ~ Travel + Leisure

Woodstock, Vermont | 802.457.6647 | www.woodstockinn.com
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The Perfect Setting for an Exquisite Wedding
is Vermont’s Most Beautiful Address.

